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(ABSTRACT)

A number of studies have investigated the performance of common stocks recommended in

The Value Line Investment Survey. Little attention, however, has been given to the perform-

ance of call options recommended in Value Line Options. This study has two major purposes.

The first is to determine whether an investor acting on Value Line’s call purchase recomm-

endations and following Value Line’s prescribed strategy earns abnormal returns, and if so,

to identify the portion of the abnormal return that is associated with purchaslng calls that are

under-valued relative to the prevailing stock price and the portion that is due to the under-

valuation of the underlying stock. The second major purpose is to determine whether there

is a correlation between Value Line’s option and stock rankings and returns performance.

Underlying both of these purposes is a test ofthe superiority of Value Line’s estimates of fu-

ture stock price variance relative to volatilities implied by prevailing market stock and call

option prices. The results indicate that abnormal returns are earned by following the pre-

scribed strategy but that abnormal returns are ellminated after consideration of transactions

costs. There is, however, a strong and persistent correlation between option rankings and

returns performance. In general, the results are consistent with the relative superiority of

Value Line’s estimates of future stock price variance.
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Chapter I

Introduction

While there is a significant body of research that scrutinizes the performance of

stocks recommended in The Value Line lnvesment Survey, little attention has been

paid to the performance of option investment strategies recommended in Va/ue Line

Options. The recent availability of trade and quote data for options traded on the

CBOE makes the performance analysis of Value Line Options possible. This study will

apply a decomposition methodology to the returns on call option hedges formed on

the basis of call purchase recommendations contained in weekly issues of Value Line

Options over the period 1983-1985. The study has two major purposes. The first ls

to determine whether an investor acting on Value Line’s recommendations and fol-

lowing Value Line’s prescribed strategy earns abnormal returns, and if so, to identify

the portion of the abnormal return that is associated with purchasing calls that are

under·valued and the portion that is due to the under-valuation of the underlying

stock. The second major purpose is to determine whether there is a correlation be-

tween Value Line’s option and stock rankings and returns performance. Fundamental
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to both of these purposes is a test of the superiority of Value Line’s estimates of fu-

ture stock price variance relative to volatilities implied by observed market stock and

call option prices. The study will explore the issues of option performance meas-

urement, the relationship between market call option prices and Value Line’s opinion

of equilibrium call option prices, the ability to execute call purchase transactions at

prices at or below Value Line’s published 'limit’ prices, and the potential incentive for

Value Line to systematically understate the limit price in order to protect its reputa-

tion.

The motivation for this study is provided by previous findings that stock portfolio

selection strategies designed on the basis of rankings contained in The Value Lina

Investment Survey earn abnormal returns. A natural extension of the tests of Value

Line’s stock rankings is the examination and testing of Value Line’s option recomm-

endations. Because call options are derivative and leveraged securities, any abnor-

mal return performance exhibited by common stocks should be reflected in the

performance of call options on the stock. lt is entirely possible, however, that call

options on mis-priced stocks are themselves correctly priced with respect to the in-

correct stock price. In such circumstances, a properly constructed and maintained

hedge between the call option and the stock would earn the risk-free rate. ln the

parlance used in this study, this would lead to a measured return associated with

'option selectivity’ of zero and a measured return associated with ’stock selectivity’

that is positive.

While Value Line publishes buy and sell recommendations for both calls and puts

as well as covered call writing strategies, this study is restricted to call purchase

recommendations. The selection of call buying recommendations was made in re-

cognition ofthe relative popularity of this investment. According to a report prepared

jointly by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Commodity
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Futures Trading Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission, equity

call option volume on the major options exchanges was nearly three times put option

volume between January and September 1984. Based on a representative sample

of traders in equity options, the report indicated that 80% of traders bought calls, 31%

wrote uncovered calls, 61% bought puts, 43% wrote puts and 63% wrote covered

caIls.‘

The call purchase recommendations contained in Va/ue Line Options are influ-

enced by Value Line’s ranking of the underlying stock and its opinion of the equilib-

rium value of the call option. Value Line determines a ’normal’ value for call options

based on analysis of the historical relationships between call prices and the under-

Iying determinants of call option prices. These determinants of call option prices

consist of: (1) exercise price; (2) price of the underlying stock; (3) time until expira-

tion; (4) the underlying stock’s volatility; (5) the risk-free rate; (6) the common stock’s

dividends, and (7) market 'sentiment.’

Value Line’s estimates of future stock price variance play the pivotal role in the

ranking and recommendation process. Consistently superior estimates of future

stock price variance would lead to ’normal’ call prices that more accurately reflect

equilibrium call option values. Any test of the Value Line model is implicitly a test

of the accuracy of the stock volatility input parameter]

The market ’sentiment’ factor presumably describes the manner in which the

market processes the information contained in the values of the first six determi-

nants. lf the market price of a call option deviates from its ’normal’ value as deter-

mined by Value Line’s model, the call option is considered to be over- or

under-valued. After several weeks, if the market price of the option falls to converge

l Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and
Securities and Exchange Commission. 'A Study of the Effects on the Economy of Trading in Futures
Options.' December 1984.
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A
to the normal price as estimated by the Value Line model, Value Line revises its es-

timate of the normal price path of the option. This revision is made in recognition of

the fact that market ’sentiment’ has changed. Because the Value Line model is pro-

prietary, its specific form is unknown. However, information made available by Value

Line suggests that the model is essentially a multivariate regression employing the

determinants enumerated above as independent variables. In this context, changes

in market ’sentiment’ correspond to shifts in the sensitivity coefficients for one or

more of the determinants. Thus, revision of the normal price of the call results when

the model parameters are adjusted to reflect intertemporal changes in the manner in

which the market processes the information contained in the values of the determi-

nant variables. By combining the degree to which the option is over- or under-valued

with the ranking of the underlying stock, Value Line determines a ranking for the op-

tion.

ln addition to examining the excess return performance of options recommended

for purchase in Va/ue Line Options, this study will attempt to separately identify the

component of return that is due to the performance of the underlying stock and the

component that is due to the under-valuation of the call option. The vehicle for de-

composing the returns on the call options is a model presented by Galai (1983). This

model provides for the identification of option and stock selectivity components and

assumes that the option trader is employing an option pricing model to identify

under-valued options. An interesting aspect of the current study is that the model

used for identification of under-valued options is a proprietary model and is, there-

fore, unknown to the public. On the issue date of Va/ue Line Options, call options are

recommended for purchase contingent upon the ability to purchase the call at a price

that is equal to or less than the ’limit’ price specified in the issue. This limit price ls
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analogous to the model price used as the signal for the execution of option invest-

ment strategies in other studies.

The methodology used in this study assumes the formation of hedge portfolios

consisting of a long position in the recommended call option and a short position in

the underlying stock. Not knowing the specific form of the option pricing model used

by Value Line necessitates use of an equilibrium call option pricing model. This re-

quirement stems from the need to calculate hedge ratios and the option selectivity

component of return throughout the period the call is held in a hedge portfolio. Be-

cause the option selectivity component is based on the change in the divergence

between actual and model call prices over discrete time intervals, a model price is

required for each discrete time interval. The procedure employed here is to use the

American option pricing model developed by Barone-Adesi-Whaley (1987) in con-

junction with the Value Line ’normaI’ price to calculate an implied standard deviation.

This standard deviation is used throughout the week to calculate model prices and

hedge ratios. The portfolio is rebalanced on a daily basis using the hedge ratio from

the Barone—Adesi·Whaley model. On the following issue date, the published normal

prices are used to recalculate a new implied standard deviation, which is used for the

following week. This procedure is continued throughout the period the call is held in

a hedge portfolio.

The stock selectivity component of the return on the option requires risk adjust-

ment. This study will estimate the parameters of the market model over a period

following the holding period in order to calculate benchmark returns.

Chapter ll provides a review of the literature and Chapter Ill describes the meth-

odology. Chapter IV presents results of the study. Chapter V offers a summary and

conclusions.
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Chapter II

Literature Review

This study evaluates the performance of call options recommended for purchase

in Va/ue Line Options by forming option-stock hedge portfolios. While it is believed

that this is the first study to evaluate the opinions of an investment advisory service

concerning option values, a number of issues relevant to the study have been ad-

dressed in the existing literature. This chapter reviews this literature and organizes

it into four sections.

The first section describes previous empirical tests of option pricing models and

option market efficiency and highlights the importance of using stock and option price

data that reflect available transaction prices to the trader. Discussion of joint tests

of hypotheses and the results of tests using neutral hedges are also provided.

The second section reports the results of previous studies involving Value Line.

The documentation of abnormal returns from stock selection strategies based on

recommendations contained in The Value Line Investment Survey provides the moti-

vation for the current study. This section surveys this literature.
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The third section reviews some of the extant literature on the informational effi-

ciency of the option markets and the relationship between the options and stock

markets. Tests of the effect of Value Line stock rankings on stock prices indicate that

such rankings convey information to the market. Studies reviewed in this section

suggest that option markets are at least as informationally efficient as the stock

market.

The fourth section presents alternative methodologies for measuring option per-

formance and provides discussion of the distributional properties of option-stock

hedge returns under a discrete hedge adjustment regime.

ll.A. Tests of Option Pricing Models and Market Efficiency

Since the development of the Black-Scholes (1973) option pricing model, there

have been active and increasingly sophisticated attempts to refine and evaluate op-

tion pricing models and test the efficiency of option markets. A review of the option

pricing literature indicates a proliferation of models, most of which are variants ofthe

Black-Scholes model. The general pattern in the development of alternative option

pricing models has been accomodation of more realistic assumptlons concerning the

payment of dividends, the optimality of early exercise, the distribution of stock prices,

and the stationarity of the distribution of stock prices.

This study implicitly tests Value Line’s call option pricing model. Unlike other

tests of option pricing models, however, we do not know the precise form of the

model we are testing. Value Line provides a statement of opinion concerning equi-

llbrium option value in weekly issues of Va/ue Line Options. This is accompanied by
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a general description of methodology and a statement of what it beiieves to be the

influential variables. The approach here is to view the Value Line normal price as the

model price from the Barone-Adesi—Whaley (1987) option pricing model and to follow

a neutral hedging stategy upon the identification of underpriced calls. The issues

involved here have been addressed in a number of previous studies.

Galal (1983a)

Galal provides a review of option pricing models and empirical tests of option

market efficiency. He identifies the major problems in conducting empirical tests as

stemming from joint tests of model validity, market efficiency and data accuracy.

Assumlng that the data are accurate and the estimates of pricing model input pa-

rameters are unbiased, then the use of a correct model in conjunction with efficient

markets provides for good predictions of future option prices. Use of an incorrect

model under these circumstances Ieads to positions that will yield returns

commensurate with the risk arising from failure to construct neutral hedge positions.

lf the option market is inefficient, then use of a correct model in definlng arbitrage

trading strategies will generate above-normal profits. ln all cases, it is necessary for

the stock and option markets to be efficient and synchronized for option pricing

models to generate accurate predictions of option prices. Synchronization of stock

and options markets exists when the observed stock and option prices used as input

parameters are available transaction prices. All option pricing models assume the

synchronization of stock and option prices.

Galal (1978)

Galal found that daily closing price data for options and stocks were not synchro-

nized. This finding resulted from conducting ex-post boundary condition tests on

daily closing prices of options listed on the the Chicago Board Options Exchange

(CBOE) from April to October 1973. The data indicated rejection of the hypothesis that
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simultaneous option and stock closing prices conformed to the theoretlcal boundary

conditions. Galai points out that ex-post tests are incapable of testing market effi-

ciency because there is no assurance that prices that are used as signals (at time t)

represent available transaction prices (at time t+ 1).

ln order to correct for the lack of synchronization, Galai repeats his boundary

condition tests using ex-ante data. The ex-ante tests use prices at time t as signals

of boundary condition violations. Using this time t information,
’a

trading strategy is

devised, but the position is established at time t+1 at prices that are unknown at time

t. The position [is] Iiquidated at t+2.’ (p. 47). Galai suggests that this procedure is

appropriate for testing market efficiency because it more accurately reflects available

transaction prices. In his ex-ante tests, Galai finds that application of arbitrage trad-

ing rules in cases where boundary conditions are violated leads to profits that are

positive on average, but insignificantly different from zero. This suggests that the

hypothesis of market efficiency cannot be rejected.

Phillips and Smith (1980)

Tests of option market efficiency and the ability to use a specific option pricing model

to identify excess profit opportunities must reflect the costs of transacting including

those implicit in the bid-ask spread. Phillips and Smith investigate the efficiency of

the options exchanges when trading costs are considered. They find that the mag-

nitude of trading costs, including the bid-ask spread, is sufficient to eliminate the ex-

cess returns reported from the trading rules employed by Galai (1977, 1978), Trippi

(1977), Chiras and Manaster (1978) and Klemkosky and Resnick (1979, 1980).

After summarizing the explicit transaction costs associated with exchange traded

options, Phillips and Smith analyze and estimate the implicit transaction cost of the

bid-ask spread. The bid-ask spread is the compensation required by market makers

for providing Iiquidity to the trader and is defined as the difference between the
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highest quote to buy and the lowest offer to sell. Phillips and Smith use the average

bid-ask spread to adjust the reported returns to trading rules for trading costs.

Phillips and Smith describe a ’subtle form of selection bias’ (p. 186) that results

when trading rules use price signals as transaction prices. In the case of a trading

rule designed to identify underpriced calls, there would be a systematic bias towards

identification and selection of prices that are bid prices. This bias towards selecting

prices that are on the ’wrong side of the bid-ask spread' (p. 186) leads to measured

positive abnormal returns that are spurious. The authors suggest that the bias can

be reduced or eliminated by 'employing an ex ante test or by using intra-day data to

ensure that observed prices are contemporaneous.' (p. 186, fn. 10).

Bookstaber (1981)

Bookstaber develops a methodology for evaluating the probability that

nonsimultaneity in option and stock prices is responsible for observed option mis-

pricing and that any indicated profit from exploitation of the perceived mispricing ls

unattainable in practice. ln addition, he uses the methodology to conduct simulations

that provide a guide to the magnitude of the nonsimultaneity problem in empirical

research.

lf the stock price prevailing at the time of a most recent option quote is substan-

tially different from the last stock price quote, then any indicated mispricing of the

option is likely to be due to nonsimultaneity. The probability that option mispricing

is due to nonsimultaneity is the probability that the stock price at the time of the last

option quotation was equal to the stock price that solves the Black-Scholes model for

the last option quotation conditional on the closing stock quotation. Bookstaber de-

velops a methodology for determining the probability that the closing stock price

could differ from the implicit stock price by an amount sufficient to explain the ob-

served option mispricing.
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Assuming various values for the standard deviation of stock prices and the num-

ber of option trades, the simulations provide the probability that the stock price at the

time of the closing option quote differs from the closing stock quote by more than

stipulated amounts. The simulations assume 1000 stock trades per day and that

trades of options and stocks are independent. The results indicate that the probabil-

ity of nonsimultaneity is a decreasing function of the number of option trades per day

and is an increasing function of the standard deviation of stock prices. Bookstaber

believes that, for in-the-money options, economically significant probabilities of

nonsimultaneity may exist for differences in stock prices as small as one quarter of

a point. The probabilities of nonsimultaneity are not found to be sensitive to the

number of stock trades per day.

The current study uses an intra-day option trade and quote data base that pro-

vides a time-stamped record of virtually every option trade and bid-ask quote for

options traded on the CBOE. Associated with each option trade or quote is a simul-

taneous stock price. The use of option bid-ask quotes and the procedure described

in the following chapter for inferring stock bid and ask prices very nearly eliminates

the problem of non- synchronous data.

Tests of the performance of neutral hedges consisting of call options and the

underlying stock provide for risk adjustment of the investment position. The tests

performed here will be of this form. In general, hedge tests require construction of

a portfolio consisting of a long (short) position in a call option and a short (long) po-

sition in a fractional number of shares of the underlying stock. The stock position is

generally calculated as the derivative of an option pricing model call price with re-

spect to a change in the stock price. Previous studies have used neutral hedge tests

to (1) evaluate and compare the performance and biases of option pricing models and

(2) test option market efficiency.
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Black and Scholes (1973)

Black and Scholes calculate model prices for options traded on the over-the-

counter market in order to identify over and underpriced options. The variance input

into the model is estimated from historical stock price data. Appropriate long and

short option hedges are formed and adjusted daily in order to maintain a neutral

hedge. Their findings are that: (1) The model overprices options on high variance

stocks and underprices options on low variance stocks; (2) Abnormal profits induced

by selling overpriced options and buying underpriced options disappear after con-

sidering transactions costs; (3) The model performs very well when accurate variance

estimates are used; (4) Variance is nonstationary.

Galal (1977)

Galai forms hedge portfolios and uses actual option closing prices to adjust hedge

composition on a daily basis. He performs both ex-ante and ex-post tests of hedge

performance over the period April 26, 1973 to November 30, 1973, which represents

the first several months of trading on the CBOE. ln the ex-post tests, the time series

average excess hedge return was statlstically significantly different from zero for 71

out of the 202 options studied (5 percent level). In most cases, the hedge portfolios

had zero systematic risk. When transactions costs of one percent were imputed,

most of the excess hedge return was eliminated.

Galai finds that the Black-Scholes model performs better the lower is the dividend

yield on the underlying stock. When a dividend—adjusted Black·Scholes model is

used for identification of under- and over-valued options, the average of the time se-

ries hedge returns increases by over 50 percent.

The ex-ante tests are similar to the ex-post tests except that executlon of the

trading strategy is delayed by one day. The ex-ante tests more realistically simulate

the trading opportunities available to the investor and should, therefore, be consid-
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ered the relevant tests of market efficiency. Under this regime, the average hedge

portfolio return fell substantially along with a corresponding decline in the number

of statistically significant average excess hedge returns from seventy-one to twelve.

Galai suggests that when costs of trading associated with bid-ask spreads are con-

sidered, profits on the hedge portfolios may be entirely eliminated.

Blomeyer and Klemkosky (1983) l

Blomeyer and Klemkosky use GaIai’s (1977) testing procedure in combination

with RolI’s American call option pricing model to analyze the extent to which pricing

discrepancies indicated by the Black-Scholes model are due to the early exercise

potential for unprotected American calls. The Roll model is designed to price the

flexibility to exercise an American option prior to expiration.

The ex-post hedge returns using RoI|’s model do not exceed those obtained when

using the Black-Scholes model, suggesting that RolI’s model for pricing unprotected

calls is not better able to identify 0ver—and under-valued call options. However, the

results do indicate significant ex-post excess hedge returns for both models. ln the

ex-ante tests, a five to fifteen minute lag is assumed between identification of a de-

viation between model and market prices and construction of a hedge position. The

hedge positions are assumed to be held for one month at which time they are liqui-

dated. The results indicate that both models produce significant average excess

hedge returns before transactions costs, but that when transactions costs for rela-

tively efficient traders are imputed, average excess profits disappear. Blomeyer and

Klemkosky conclude that the results support market efficiency and that the relatively

simple Black-Scholes model is an acceptable substitute for the relatively complex

Roll model.
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II.B. Value Line Recommendations and Security

Performance

While there is a dearth of literature concerning Value Line’s option rankings and

recommendations, a significant body of literature on Value Line stock rankings exists.

This literature is roughly divided into two related topical areas. The first directly

concerns the efflciency of the stock market and the ability of analysts to obtain ab-

normal returns through stock ’selectivity.’ The second involves examination of the

extent to which Value Line rankings convey information to the market. Because these

issues are central to the present study, a detailed review of some of this literature ls

provided in this section.

Value Line is an investment advisory service which, among other services, pro-

vides stock ratings to its clients. The ratings are based primarily on 10 years of

publicly available information concerning earnings and common stock prices and

range from 1 to 5. A rating of 1 indicates an expectation of most favorable stock price

performance over the succeeding 12 months while a rating of 5 indicates an expec-

tation of worst stock price performance over the following one year period.

ln September 1965 Value Line announced a stock selection contest that was in-

tended to promote the Value Line service. lndividuals were invited to enter the con-

test by selectlng a 25 stock portfolio from the 350 stocks that were rated 4 or 5 (lowest

rating) by the Value Line service as of November 26, 1965. The portfolios selected

were assumed to have equal weights on each of the 25 stocks according to their

value at the close of the market on December 3, 1965. Portfolio performance was

defined as the percentage change in the value of the portfolio over the period De-
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cember 3, 1965 to June 3, 1966, with appropriate adjustments made for stock splits,

stock dividends and other capital changes.

At the same time, Value Line selected a 25 stock portfolio from among the uni-

verse of 100 stocks which it ranked 1 (highest ranking) as of November 26, 1965.

Value Line offered cash prizes to the 100 contestants who submitted portfolios with

the highest performance, provided these portfolios outperformed the Value Line

portfolio. Value Line’s intent, of course, was to demonstrate the superior perform-

ance of a portfolio composed of stocks ranked 1 relative to portfolios of stocks with

the lowest Value Line rankings.

The Value Line contest provides a unique opportunity to evaluate investment

performance because the parameters of the contest are well specified. The 6 month

duration of the contest provides an explicit investment horizon over which to judge

investment performance and disclosure of the method used in evaluating perform-

ance removes ambiguity concerning the appropriate criteria for measuring invest-

ment return. In the Value Line contest, capital appreciation was clearly stated as the

crlterion for superior performance. In addition, the ’simulated’ nature of the portfolio

investments removes the possibility of any price pressure exerted on market prices

due to large stock market transactions. There is no danger that the very act of buying

or selling stocks in the process of portfolio formation influences the prices of the

stocks in which transactions take place.

Shelton (1967)

Shelton uses data from the first Value Line contest to examine the stock selection

ability of contest entrants. Shelton finds statistically significant evidence that partic-

ipants in the contest were able to select portfolios consisting of 25 stocks that out-

performed randomly selected 25 stock portfolios. His study does not test the ability

of Value Line to select stocks with subsequent superior performance.
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Shelton analyzes the average performance ofthe 18,565 contestants using as his

benchmark the mean performance of all possible means of portfolios each consisting

of 25 stocks randomly selected from the universe defined as the 350 stocks ranked 4

or 5 by Value Line. The null hypothesis is that the average performance ofthe 18,565

Value Line contestants is within three standard deviations of the average perform-

ance of the 350 stocks ranked 4 or 5 by Value Line. Rejection of the null hypothesis

implies the conclusion that the contestants non·randomly selected portfolios from a

universe of stocks whose price changes were non-random. This finding would be

inconsistent with the random walk hypothesis.

The average six month return on the 350 stocks in the universe was -5.956 percent

with a standard deviation of 15.93 percent. Returns were skewed to the right and

Ieptokurtic. The distribution of the returns on all possible individual portfolios con-

sisting of 25 stocks chosen at random from the universe of 350 was approximately

normally distributed with a mean of -5.95 percent and a standard deviation of 3.08

percent. The mean six month return of all possible groups of 18,565 portfolios each

consisting of 25 randomly chosen stocks was -5.956 percent with a standard deviation

of .023 percent. Finally, the mean six month return on the 18,565 portfolios selected

by the Value Line contestants was -4.77 percent.

Shelton finds that the mean performance of the Value Line contestants is statis-

tically significant, lying close to 50 standard deviations above the expected mean.

He concludes that the Value Line contestants exercised 'seIectivity’ and formed

portfolios of stocks that they felt would outperform the universe of stocks. Evidence

for this is found in determining the frequency of selection of individual stocks from the

universe of 350 stocks and comparing this with the frequency of selection that would

be expected if selection were random. Using a Chi—square test, Shelton finds that the
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actual frequency of selection dlffered from the expected by a statistically significant

amount.

Although evaluation of the performance of the Value Line portfolio was not the

focus of the study, Shelton finds that the evidence supports the superior performance

of the Value Line portfolio. The Value Line portfolio outperformed all but 20 of the

nearly 20,000 contestant portfolios.

Shelton concludes that the stock market was sufficiently predictable during the

six month contest period to reject the theory that stock price changes are random.

Hausman (1969)

Hausman maintains that the statistical test employed by Shelton was inappropri-

ate and that when the correct statistical test is used, the findings are consistent with

the random walk hypothesis.

Shelton found that ’the average score achieved by 18,565 contestants [in the

Value Line contest] of .9523 is about forty-nine relevant standard deviations greater

than the expected mean.’ Hausman finds that the estimate of the standard deviation

used by Shelton is appropriate only if the stocks selected by the contestants in

forming their portfolios were randomly selected. In fact Shelton himself provides

evidence that the stocks selected by the contestants were not randomly chosen.

Hausman considers the extreme case of non-random selection where all

contestants select an identical portfolio of 25 stocks. ln this artificial case, the rele-

vant standard deviation for use in statistical tests of significance would be the stand-

ard deviation of returns of all possible single portfolios of twenty-five stocks chosen

at random from the population. Using this standard deviation, the observed difference

in performance of the contestants as compared to expected performance is not sig-

nificant. Because the actual selections ofthe contestants lie somewhere between this

artificial extreme of identical portfolio selection and pure random selection, the rele-
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vant standard deviation lies somewhere between the standard devlations associated

with each of the extreme cases. Hausman suggests a new null hypothesls: There is

stock selection bias but the bias is independent of actual stock performance. In other

words, contestants select some securities more often than would be expected under

random, or unbiased, selection.

Hausman’s conclusion is that the relevant standard deviation to use in tests of

statlstical significance lle somewhere between .03180 (the standard deviation of re-

turns of all possible single portfclios of twenty-five stocks chosen at random from the

population) and .00023 (the standard deviation of all possible means of 18,565 portfo-

lios of 25 stocks each, assuming sampling is random). He maintains that SheIton’s

use of the latter measure of dispersion was inappropriate and biased Shelton's re-

sults towards finding slgnificant differences in performance.

Black (1973)

ln a piece published as a Letter to the Editor of the Financial Analysts Journal,

Black describes the results of his study of the differential performance of portfolios

constructed according to Value Line ranklngs. He concludes that his simulations

provide evidence that the excess return performance of five portfolios constructed

based on Value Line ranklngs are perfectly ordered in the manner predicted by the

ranklngs and that the excess returns themselves are statistically slgnificant.

Black provides a fundamental description of the basis for the Value Line ranklngs.

The ranking system uses ten years of published information on the earnings and

common stock performance of each company that Value Line follows. High ranklngs

are assigned to stocks for which prlce·earnings ratlos are low compared to both his-

torical norms and the market as a whole. ln addition, quarterly earnings reports that

show upward momentum in earnings both hlstorlcally and relative to the market can

be the basis for high ranklngs. A cross·sectional regression using the different fac-
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tors as independent variables provides a set of weights to be applied to each firm’s

relevant measures of performance. The set of weights providing the best predictive

ability is chosen and used in the ranking of stocks.

Black performed time series regressions in which five portfolios were formed with

each consisting of an equal weighting of all the stocks in its ranking group. A five

year test period beginning in April 1965 was used and each of the portfolios was re-

balanced monthly in accordance with changes in rankings. A measure ofthe risk free

rate was subtracted from the returns on each of these portfolios, yielding portfolio

excess returns. The excess portfolio returns were then used as the dependent vari-

able in a regression in which the excess return on the market was the independent

variable. These regressions yielded Jensen performance measures (the intercept in

the time series regressions) for each of the five ranking portfolios.

Black finds that all five of the groups had betas around one over the period, sug-

gesting that on average the risk of each of the portfolios was roughly equivalent to

that of the market. lt is reported, however, that the beta of group 1 was somewhat

volatile over the period. Excess returns on the portfolios containing stocks ranked

one and five were 10 per cent per year and -10 per cent per year, respectively. With

the exception of the portfolio containing rank 3 stocks, the t-statistics on the intercept

values were all significant.

Black states that in order to maintain a portfolio of stocks ranked one, a monthly

turnover at the rate of 130 percent per year would be necessary. He simulates a

portfolio strategy that would reduce transactions costs by continuing to hold stocks

in the rank one portfolio until one month after they drop from rank one to rank three

and conversely for the rank three portfolio. This brought turnover down to 88 percent

per year but also reduced the excess return on the rank one portfolio from 10 to 7

percent per year. An additional effect was to reduce the diversification of the portfo-
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Iio. When introducing transactions costs of two percent or less in and out, the simu-

lation continued to yield significant results although the levels of significance were

reduced.

Kaplan and Well (1973)

Kaplan and Weil (1973) explain that differences in the performance of stocks are

reflections of the differences in the systematic risk of the stocks. They maintain that

the differential performance of Value Line’s ranking groups can be explained by dif-

ferences in the level of systematic risk of the stocks in each of the groups. They

demonstrate this by entering two portfolios in the Value Line contest: a high beta

portfolio and a low beta portfolio. Ex ante, Kaplan and Weil expected that one or the

other, but not both, of the portfolios would finish in the top ten percent of all portfolios

in the Value Line contest. Which portfolio showed superior performance would de-

pend on the performance of the market as a whole over the period of the contest.

Kaplan and Weil criticize Shelton’s (1967) study of the Value Line contest that

found that contestants were able to exercise 'selectivity' in chooslng portfolios that

outperformed groups of securitles randomly selected from the universe of permitted

stocks. Their critlcism is targeted at the lack of control for portfolio risk and neglect

of market effects.

One of the portfolios entered in the Value Line contest by Kaplan and Weil con-

sisted of stocks with the 25 highest beta coefficients (according to Value Line) while

the other portfolio consisted of stocks with the 25 lowest beta coefficients. The high

risk portfolio had a beta coefficient of 2.13 while the low risk portfolio had a beta co-

efficient of .21. The two portfolios had approximately equal average Value Line

rankings, suggesting that Value Line would expect the two portfolios to show equal

performance over the contest period. Consistent with portfolio theory, Kaplan and
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Weil predicted that the two portfolios would exhibit markedly different performance

if the general market moved either up or down.

During this particular contest period, the prices for all stocks in the Value Line

Survey declined an average of 6.65 percent. The low beta portfolio entered in the

contest showed an increase of 3.8 percent while the high beta portfolio declined in

value by 22.9 percent. The low risk portfolio placed in the top 2.3 percent of all port-

folios in the contest while the high risk portfolio placed in the lowest .6 of one percent

(of all portfolios in the contest. These results support portfolio and efficient markets

theory and are consistent with the ex ante expectations of Kaplan and Weil.

The stocks ranked 1 by Value Line had an average beta of 1.09 and performed

worse than groups 2 and 3. Kaplan and Weil maintain that market returns and the

systematic risk of the Value Line groups domlnate Value Line rankings as indicators

of contest performance. They conclude that lt is necessary to control for systematic

risk when evaluating portfolio performance.

Copeland and Mayers (1982)

ln one of the more frequently cited studies of Value Line’s rankings, Copeland and

Mayers analyze stock return performance based on the recommendations of the

Value Line Investment Survey. The study uses a future benchmark technique to de-

fine expected performance. This is done to avoid the pitfalls of selection bias arlsing

from use of historical benchmarks and the difficulties that have been documented to

exist when using benchmarks based on the CAPM. Specifically, mean return and

market model benchmarks are used to estimate expected performance.

The authors find evidence for abnormal performance based on Value Line rec-

ommendations. While the evidence is not as strong as that found by Black (1973), it

is nonetheless economically signiflcant. The authors address at some length the is-
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sue of nonstationarity in the return generating process but conclude that this is not

a significant problem in the context of their experimental design.

The study uses rankings from November 26, 1965 through February 3, 1978 and

utilizes two Value Line data sets. One consists of Value Line rankings at 26 week

intervals for a total of 24 periods for firms appearing on the CRSP daily return tape.

The second consists of ranking changes at 13 week intervals for a total of 48 periods

(up and down portfolios). All returns are converted to weekly returns adjusted for

dividends, splits, etc. The market index used is constructed by computing a weekly

equally weighted arithmetic average rate of return from all CRSP securities. lt is as-

sumed that buy and sell transactions occur at closing prices on the date of the rec-

ommendations.

The study involves use of a benchmark period to establish expectations regarding

returns over a test period. For the rankings file, the test periods are the 26 week

periods following the Value Line recommendations and for the ratings change file the

test periods are the 13 week periods following the rating change. Weekly excess

rates of return are used to test for the significance of cumulative performance while

standardlzed rates of return are used for testing the significance of individual weekly

performance.

Following Cornell (1979), the benchmark periods follow the test periods.

Benchmark periods prior to the test periods are not employed because Value Line

uses the relative performance of the stock over recent periods as a criterion for

ranking. Specifically, Value Line upgrades the ranking of firms recently experiencing

unusually positive returns relative to the market and lowers the ranking of firms ex-

periencing unusually negative returns. Thus, use of preceding periods as the

benchmark would introduce a bias against finding abnormal performance (in the di-

rection predicted by Value Line). The benchmark periods used are the 52 and 26
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week periods following the 26 week test period, which itself follows the Value Line

recommendation. The longer 52 week benchmark period is used to ensure the ac-

curacy of the parameter estimates. The 26 week benchmark periods are used to re-

duce the potential problems arising from non-stationarities in the parameter

estimates. The benchmark periods will be judged to have yielded unbiased

benchmarks if the average of the cumulative excess returns are either flat throughout

the test period or become flat during the test period. Cumulative excess returns be-

coming flat during the test period is consistent with excess rate of return perform-

ance. Copeland and Mayers report results under the two alternative benchmark

speciflcations.

Copeland and Mayers identify two potential sources of serial correlation that may

pose problems for the statistical tests. The first of these is associated with the non-

Independence of portfolio selection for the ranking file. The authors find persistence

in the five rankings portfolios. By computing transition probability matrices, it is

found that selection of rankings portfolios is not equivalent to independent drawings

with replacement. The second source of serial correlation is caused by the cross-

sectional correlation of security rates of return.

For the ranking file, Copeland and Mayers cumulate the returns of each of the five

portfolios over the 26 week test period. The individual weekly return for each of the

portfolios is an average of the return earned during that event week by each of the

twenty-four constituent portfolios formed on the twenty-four ranking dates. The

twenty four selected ranking dates are spaced six months apart over the time period

November 26, 1965 to February 3, 1978. The portfolios' cumulative average returns

are perfectly ordered according to the Value Line ranking. The benchmark period

mean returns of the portfolios were not perfectly ordered. The mean returns of port-

folios 1 and 2 were essentially equivalent using both a 26 and 52 week benchmark
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period. Portfolio 5 had the lowest mean return using both benchmark period Iengths.

The slope coefficients of the market model, which are estimates of beta in the CAPM ‘

model, are similar in magnitude for portfolios 1 and 5. The slope coefficients of the

portfolios are not ordered in any way with the rankings. Copeland and Mayers infer

that the differential performance of the Value Line portfolios cannot be explained by

a CAPM benchmark.

When the procedures above were applied to cumulative excess returns, statis-

tically significant abnormal performance was obtained for portfolio 5 using a market

model benchmark. This was true for both the 26 and 52 week benchmark periods and

suggests the greater power of the market model benchmark compared to the mean

return benchmark. Furthermore, for both benchmarks and benchmark periods, the

performance of the 5 portfolios was generally consistent with the Value Line rankings.

Plots of the cumulative excess returns using the 26 week benchmark period indicated

that cumulative excess returns for portfolio 5 became flat after about 13 weeks, sug-

gesting full adjustment to the Value Line rankings after 13 weeks. The cumulative

excess return plots for portfolios 1 and 2 using the 52 week benchmark period show

an earlier leveling off than when using the 26 week benchmark period. This is con-

sistent with benchmark bias resulting from the extension of Value Line’s predictive

ability beyond the test period or with non-stationarities in the return generating

process for these portfolios. This behavior is not observed for the other portfolios

however and, in general, the plots indicate that the benchmarks are unbiased.

Using the market model benchmark and a 52 week benchmark period, portfolio 1

showed positive but insignificant six month excess returns while portfolio 5 earned

a significant and negative six month excess return of -2.97‘%. This suggests that

Value Line may be able to identify underperformers only.
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The ratings change file consists of 48 test periods (versus 24 for the rankings file)

and this larger number of observations is exploited to evaluate performance over

different subhistories. Copeland and Mayers form up, down and combined portfolios

and estimate abnormal performance over 13 week test periods using both 26 and 52

week benchmark periods. The up and down portfolio returns are based on a strategy

of purchaslng portfolios of stocks whose ratings have been revised either upwards

(up portfolio) or downwards (down portfolio) at the ratings change dates and holding

them through the test period. The combined portfolio returns are based on a strategy

of purchaslng portfolios of stocks whose ratings have been revised upward while

selling portfolios of stocks whose ratings have been revised downwards. Perform-

ance is measured for each of three subhistories of 16 weeks each in addition to the

entire 48 periods to permit analysis of any changes in discriminating ability over time.

For the down portfolio, the average cumulative excess returns using the market

model benchmark and a 52 week benchmark period are statistically significant and

negative for the 48 period history and for the first two 16 week subhistories. The re-

sults are only slightly less robust using a 26 week benchmark period.

For the up portfolio, the results are not as robust with respect to the length of the

benchmark period. Using the 52 week benchmark period, statistically significant

positive performance is obtained for the 48 period history and the average cumulative

excess return ls 50% larger than that obtained using the 26 week benchmark period.

The cumulative excess return performance is thus lower when the benchmark period

is closer to the test period and this suggests the possibilities of selectivity extending

beyond the benchmark period and/or the existence of non-stationarities.

Copeland and Mayers calculate weekly average excess returns and weekly per-

formance t·statistics for the 48 period history using both benchmark periods. They

find that for the combined portfolio there are statistically significant and positive ex-
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cess returns for weeks 1 and 2 with both the 26 and 52 week benchmark periods.

This finding offers strong support to the abnormal performance hypothesis and pre-

sents puzzling evidence due to the apparent forecasting ability of Value Line based

on publicly available information and the lag in the market’s adjustment to the Value

Line recommendations.

Reductions in measured excess return performance when using a 26 week

benchmark period as opposed to a 52 week benchmark period suggests the possi-

bility that predictive ability extends into the benchmark period. However, this phe-

nomenon is also consistent with the estimated benchmark return for the 52 week

benchmark period being too low due to non-stationarities in the underlying return

generating process. The abnormal return performance of portfolios 1 and 2 declined

when the 26 week benchmark period was used while for portfolios 4 and 5 abnormal

return performance was essentially the same. The authors are unable to explain why

Value Line’s predictive ability might extend into the benchmark period for portfolio 1

but not for portfolio 5, especially when the value of their predictive ability appears to

be greater for portfolio 5.

Copeland and Mayers calculate the market model slope coefficients for portfolios

1 and 5 for different intervals around and including the test period. They detect non-

stationarity in the slope coefflcient for portfolio 1 but a relatively stationary slope co-

efficient for portfolio 5.

Huberman and Kandel (1987a)

Huberman and Kandel develop a return generating model that is consistent with

Value Line’s ability to predict stock return performance and with market efficiency.

The model uses the following assumptions: 1) the vector of expected asset returns is

a linear function of state variables that descrlbe the economy; 2) the state variables

follow an autoregressive process; 3) Value Line’s rankings reflect knowledge of the
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time varying state variables. The model and empirical evidence suggest that Value

Line’s rankings predict systematic, market-wide factors rather than firm specific in-

formation. While there is no identification of the systematic factors that Value Line

uses in its ranking process, it is conceded that Value Line has been successful in

finding and exploiting influential state variables.

Holloway (1981)

Holloway tests the abnormal return performance of portfolios composed of stocks

ranked 1 by Value Line over the period 1974 to 1977. The results indicate that sta-

tistically significant abnormal returns are earned on both actively managed and buy-

and-hold portfolios when transactions costs are ignored. When realistic transactions

costs are considered, however, the actively managed portfolio does not yield abnor-

mal returns. Abnormal returns persist for the buy-and-hold portfolio even after con-

sideration of transactions costs.

The buy-and-hold strategy involves creation of a portfolio at the beginning of each

year consisting ofthe 100 stocks ranked 1 by Value Line and holding the portfolio until

the end of the year. The stocks in the portfolio are then assumed to be sold and a

new portfolio consisting of stocks ranked 1 by Value Line is constructed. Holloway

adjusts the returns on the buy-and-hold strategy for transactions costs and finds that

the annual abnormal return was 8.6 percent over the period 1965-1978. Abnormal

return is defined here as the excess of the Value Line rank 1 buy-and-hold portfolio

return over the market buy-and-hold portfolio return. The yield on the buy-and-hold

strategy for 1974-1977 is reported to be 114.8 percent when considering dividends and

transactions costs.

Holloway reports the returns on an active trading strategy for each of the four

years 1974 through 1977. The active trading strategy involves creation of a portfolio

at the beginning of each year consisting of the stocks ranked 1 by Value Line and
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adjustment of the portfolio on a weekly basis for changes in rankings. Stocks drop-

ping from rank 1 are assumed to be sold and replaced by stocks newly assigned to

rank 1. Dividends are credited to the portfolio according to the number of shares

held. The difference between the return from an active trading strategy and the re-

turn from a buy-and-hold strategy is calculated for each year of the study and defined

as the Value Line Active Trading Contribution (VLATC). lgnoring transactions costs,

the VLATC is significantly different from zero in three of the four years considered.

When a one-way transactions cost of 2 percent prior to May 1975 and 1.25 percent

thereafter is imputed, the VLATC is no longer significantly different from zero for any

of the four years.

Holloway investigates the effect of risk characteristics on the return performance

of the Value Line portfolio. For each of the four study years, the Value Line rank 1

portfolio is subdivided into low beta, medium beta and high beta portfolios. The re-

turns on each of these portfolios, including transactions costs, are then compared to

the returns on corresponding low, medium and high beta portfolios formed from the

universe of all stocks ranked by Value Line. The difference between these returns is

calculated for each year and each sub—portfolio and is defined as the Value Line

Contribution (VLC). Holloway finds no consistent trend in VLC for the years under

consideration, suggesting that the Value Line results were not due to a failure to ad-

just for risk.

Perritt (1981)

Perritt examines the performance of portfolios constructed on the basis of Value

Line Investment Survey recommendations. He finds evidence that abnormal returns

are earned on such portfolios. If, in fact, Value Line bases its recommendations ex-

clusively on publicly available information, the results conflict with the semi-strong

form of the efficient markets hypothesis.
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Perritt employs a portfolio construction and revision strategy that could be em-

ployed by individual Investors at reasonable transactions costs. Twenty stocks ranked

1 for timeliness are randomly selected from among all 100 stocks ranked 1 at the

beginning of 1975. The rank of each of these twenty stocks is checked on a quarterly

basis and the stock is replaced if its ranking has fallen below two. A corresponding

set of twenty stocks ranked 5 ls also randomly selected with these stocks replaced

on a quarterly basis if the ranking rises to 3 or above. ln addition, five portfolios

consisting of equal dollar investments in twelve stocks each are randomly selected

from among the stocks ranked 1. Each of these portfolios is revised on a quarterly

basis in a manner similar to that of the one-stock portfolios described above. The

Wednesday following the issuance of the Value Line Investment Survey was used as

the date on which purchases and sales of stocks are assumed to take place. This lag,

along with the assumption that thetrading price is the average of the day’s high and

low price, ls intended to control for the informational effects described by Kaplan and

Weil (1973).
i

For each of the forty one-stock portfolios and five twelve-stock portfolios, monthly

portfolio returns are computed over the period 1975-1980. These returns are then

transformed into monthly risk premiums by subtracting the risk-free rate. Following

Jensen’s (1968) approach, monthly portfolio risk premiums are then regressed

against the market risk premiums to obtain ordinary least squares estimates of the

intercept and slope coefficient. The intercept term represents the average incre-

mental rate of return on the portfolio per unit of time that is considered abnormal or

due to the ability to predict security prices.

For the twenty one-stock portfolios ranked 1, sixteen of the intercepts are positive

but only four of these intercepts are statistically significantly different from zero at

p-values below .05. For the twenty one-stock portfolios ranked 5, eighteen of the in-
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tercepts are negative and none of these intercepts are statistically significantly dif-

ferent from zero at the 5 percent level. These results are consistent with semi-strong

form efficiency, although thirty-four of the forty intercepts have signs that conform to

the corresponding ranking.

The results of the five twelve-stock portfolios provide support for semi-stong form

inefficiency. Four of the five intercepts are positive and statistically significantly dif-

ferent from zero. ln addition, the systematic risk coefficients do not Iend support to

the contention of Kaplan and Weil (1973) that superior performance is due to limited

diversification.

Stickel (1985)

Stickel investigates the effect of Value Line rank changes on the prices of com-

mon stocks experiencing the rank change. The purpose of the study is to determine

whether rank changes have information content and whether there is a differential

impact of ranking changes according to firm size. The finding is that rank changes

have statistically significant effects on common stock prices especially for stocks

whose rankings change from two to one. This information effect is most pronounced

for small capitalization firms, a finding that is consistent with extant theories con-

cerning the frequency of report arrival and precision of information. Examination of

the speed of adjustment of common stock prices to ranking changes indicates a

multiple day adjustment to the new information.

The sample population consists of all Value Line ranking changes between July

16, 1976 and March 7, 1980. The event day is defined as the Thursday prior to the

Friday publication date of a Value Line rank change. Consistent with the methodology

of Copeland and Mayers (1982), a period subsequent to the ranking change is used

to establish the parameters of the market model for benchmark estimation. The

benchmark period is trading day 51 through 290. Average and cumulative abnormal
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returns are defined and calculated for the 100 day period centered around the date

ofthe ranking change for portfoiios formed in event time. The portfoiios are stratified

according to the nature of the ranking change (e.g. from 3 to 4) and further stratified

according to the market value of the firm. The statistical significance of average ab-

normal portfolio returns is tested using a Z-statistic [Patell (1976)], which is assumed

to be distributed unit normal in the absence of an event.

For portfoiios formed according to the nature of the ranking change, plots of cu-

mulative average abnormal returns show a rising trend up to the event date for pos-

itive reclassifications involving stocks initially ranked four or better. For negative

reclassifications, there is a downward trend in the pattern of cumulative average ab-

normal returns up to the event date. This is consistent with Value Line’s use of past

relative price performance as a criterion in the ranking process. The null hypothesis

of no information content in the rankings change is rejected for most of the ranking

changes reported. The most significant rank change effect is detected for firms re-

classified from rank 2 to rank 1. Positive and statistically significant average abnor-

mal returns are reported for event days 0, +1 and +2 for the rank 2 to rank 1

reclassification (at the .01 level) and the rank 3 to rank 2 reclassification (at the .05

level). Negative and statistically significant (at the .01 level) average abnormal re-

turns are reported for event days 0, +1, and +2 for the rank 2 to rank 3 reclassifica-

tion. For other reported rank changes, statistically significant average abnormal

returns are found with lower frequency over event days 0, +1 and +2. For all rank

change groups considered, average abnormal returns showed little or no drift be-

tween days +3 and +50.

The market value of common stock plus the book value of liabilities is used as a

proxy for firm size which, in turn, is considered a proxy for the frequency of report

arrival and preclsion of information. lf firm size is a direct proxy for the quantity and
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quality of information about the firm, then the response of common stock prices of

small firms to ranking changes should be larger in magnitude than for large firms.

Stickel reports Spearman rank correlations between firm size and standardized av-

erage abnormal returns for each of the rank change groups. The standardization of

average abnormal returns adjusts for the larger abnormal return variances reported

for smaller firms by Stickel (1980). The prediction is that for positive reclassifications

the association between firm size and average abnormal return is negative and for

negative reclassifications the association is positive. The results are consistent with

this prediction. Each of the ranking change portfolios is then segregated into

quintiles according to firm size. An inverse relationship is found between firm size

and the magnitude of abnormal returns for firms reclassified from rank 2 to rank 1 for

event days 0, +1, and + 2 and the cu mulative average abnormal return over the three

day period for quintile 1 stocks is 5.18 percent. Considering transactions costs,

however, a trading strategy of buying the stock of quintile 1 firms reclassified from

rank 2 to rank 1 on event day 0 and selling the stock on event day +2 would not be

profitable.

Peterson (1987)

Peterson investigates the daily price reactions of common stocks that are initially

reviewed by Value Line. The purpose of the study is to determine whether Value Line

reviews convey information to the market. initial reviews are the focus of the study

because these are believed most Iikely to contain new information. Statistically sig-

nificant abnormal returns are detected for the simulated portfolio of common stocks

assigned a rank of one for each of the three event days centered around the date of

publication ofthe initial review.

The common stocks selected for the study were the subject of initial reviews in

Value Line investment Survey’s ’Ratlngs and Reports’ section from 1969 through
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1982. Peterson reports that there seems to be a bias toward favorable initial reviews

during this period in contrast to the imposed symmetry of the Value Line ranking

system in general.

The methodology employed closely follows that of Copeland and Mayers (1982)

and Stickel (1985). Because Value Line uses past relative price performance as a

ranking criterion, a benchmark period is chosen that follows the period of the initial

reviews. Peterson uses a benchmark period of trading days 152 through 301 for es-

timation of the parameters of the market model. The slope and intercept coefficients

are defined using a procedure suggested by Scholes and Williams (1977), which is

designed to correct econometric problems associated with nonsynchronous trading

inherent with daily data. Five equally weighted portfolios are formed on the basis of

Value Line’s performance rankings and risk and return characteristics as well as ab-

normal performance during the test period are reported.

The three day portfolio raw returns for the event days -1, 0 and 1 are perfectly

ordered according to performance ranking. Portfolio betas are all greater than one,

with portfolio 1 having the highest beta and portfolio 5 having the lowest beta. Port-

folio 1 has positive abnormal returns for days -1, 0 and 1, which are significant at the

1 percent level in a one tailed test. The total abnormal return for portfolio 1 over

these three days is in excess of 3.5 percent. Portfolio, 2 has a positive abnormal re-

turn for day O, which is significant at the 2.5 percent level in a one-tailed test. Portfolio

4 shows a negative abnormal return for day -1, which is significant at the 2.5 percent

level in a one-tailed test. The statistically significant abnormal performance detected

for portfolios 1, 2 and 4 suggests that Value Line rankings convey information to the

market and this would not be contradictory to the semi-strong form of the efficient

markets hypothesis if, as reported by Stickel (1985), Value Line utilizes some non-

public information in its ranking system.
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Brown and Rozeff (1978)

Brown and Rozeff compare the accuracy of the Value Line Investment Survey’s

earnings forecasts with earnings forecasts from three different time series models.

For the period covered, they find that the earnings forecasts of the Investment Survey

are superior to those generated by a seasonal martingale, seasonal submartingale

and Box-Jenkins forecasting model. This finding is consistent with the long-run

equilibrium employment of analysts and the reiatively higher cost of analyst forecasts

as compared to time series models.

The time series data consist of quarterly primary earnings per share before ex-

traordinary items, adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends and other capitalization

changes for the years 1951-1975. For each of the forecast methods, ex ante condl-

tional predictions of quarterly earnings per share are determined for a sample of 50

firms for each year over the time period 1972-1975. Thus, for 1972, earnings forecasts

for each of the four quarters of 1972 are obtained that are conditional on realized third

quarter 1971 earnings for each ofthe forecasting methods. Earnings forecasts for the

four quarters of 1972 are then obtained conditional on realized fourth quarter 1971

earnings. Once again moving ahead one quarter, earnings forecasts for the last three

quarters of 1972 are obtained that are conditional on realized first quarter 1972

earnings, and so on. Relative forecast errors for each method are then defined and

computed as the absolute difference between predicted earnings and actual earnings

divided by the absolute value of actual earnings. For each year this process should

generate relative quarterly forecast error sample sizes of 200 (50 firms times 4 quar-

ters) for each of the one through five quarter ahead forecast horizons considered.

The actual sample sizes employed in the study are smaller than this for 3 quarters

ahead (observations = 150), 4 quarters ahead (observations = 100) and 5 quarters

ahead (observations = 50) due to lack of Value Line data. Five quarter ahead fore-
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cast horizons are available only for the Box-Jenkins and Value Line forecasts. The

study performs both annual and quarterly comparisons of forecast accuracy for the

three time series methods and the Investment Survey. Annual earnings forecasts are

defined and calculated as the sum of the one to four period ahead point forecasts

made conditional upon fourth quarter earnings of the previous year, which is equiv-

alent to knowledge of the previous year’s fiscal earnings. For each of the forecast

methods, the distribution of the relative annual forecast errors is computed for each

year of the study period.

Two tests of significance are employed. The first is the Friedman test statistic,

which examines the null hypothesis that the error distributions of all four of the fore-

casting methods are identically distributed. The second is the Wilcoxon Signed

Ranks test, which tests the null hypothesis that the median error difference of two

methods being compared exceeds zero. These tests are chosen because they are

insensitive to error definition and outllers. For the annual comparison, the Friedman

test rejects the null hypothesis at the 1 percent level in 1972, 1973 and 1975. There

are 12 pairwise hypothesis tests of Value Line’s errors against those of the three time

series methods and in every case the sign of the Wilcoxon test statistic favors Value

Line. ln 8 out of the 12 cases the test statistic is significant at the 5 percent or 1

percent level. These results suggest that Value Line annual earnings forecasts are

superior to those of time series models.

For the quarterly comparison, the distributions of the quarterly relative forecast

errors for each of the four forecasting methods are compared over one through four

quarter ahead forecast horizons for each the four years under study. In addition, the

distributions of the quarterly relative forecast errors for the Box-Jenkins and Value

Line forecasts are compared for the five quarter ahead forecast horizon. The

Friedman statistics indicate rejection of the null hypothesis of identically distributed
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distributions of quarterly relative forecast errors for 14 of the 16 tests. Of the 52

pairwise tests of Value Line against the three time series models, the Wilcoxon test

statistic favors Value Line 45 times with 33 of these statistics significant at either the

5 or 1 percent level. The data suggest that while Value Line’s superiority holds over

all horizons, there is a minor tendency for its superiority to decline as the forecast

horizon lengthens. These results confirm the conclusion drawn from the annual

comparisons that Value Line is able to consistently make forecasts of earnings that

are superior to time series models.

Brown and Rczeff generalize their conclusion of analyst superiority beyond Value

Line to include other sources of analyst forecasts. They conduct similar tests using

forecasts from the Standard and Poor’s Earnings Forecaster and obtain similar re-

sults. The study is not intended as a narrow test of the relative accuracy of Value

Line predictions but rather as a test of the relative accuracy of analysts in general.

As with other analyst forecasts, the Value Line forecasts use information not con-

tained in the time series of quarterly earnings. lt may be that the use of relevant in-

formation that becomes available in the interval between the most recent quarterly

earnings announcement and the date of the subsequent Value Line prediction ex-

plains the superiority of Value Line’s predictions. lf this is true, then earnings fore-

casts should be more accurate the further Value Line’s forecast date is from the most

recent earnings announcement date. This means that one quarter ahead forecast er—

rors should be negatively related to the interval between the date of Value Line’s

forecast and the subsequent announcement of quarterly earnings. The authors test

this hypothesis by performing a rank correlation on 1975 one quarter ahead forecast

errors and the time interval since the most recent earnings announcement. The

correlation was found to be insignificantly negative, which suggests that the use of
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information since the last quarterly earnings announcement is not responsible for

Value Line superiority.

Huberman and Kandel (1987b)

Huberman and Kandel investigate whether Value Line’s success in predicting the

future price performance of common stocks is a manifestation of the firm size effect.

They outline several empirical similarities betweeen the performance of stocks se-

lected on the basis of Value Line rankings and the performance of stocks according

to firm size. They find that controlling for firm size does not diminish the successful

average relative return performance of portfolios constructed based on Value Line

rankings. Consistent with the findings of Stickel (1985), the authors find that Value

Line’s predictive ability is better for small firms than for large firms.

II.C. Information and the Options and Stock Markets

This section will review some of the literature on the reaction of option prices to

the release of information and the relationship between reactions in the option and

stock markets. Specifically, the studies cited here use implied volatilities and implied

stock prices in an event study framework to evaluate the nature and timing of option

price adjustments to earnings announcements. These studies are relevant to the

current study because they indicate that option markets are at least as informationally

efficient as the stock market. The previous section reviewed some studies that found

that Value Line’s stock rankings convey information to the market. An interesting

extension of the present study would be to examine the behavior of implied
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volatilities and impiied stock prices of options recommended for active purchase by

Value Line over time periods centered around the issue date.

Patell and Wolfson (1979)

Patell and Wolfson test for the existence of information content in annual earnings

announcements by analyzing the variance rates impiied by the Black-Scholes model

of call option prices leading up to and passing through the date of the announcement.

lf earnings announcements contain information, then stock price volatility is ex-

pected to increase at the announcement date. Patell and Wolfson solve for impiied

volatilities from the Black-Scholes model at dates leading up to the announcement

date and beyond. Their hypothesis is that the average variance rate per unit of time

leading up to the announcement lncreases with time and reaches a maximum at the

date of the announcement.

Merton has shown that violation of the assumption ¤f constant stock price vari-

ance does not invalidate the Black-Scholes model. Rather, when the variance rate is

changing as a known function of time, then the variance term in the model is defined

as the average variance rate per unit time from the valuation date to the option expi-

ration date. Thus, ifthe variance rate impiied by the Black-Scholes model lncreases

as the announcement date approaches, then the market expects the earnings an-

nouncement to conveyinformation.Patell

and Wolfson identify the following phenomena: ’lf two call options are

identical in all respects except expiration date, and both terms to expiration include

a single anticipated information disclosure: (1) The average variance impiied by the

price of the shorter option will exceed the average variance impiied by the simul-

taneous price of the longer option on dates preceding the information disclosure

date. (2) The rise and subsequent decline of the average variance impiied by the

longer option’s prices will be less extreme than that impiied by the shorter option’s
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prices. lf the longer call option’s term to expiration includes a second anticipated

information disclosure event occurring after the expiration of the shorter option: (3)

The average variance implied by the price of the longer option will exceed the aver-

age variance implied by the shorter option’s price on dates following the first infor-

mation event' (pp. 122-123).

Patell and WoIfson’s experimental design is intended to identify the patterns of

average variance implied above. Specifically, call option prices are observed at

weekly and daily intervals from four weeks before the earnings announcement to two

weeks after. Implied average variances are obtained from the call option prices and

their differences subjected to statistical tests of significance. The hypothesis predicts

that implied average variances increase between intervals prior to the disclosure

date and decrease over intervals that span the disclosure date. This behavior is ex-

pected because the implied average variances are predicted to return to a lower level

after adjustment for the information contained in the disclosure. Implied average

variances would remain constant over intervals after the disclosure date if security

prices adjust instantaneously, while gradual adjustments in security prices would

result in gradual decreases in implied average variances. Because differences over

intervals that have either common beginning or ending dates are not independent,

the authors report results corresponding to sequential changes (non-overlapping in-

tervals). To test the significance of the differences, the Fisher sign test and the

Wilcoxon signed ranks test are employed. Both of these test the null hypothesis that

the true differences are equal to zero.

The sample consists of 28 firms and yields 83 separate firm-option test periods

over the four and one—half year interval February 12, 1974 to July 11, 1978. ’Short’

options are designated as the first option expiring at least two weeks after the

earnings announcement date.
’Long’

options are designated as the option expiring
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next after the ’short’ option. A numerical search routine is used to calculate the im-

plied average variance from the Black·Scholes model for each option. For the short

and long expiration dates, the implied average variances for each available exercise

price are averaged. This yields implied average variances for each of 10 dates of

interest around the announcement date for the short and the long expiration dates.

The implied standard deviations are then normalized by dividing by the firm’s mean

standard deviation over the observation period and plots of the twenty—fifth, fiftieth

and seventy-fifth percentiles are produced. The plots seem to be consistent with the

hypothesis, i.e., the curve rises until the disclosure date at which point it falls nearly

vertically. This suggests that the earnings announcement date is anticipated by the

market to be a period of increased stock price variability.

The statistical tests measure the significance of the changes in implied average

variance and are performed on the differences as described above. Most of the dif-

ferences are statistically significant by either the Fisher or Wilcoxon tests and in the

direction predicted by the hypothesis for the short options. While the signs of the

differences for the long options are in the direction predicted by the hypothesis, the

differences are not generally statistically significant.

In calculating implied standard deviations, it is necessary to have synchronous

call and stock values. The tests in this paper use the last option trade and the last

common stock trade. Any changes in the equilibrium values of the stock or option

over a period of non-trading introduce measurement error into the computation of

implied standard deviation.

The study finds that systematic changes in volatility occur at the dates of antic-

ipated earnings information disclosures. This suggests that the market perceives

earnings announcements as containing information relevant to the pricing of a firm’s

stock.
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Patell and Wolfson (1981)

ln an extension of their earlier work, Patell and Wolfson seek to identify and

evaluate the statistical significance of the following: (1) increased stock price vari-

ability at quarterly earnings announcement dates; (2) an increase in average variance

to expiration implied by option prices preceding the disclosure dates; (3) a drop in

implied average variance to expiration at the disclosure dates; and (4) an ordinal

correspondence between the magnitudes of effects (1) and (2).

Patell and Wolfson develop new measures of the behavior of implied average

variances to expiration by transforming the measure used in their previous study.

The new measures adjust for the time remaining to expiration from the observation

date so that the differences in implied average variances to expiration measured at

two separate observation dates are not obscured due to the options having a long

remaining life. The effect of the adjustment is to amplify differences in implied aver-

age variance but also to amplify any estimation error. Confirmation of the behavior

of implied average variances to expiration predicted by the information content hy-

pothesis requires that, for observation points preceding the disclosure date, the test

statistics are positive. This indicates that implied average variance to expiration is

higher for observation points closer in time to the disclosure date. For observation

points on either side of the disclosure date, the hypothesis predicts negative values

for the test statistics. This indicates that the implied average variance to expiration

drops during the disclosure period. As in their previous study, Patell and Wolfson

perform two nonparametric tests of significance: the Fisher signs test and the

Wilcoxon signed ranks test.

The authors’ ex post measure of stock return variabiiity is constructed by first

calculating an equally weighted daily market return index from all CBOE firms and

subtracting this from each firm’s daily return series. This yields a daily residual return
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series for each firm. The ratio of the squared daily residual return during each

quarterly announcement period to the average squared residual during non-

announcement periods is then calculated. This ratio is an F-statistic under appropri-

ate distributional assumptions. This statistic can be aggregated cross-sectionally

yielding a second test statistic which is also F distributed.

Lastly, a statistic is developed to test for the correspondence between anticipated

and realized information content. The purpose is to detect any ordinal correlation

that exists between the magnitudes of the anticipated information content reflected

in option prices and the realized information content reflected in stock prices.

The CBOE/Berkeley Options Transactions Data Base provides the options trans-

action data. The results indicate both a significant increase in implied average

standard deviation prior to the announcement and a significant decline at the an-

nouncement date with the sharpest results coming from short term to expiration

options. This is consistent with pre-announcement call option prices anticipating the

reaction of stock price variability to forthcoming quarterly earnings announcements.

In addition, the results indicate that the increase in variability is realized.

A Spearman rank correlation coefficient is calculated between the test statistics

for the pre-announcement values of implied average variance to expiration and the

realized announcement period stock return variance. Significant correlations are ob-

tained, suggesting that current option prices may reflect information about the rela-

tive magnitudes of future stock price changes expected to accompany earnings

disclosures.

Snelling (1987)

Snelling finds evidence that the options market Ieads the stock market over small

time intervals immediately preceding quarterly earnings announcements that are

classified as earnings surprises. Support is found for a lead of approximately 15
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minutes over the five trading days immediately preceding the earnings surprise. The

adjustment of option prices to earnings surprises is detected as early as forty-five

minutes prior to the public announcement of quarterly earnings.

Investors possessing inside information or capable of superior analysis of public

information may find it advantageous to act on such information by taking positions

in a firm’s options rather than in the stock of the firm. The reasons for this include the

ability to leverage the investment, the incursion of lower transactions costs, the pos-

sibility of faster execution on the CBOE versus the NYSE and the relative absence of

institutional restrictions on the options exchange. lf options markets are preferred

venues for the execution of a significant volume of information·based trades, then

stock prices implied by option prices will reflect the expectations of better·informed

investors while actual stock prices reflect expectations of the investment public at

large. lf it can be shown that the difference between the stock price implied by the

option price and the stock price that is actually prevailing is related to subsequent

short-term stock returns, then the option market can be said to lead the stock market.

If the lead/lag relationship is associated with information-based trading, then evi-

dence of the relationship should be found only around information events such as

quarterly earnings announcements. Evidence of the lead/lag relationship should be

especially strong if the announcement represents a significant departure from market

expectations, such as an earnings ’surprise.’

Snelling uses options transactions data for CBOE options and quarterly earnings

announcement data for the period July 25, 1979 through November 30, 1979. There

are a total of 135 earnings announcements during the period for which there were

relevant options transaction data and earnings announcement times available. The

methodology involves the partitioning of each of the ten trading days centered around

the earnings announcement into 15 minute intervals. For each interval within a trad-
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ing day, implied stock price is calculated using the available options on each firm's

stock and the Rol|—Geske-Whaley Roll (1977)-Geske (19792)-Whaley (1981) American

call option model. lmplied stock price volatility ls recalculated for each trading day

and is assumed to be constant throughout the trading day. Stock returns for each

stock having options traded on the CBOE are calculated over each 15 minute interval

within a trading day and are then averaged to obtain a proxy for the market return

over each 15 minute interval. The market return is then subtracted from the stocks’

return in order to arrive at excess returns for each stock in the sample for each 15

minute interval in the ten trading days centered on the earnings announcement. .

Two measures of earnings surprise are employed in order to select two an-

nouncement samples. The first is the standardized difference between actual

earnings and expected earnings, where expected earnings are based on a seasonally

adjusted time series model of historical earnings. The second is the standardized

cumulative two-day excess return for the announcement day and the day before. The

earnings surprise samples are obtained by ranking announcements on each of these

two measures and selecting announcements that fall in either the top or bottom 30.

Each of these two samples is analyzed separately.

For each 15 minute interval in the ten trading days centered around the earnings

announcement for a particular stock, a proportional measure of the divergence be-

tween the implied stock price and the prevailing stock price is calculated. Then for

each of the 60 stocks in the samples, excess holding period returns for periods of 15

minutes, 30 minutes, 45 minutes, one hour, two hours, and twenty-four hours are

calculated for each interval where the holding period begins at the end of each 15

. minute interval. By examining the association between the proportional errors and

the holding period excess returns, inferences can be made concerning the existence
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of a lead relationship by the option market and the interval over which the observed

stock prices move toward the implied stock prices.

The 60 stocks included in the samples are grouped into five portfolios of 12 stocks

each based on proportional error ranking for each of the 240 fifteen minute intervals.

Portfolio returns are defined as the equally weighted average of the excess holding

period returns of the 12 constituent stocks.

The 240 intervals surrounding the earnings announcement are partitioned into 10

sections of 24 fifteen minute intervals each, so that each section represents 6 hours

of trading time, which is the length of a trading day. Unless the earnings announce-

ment is made while the markets are closed, however, the sections do not correspond

to individual trading days but consist of portions of two consecutive trading days.

Then, within each of these ten sections of the announcement period, portfolio excess

returns on each of the five portfolios over each of the holding periods are calculated.

Finally, for each of the ten sections of the announcement period and each holding

period, the difference between the average excess return for the portfolio of stocks

with the highest proportional errors and the average excess return for the portfolio

with the lowest proportional errors is calculated and reported along with t-statistics

indicating the statistical significance of the difference. Given the design of the tests,

signiflcantly positive t-statistics indicate that for the corresponding holding period and

section of the announcement period, the portfolio of stocks that had the highest pro-

portional error earned higher excess returns than the portfolio that had the lowest

proportional error.

For both of the measures of earnings surprise, the results indicate that the option

market Ieads the stock market by at least fifteen minutes over the five trading days

preceding the earnings announcement and in some cases by as much as one hour.
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There is no evidence of the option market leading the stock market after the earnings

announcement.

The analysis described above is repeated with two modifications. First, only data

for flrms that made earnings announcements while the markets were open and for the

fifteen minute intervals occurring during the announcement day are retained. Sec-

ond, the average excess return differences for each of the eight individual fifteen

minute intervals within one hour of the earnings announcement are considered as

well as pre- and post-announcement intervals for the day of the announcement. By

excluding data for intervals outside the announcement day, the test is more sensitive

to the detection of short-lived lead/lag relationships.

The results ofthe modified analysis suggest that the option market Ieads the stock

market by approximately forty-five minutes on the announcement day prior to the

actual announcement. The evidence also suggests that option prices adjust to the

earnings announcement at least fifteen minutes before the stock price adjusts.

Finally, the results indicate that the stock price fully adjusts to the earnings informa-

tion within the fifteen minutes containing the earnings announcement, which is con-

sistent with semi-strong form market efficlency.

II.D. Measuring Option Performance

This section reviews studies by Galai (1983b), Galai and Geske (1984), Boyle and

Emanuel (1982) and Evnine and Rudd (1984). The first study provides a hedge de-

composition methodology for analyzing the returns to stock options, and this is the

basic methodology employed in the current study. Specific development of the
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model is postponed until the following chapter. The study by Galai and Geske com-

pares the hedge decomposition approach to an alternative procedure based on the

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Boyle and Emanuel examine the distributional

properties of hedge portfolio returns when the hedge is adjusted at discrete intervals

rather than continuously. Evnine and Rudd present a multiple-factor model, which is

theoretically compatible with the arbitrage pricing model of Ross (1976), for analyzing

the risks and returns of stock options.

Galai (1983b)

Galai develops a methodology for decomposing the returns to option hedging

strategies. Three components of return are identified: (1) the riskless return on the

investment; (2) the return associated with discrete adjustment of the hedge; and (3)

the return resulting from mispricing of the option. The results of an empirical analy-

sis suggest that, for both ex post and ex ante tests, the first two return components

are small. The decomposition methodology presented is useful in evaluating the

Black-Scholes model and option investment performance.

The methodology is based on construction of an hedge. Options that are identi-

fied as underpriced according to the Black-Scholes model are purchased while

shares of the underlying stock are sold short according to the model’s hedge ratio.

The dollar return over a given unit of time from the hedge is the change in the actual

option premium minus the change in the value ofthe short stock position. This return

can be re-expressed as consisting of two components: (1) the model hedge return,

and (2) the change in the deviation of the actual price of the option from the model’s

value. The model hedge return component is the change in the model price of the

option over the time period minus the change in the value of the short stock position

over the time period. This dichotomization of the actual hedge return is the basis for

the decomposition presented in the paper.
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The development of the Black-Scholes model requires that over short time inter-

vals the model hedge return is equal to the dollar return on the investment in the

hedge calculated at the rlskless rate of interest. However, when non-continuous ad-

justments to the hedge are considered, the rlskless dollar return component is sup-

plemented with a residual return component representing the risk associated with

discrete changes in the price of the underlying stock and changes in the time to ma-

turity of the option. This residual component approaches zero in the limit as the in-

tervening time between hedge adjustments approaches zero. As hedge adjustments

become more infrequent, however, the volatility of the residual return and thus the

model hedge return component, increases.

As the remaining time to maturity of the option decreases, non-adjustment of the

hedge will produce losses if the option is held long, ceteris parabus. However a

change in the price of the underlying stock will produce profits on a non—adjusted

hedge consisting of a long position in the option and a short position in the stock.

The comparative statics of the Black-Scholes model indicate that the model hedge

ratio is inversely related to the remaining time to maturity. Assuming that the hedge

ratio has not been increased to reflect a decrease in time to maturity, the loss in time

value on a long position in the option is not offset by the proceeds from additional

short sales of the underlying stock. The comparative statics of the Black-Scholes

model indicate a direct relationship between the price ofthe underlying stock and the

model hedge ratio. Failure to adjust the hedge ratio results in profits on the com-

bined position because the option premium is more sensitive to stock price increases

than to decreases. For an increase in the price of the underlying stock, the gain in

value on the long option position is not offset by losses on the short stock position.

For a decrease in the price of the underlying stock, the loss in value on the long op-

tion position is more than offset by the gain on the short stock position. The net effect
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of the failure to continuously adjust the hedge ratio is impossible to determine in

general.

The second component of the actual hedge return is the change in the deviation

of the actual option price from the model’s price. For a call option identified as

underpriced by the Black-Scholes model, the appropriate hedge consists of a long

position ln the option and a short position in the stock. This second component pro-

vides a positive contribution to the profit from the hedge if the difference between the

actual and model price is reduced over time. Because it is changes in the deviation

over time that affects the return from the hedge and not the actual or model prices

per se, there is a reduction in any systematic bias in the actual or model prices

through a cancellation effect.

At expiration of the option, the model and actual prices will be identical. At any

given time prior to expiration of the option, however, the deviation between the actual

and model prices can be positive, negative or zero. Therefore, the calculated time

series average return due to the deviation of the actual price of the option from the

model price of the option may be negative at times prior to the option’s expiration.

At the expiration of the option, however, this component of the actual hedge return

must be positive, which suggests that the actual hedge return will be greater than the

model hedge return when the return is calculated up to the expiration date of the

option.

Galai presents a model for decomposition of ex ante hedge returns. ln this case,

prices at time t-1 are used to identify the correct hedge strategy (and hedge ratio)

while prices prevailing at time t are the basis for trading. ln the ex ante case the re-

turn due to discrete adjustment of the hedge ratio is strengthened which induces

greater volatility into the hedge return.
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Galai also presents a version of the decomposition that can be used to measure

the performance of the option trader. The actual return on a position in a call option

is decomposed into a component representing the model return on the call and a

component representing the change in the deviation of the actual call price from the

model call price. These components correspond to the return that is expected based

on the performance of the underlying stock and time to maturity and the return that

is due to selection of a mispriced option, respectively. Galai then shows that the

actual return on the investment in the option can be more finely decomposed into: (1)

the riskless return on the model investment; (2) the return providing compensation

for the risk of the hedge position arising from the non-continuous adjustment of the

hedge; (3) the return associated with identification of an under- or over-priced option,

and (4) the return due to the change in the value of the underlying stock.

Galai applies his decomposition methodology to option return data used in his

1977 study. He obtains estimates of the averages of the actual hedge return, the

model hedge return and the return due to the change in the deviation of the actual

option price from the model price on both an ex ante (lag in execution) and ex post

(no lag in execution) basis. He also presents the standard deviations of these esti-

mates in addition to the standard deviation of the distribution of the returns on all

hedges for a given maturity. The tests assume daily adjustment of the hedge.

The results indicate lower dispersion for the model hedge returns than for the

actual hedge returns. This is expected due to the volatility of the return component

represented by the change in the deviation of the actual option price from the model

price over time. The average of the model hedge return will deviate from the riskless

rate to the extent that the discrete adjustment of the hedge or inaccurate estimation

of the variance of the stock’s rate of return induces systematic risk in the hedge

portfolio return.
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Galai finds that the primary contribution to the mean of the model hedge return is

associated with the imputed interest rate on the average model investment. Fur-

thermore, the average residual return component, which captures the risk of the dis-

crete adjustment in the hedge position, is approximately zero. The average model

hedge return was close to zero in most cases, with the effect of the riskless return

obscured due to the intraperiod averaging of returns from both long and short net

positions. The primary contributor to the actual average hedge returns is the change

in the deviation of the actual option price from the model price over time.

Galai finds that the volatility of the model hedge return is much higher in the ex

ante tests than in the ex post tests. ln addition, the returns associated with the

change in the deviation of the actual and model prices are lower in the ex ante tests

in which trading Iags identification ofthe hedging strategy by one day.

Galai and Geske (1984)

Galai and Geske present a comparison of the hedge decomposition approach to

option performance measurement as developed in Galai (1983b) and an approach that

employs the security market line together with a dynamic risk adjustment procedure.

While the two approaches are seen to be compatible, the hedge decomposition pro-

cedure is identified as the more general due to its consistency with any asset pricing

model. The dynamic risk adjustment procedure, on the other hand, is consistent only

with the Capital Asset Pricing Model. The excess return component in the dynamic

risk adjustment model is shown to contain the three factors of excess hedge return

explicitly identified in the hedge decomposition model.

The dynamic risk adjustment model is based on the traditional security market

line (SML) technique for measuring stock performance. Adjustments are necessary

in the adaptation of the SML technique to option performance because the option beta

is a function of the price of the underlying stock and the time to expiration of the op-
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tion. Because the systematic risk characteristics of the option change continuously

with the passage of time and changes in the price of the underlying stock, it is nec-

essary to devise an option beta adjustment procedure. Assuming that the beta of the

underlying stock is constant over time, estimation of the daily beta risk of the option

is accomplished by multiplying the beta of the stock by the daily elasticity of the op-

tion price with respect to changes in the price of the underlying stock. Because

elasticity is the product of the change in call price with respect to a change in stock

price and the ratio of stock price to call price, an estimate of elasticity can be ob-

tained from any option pricing model. By combining estimates of the daily option

beta with estimates of the parameters of the CAPM, the daily expected return for the

call option can be calculated and compared with the actual return on the call option.

The deviation of actual from expected return on the call is the excess return compo-

nent and consistently positive average deviations would indicate superior perform-

ance. The authors do not discuss the appropriate tests for determining statistical

significance.

The excess return in this model contains the components of excess return that

are explicitly identified in the hedge decomposition model. These individual return

components are associated with: (1) the risk evolving from discrete adjustment of the

hedge; (2) the ability to select undervalued options; and (3) the ability to select

options on undervalued stocks.

Boyle and Emanuel (1982)

Boyle and Emanuel examine the distributional properties of returns on hedge

portfolios consisting of an European call and a position in the underlying stock when

the hedge is adjusted at discrete intervals. They demonstrate that, under the as-

sumptions of the Black-Scholes model, the distribution of returns is skewed. This

skewness is shown to bias calculated t-statistics. The nature and extent of the bias
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induced by the skewness is investlgated and procedures for overcoming the problem

are suggested.

Failure to continuously adjust the hedge in the Black-Scholes framework leads to

an hedge portfolio return that is risky. Black and Scholes maintained that the risky

return on the hedge portfolio will be uncorrelated with the return on the market and

will not, therefore, be priced. They argued that holding a number of portfolio hedges

involving different options will significantly reduce the riskiness associated with dis-

crete rebalancing.

Using the Black·Scholes framework, the authors develop an expression for the

hedge return over a discrete interval of time on a portfolio consisting of a long posi-

tion in the call option and a short position in the underlying stock. The short position

is determined by the hedge ratio calculated at the time the hedge portfolio is con-

structed. The hedge return is shown to be the product of three components: (1) a

deterministic function of the underlying variables evaluated at the time when the

hedge is constructed; (2) a mean zero random variable drawn from a chi-squared

distribution with one degree of freedom, and (3) the time interval between adjust-

ments to the hedge. Because the stochastic component of the hedge return has a

mean of zero, the expected hedge return is zero. The second component above

consists of the square of a unit normal random variable minus one. Therefore, the

hedge return is negative if and only if the absolute value of the unit normal random

variable is less than one. From the unit normal distribution, this occurs about 68%

of the time. The hedge return will be positive when the absolute value of the unit

normal random variable is greater than one, which corresponds to a large positive

or negative stock price movement during the time interval between hedge adjust-

ments.
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The deterministic component of the hedge return depends on the second partial

derivative of the option price with respect to the stock price. Because this term

changes with both stock price changes and with time, the return on an hedge that is

unadjusted over a given time interval will be heteroscedastic. This in turn violates

the assumption of constant variance necessary for use of the t-statistic.

Boyle and Emanuel investigate the biases in the calculation of t-statistics that are

due to skewness in the distribution of the stochastic component of the hedge return.

They hold the deterministic component constant and simulate an experiment in which

a random sample of size n is taken from a chi-squared distribution with one degree

of freedom. t·statistics for confidence intervals on the sample mean are calculated

for different sample sizes to reflect various portfolio rebalancing frequencies and the

distribution of the t-statistics is analyzed for each sample size. Of particular interest

is the way the bias changes as the sample size is increased. For small sample sizes,

the t·statistics are biased downwards. A negative sample mean value results from a

predominance of negative daily hedge returns. At the same time, the close bunching

of negative returns causes the estimated variance to be low, resulting in a large

negative t-statistic. On the other hand, a positive sample mean return results from

the predominance of widely dispersed and large positive returns. When the sample

mean is positive, there will tend to be a high estimated variance and this lowers the

t-statistic. Comparison of the frequency distribution of t-statistics drawn from a chi-

squared distributed population with those drawn from a normally distributed popu-

lation highlights the bias problem.

The authors suggest several approaches to dealing with the statistical problems

caused by the bias effect. The first is construct frequency tables of the estimated t-

statistics and use these for confidence interval estimation. The second approach is

to use a t-statistic suggested by Johnson (1978) which attempts a correction for the
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estimatlon bias caused by skewness. After this adjustment, the distribution of t-

statistics corresponds more closely to a true t—distribution. The third approach is to

recognize that aggregate hedge returns should be chi~square distributed with n de-

grees of freedom and to use the tabulated chi-squared distribution with the appro-

priate number of degrees of freedom. This requires an estimate of the variance

which is subject to the problems outlined earlier.

Boyle and Emanuel point out that the tests above are designed to test mean

hedge returns for significant departures from zero. Examination of the ability to se-

lect undervalued options impllcitly involves forecasts of stock return variance and the

appropriate test in this case is to construct a confidence interval for observed stock

return variance.

The authors perform simulations of the returns on an hedge portfolio using 10,000

iterations for trading intervals of ten, twenty, forty and eighty trading days. The

hedges are assumed to be correctly valued and balanced at the start of each regular

trading interval between the initial purchase date and the option expiration date.

Random stock returns are generated according to a lognormal distribution and any

net equity in the hedge is assumed to be invested in risk-free bonds. The Black-

Scholes assumptions are assumed to hold perfectly and, as such, the terminal value

of the hedge portfolio should be zero on average. The effects of discrete adjustment

of the hedge will account for any deviation from zero. Specific parameter values for

the Black-Scholes model were selected to be representative of a ’typical’ situation.

Three separate scenarios are considered in which the options are initially in·the-

money, at-the—money and out-of-the-money for each trading interval. For each sce-

nario a frequency table is constructed for each of five statistics: (1) raw t-statistic; (2)

raw ALPHA·statistic; (3) Johnson adjusted t; (4) ’homoscedastic’ t and (5) doubly

corrected t. The results of the simulations show that for the raw t-statistic, there is
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a greater frequency of significant t-statistics than the theoretical t-distribution would

indicate and almost all of the significant observations are in the negative tail. The

doubly corrected t statistic is the Johnson adjusted t with the portfolio composition

adjusted in an attempt to remove heteroscedasticity. The adjustment in composition

involves holding 1/}. options instead of one option. The simulations indicate that the

frequency distribution of the doubly corrected t is very close to the true t-distribution

with the degree the option is in-, at- or out-of-the-money having little effect. The other

statistics above are found to offer little use in correcting the problems of bias.

Boyle and Emanuel investigate the relationship between the return on the hedge

and the return on the market. They find that the return on an equally weighted port-

folio of option hedges will, in the limit, be perfectly correlated with the square of the

market index return and that a diversified portfolio of option hedges will have a

standard deviation of return that is approximately one-quarter of the standard devi-

ation of return on a single hedge.

Evnine and Rudd (1984)

Evnine and Rudd develop a multiple-factor model for analyzing the risks and re-

turns of stock options. The model is theoretically akin to the arbitrage pricing model

of Ross, employing common factors and factor sensitivities to explain risk adjusted

option returns.

Termed a ’linked’ model due to the connection between option returns and stock

returns, the multiple factor model includes common factors derived from the deter-

minants of option prices in the Black-Scholes model as well as factors recognized as

being common market-wide factors of return that are unaccounted for in the Black-

Scholes model. From the determinants of option prices in the Black-Scholes model,

the following factors are derived: (1) the unanticipated stock price change or excess

return on the stock; (2) the proportional interest rate surprise; (3) the proportional
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change in the variance of market returns. Because option returns do not respond

linearly to stock returns, a quadratic adjustment term is included in the model. The

non-linear response of option prices to interest rates and variance are not considered

to be of significant magnitude and no adjustment is made. Other factors included in

the model represent: (1) the extent to which pricing biases persist, vanish or reverse

themselves; (2) an out—of-the-money factor; (3) a short maturity factor; and (4) a long

maturity factor.

The authors suggest that the model is useful for risk analysis and as a tool for

construction of portfolios with desired risk characteristics. In the former case, return

on an option or option portfolio can be decomposed into a systematic component

associated with the common factors and factor sensitivities and a non—systematic

residual component. The residual component of return can be compared to residual

risk to determine risk-adjusted performance. Constructing an option portfolio with

desired risk characteristics would be useful in portfolio insurance applications and in

arbitraglng perceived violations of pricing relatlonships in spot and futures markets.
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Chapter III

Methodology

This study uses the methodology proposed by Galai (1983b) in decomposing the

dollar returns to option hedging strategies. The hedging strategy involves a long

position in one call option contract and a short position in the underlying stock. The

call options selected for the hedge portfolios are taken from the naked call buying

recommendations contained in weekly issues of Va/ue Line Options over the period

1983-1985. The decomposition methodology provides for identification of the four

components of return: (1) the riskless return on the investment in the hedge portfolio;

(2) the return associated with discrete adjustment of the hedge; (3) the return asso-

ciated with identification of an underpriced call option, and (4) the return due to the

change in the value of the underlying stock. The third and fourth components above

should allow for evaluation of Value Line’s performance in identifying call options that

are underpriced and, after risk adjustment, in recommending call options written on

underpriced stocks, respectively.
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The hedging approach provides for implicit risk adjustment ofthe option position.

As demonstrated by Black and Scholes (1973), a continuously adjusted hedged port-

folio consisting of a long position in a call option and a short position in the underly-

ing stock should generate a return equivalent to the risk-free rate. When the portfolio

is not continuously adjusted for movements in the price of the underlying stock and

the decrease in the time to expiration of the call option, the hedge portfolio return

will diverge from the risk free rate such that the return provides compensation for the

risk inherent in the position. This return component is separately identified in the

tests that follow and its isolation and removal allow for unbiased estimation of the

excess return components due to Value Line selectivity.

III.A. Decomposition of Hedge Returns

Following the procedure initially outlined by Black—Scholes (1973) and refined by

Galai (1983b), a hedge portfolio is constructed at time t-1 by establishing a long po-

sition in one call at the actual t-1 price of CL and a short position in ÖCL/öS,_, shares

of the underlying stock. The hedge ratio, (öCL/öS,_,) , is obtained from an option

pricing model indicating a t-1 call value of CL, given an actual t-1 stock price of S,_,.

The actual investment in the position at t-1, IL, is:

1;, = cg, — (6cLi6s,_,)s,_,. [3.1]
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The dollar return on the hedge from t-1 to t, Rßt, is:

A A ARA, = (C, — Q-,) — (ÖCX,/ö8,-,)(8, — 8,.,)- [3-2]

Define:

Rs! E S, — S,_, , the dollar return on the stock;

R;t E C; — C;_, , the dollar return on the call;

R3'! E C; — Ci, , the dollar return on the model call price;

G, E C; — C; , the deviation between the actual and model price of the

option at time t.

With these definitions, the actual dollar return on the hedge portfolio from t-1 tot

can be restated as:

RQ E Rg [3.3]

Assuming option market efficiency, continuous hedge adjustment and a correct

option pricing model, the actual dollar return on the hedge portfolio, R;,', will be a

risk·free return equivalent. lf, however, the option market is not efficient and a cor-

rect option pricing model is employed to identify undervalued call options, the strat-

egy of buying the undervalued call and selling the stock in accordance with the hedge

ratio from the option pricing model will provide a return that exceeds the risk·free

equivalent. The excess return from the hedge is denoted R,,„t , and is defined as:

RA, = R2, 1). ra-41

where:
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Ata the actual holding period, expressed in years,

r E the risk-free rate of interest.

Calculation of excess hedge returns according to 3.4 is a major method used in this

study for evaluating the recommendations contained in Va/ue Line Options.

lt is possible to gain additional insight into the components of the return on the

hedge portfolio and a naked call contract through application of the decomposition

procedure developed by Galai (1983b). Noting that Rg: = Cf — C;‘_,,
the actual return

on the call can be stated as the change in the model call price over the period plus

the deviation between the actual and model price of the call option at time t minus

the deviation between the actual and model price ofthe call at time t-1:

R2, = ic? — ¤M„> + ic? — ci') — tc; — CM.)- L3-51

Using the definitions above in equation 3.5, the actual return on the call can be re-

stated as:

Rg = Rg + 6, — 6,_,. [3.6]

Substituting for Rg, in equation 3.3, the actual hedge return is:

RQ = nä 6, - c,_,. [6.7]

We then define Rg: as the model hedge return. This is the dollar return that would

be earned on the hedge portfolio under conditions of option market efficiency, a

correct option pricing model and continuous hedge adjustment:

RM E Rg
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The change in the deviation of the actual price of the option from the model price

between periods t-1 and t is defined as:

Rct E Gt —
Gt_1„

Using these definitions in equation 3.7 we have:

A M

Equation 3.8 expresses the actual return on the hedge as consisting ofgtwo

components. The first component, the model hedge return, represents compen-

sation at the risk-free rate for the net investment in the hedge position. The second

component represents the return associated with the market’s undervaluation of the

call option. lf the option market is efficient, the call option pricing model is correct

and synchronous data are used in the option pricing model, this second component

will be zero. .

When adjustments to the hedge are not made continuously, the model hedge

return will include a residual return component that provides compensation for the

risk exposure stemming from discrete adjustment. This residual return component

will approach zero as the frequency of hedge adjustment increases. Explicitly re-

cognizing the riskless component and the residual component leads to the following

expression for the model hedge return:

1}+ [6.9]

Substituting the expression for the model hedge return from equation 3.9 into

equation 3.8 provides the following decomposition of the actual return on the hedge

portfolio:
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ARM=lM,[6’^'- 1} [3.10]

The decomposition can be modified to evaluate the performance of the option

trader. Using equation 3.6 and the notation for the change in the deviation between

actual and model prices from t·1 to t, the actual return on the call can be expressed

as:

R§_ = Rg +
RG_. [3.11]

Using the definition above for the model hedge return, RM , we have:

RM = RM + [3.12]

Substituting for RM in equation 3.11 yields the following expression for the actual

return on the call:

RQ = RM [3.13]

Then noting that with non-continuous hedge adjustment, the model hedge return,

RM, will consist of a risk-free return component and a component associated with the

discrete hedge adjustment, equation 3.13 can be restated as:

RS, =
/ßt1@’^‘

- 1} + #11+ <ö¤ßtlöSt.t>R$, + RG,. rw]

Equation 3.14 is the basic equation for decomposing the performance of long call

recommendations contained in Va/ue Line Options. Four components of return are

identified:
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l£,{e'^‘— 1} E the riskless dollar return on the net model investment in

a hedge portfolio consisting of a long call position and a short position

in the underlying st0ck;*

ry, E the dollar compensation for the risk of discrete hedging;

Rat E the dollar return earned by purchasing call options that are

under·valued, and;

(ÖC1,/6S,_,)R$‘E the dollar return associated with the change in the

value of the underlying stock.

ln evaluating the performance of Va/ue Line Options, the focus should be on the

third and fourth components above. By subtracting the residual return component,

r;,, and the riskless model return component from the actual return on the call and

making an adjustment for risk to the fourth component it will be possible to identify

the magnitude of excess performance. ln addition, the methodology permits decom-

position ofthe excess return component into ’option selectivity’ and ’stock selectivity’

sub-components. This decomposition is particularly appropriate since Value Line’s

call recommendations and rankings are based on opinions concerning the future

performance of the call itself as well as the underlying stock.

2 This assumes that the call is purchased at the model price. Because the hedge portfolio is a net short
position, IM, < 0 and this component will be negative
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III.B. Option Pricing Model

The standard Black-Scholes model is appropriate for pricing European and

American call options on non·dividend paying stocks. By reducing the stock price

used in the model by the present value of the dividends paid over the life of the call

option, the model also provides a theoretically correct price for European call options

on stocks paying known dividends or having a constant dividend yield. For

dividend-unprotected American call options, however, it may be optimal to exercise

immediately prior to a cash dividend. Because the standard and dividend-adjusted

Black·SchoIes models assume that the call option is held to expiration, they fall to

price the value of the American call that is associated with the ability to exercise

early. The pricing problem for dividend unprotected American call options can be

succinctly represented through reference to equation 3.15:

C(S,T;X) = c(S,T;X) + 6C(S,T;X). [3.15]

In equation 3.15, C(S,T;X) represents the value of an American call option, c(S,T;X)

is the value of an otherwise equivalent European call option and sc is the early exer-

cise premium on the American call. While the Black-Scholes formula provides a

theoretically exact value for the European call, exact valuation of the early exercise

premium is problematic.

A number of procedures have been offered for valuing options that may be exer-

cised prior to expiration. Schwartz (1977) applied finite difference methods to the

valuation of warrants written on dividend paying stocks and Brennan and Schwartz

(1977) used these methods to price American put options. Ramaswamy and

Sundaresan (1985) and Brenner, Courtadon, and Subrahmanyam (1985) extended the
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application of finite difference methods to the valuation of American options on fu-

tures contracts. Unfortunately, a characteristic of finite difference methods that limits

their practical use is the high computational expense associated with partitioning the

stock price and time increments such that every conceivable price path ofthe option

is encompassed. For this study, the large number of computations required makes

the numerlcal solution approach impractical.

Roll (1977), Geske (1979b) and Geske and Johnson (1984) have developed com-

pound option methods for the valuation of American options. While entailing lower

computational expense than finite difference methods, this approach is also some-

what expensive due to the requirement for calculating multi·variate normal density

functions.

The model adopted for this study was developed by MacMilIan (1986) to value

American put options on non—dividend—paying stocks and was generalized to the

pricing of call and put options on commodities having a constant proportional cost-

of-carry by Barone-Adesi and Whaley (1987). The basic approach is to separately

value the European call component and early exercise premium on an American call

option. Essentially, the underlying insight in the development of the model is that if

the Black-Scholes partial differential equation applies to American as well as

European call options, then the early exercise premium, sc, is also described by the

basic partial differential equation. In deriving the differential equation for the early

exercise premium, a term is dropped, leaving a quadratic expression having two lin-

early independent solutions. Consequently, the model is generally referred to as a

quadratic approximation model.
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The formula for the value of an American call option is given below:

For S <
S‘

[3.16]

For S 2
S‘

C(S,T;X)=S—X. [3.17]

The value of the European call option, c(S,T;X) is given by the Black-Scholes formula:

c(s,r;x) = Se(°'”)TN(d1) — Xe”rTN(d2). [3.18]

The following definitions apply:

S = the current stock price;

X = the exercise price of the option;

T = the time until expiry of the call option;

az = the variance rate ofthe return on the stock;

r = the continuously compounded risk free rate of interest;

V = the dividend yield of the stock;

b = the cost-of-carry of the stock, where b = r - V;

N = 2b/0* ;

K = 2r/[6*0 — 6**)] :
S‘

= critical stock price above which exercise of the call option is op-

timal.

q,=[1—N+./(N-1)'+4K]/2;

d
ln(S/X) + [r + V + (02/2)]T _‘

G,/T
’
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6, = 6, — 6,/7 ;

N( •) = the cumulative normal density function;

A2 = (S-/q2){1 ' €(°_’)TN[d1(S-H} Ä

_ ln(S°/X) + [b + (6*/2)]T
d1(S ) = Ä„„/?

As can be seen in equations 3.16 and 3.17, the critical stock price,
S‘,

represents the

boundary below which the call price includes an early exercise premium and above

which the call price is equal to the call’s exercisable value. The critical stock price

cannot be solved for directly but can be obtained through an iterative procedure by

setting the exercisable proceeds of the call equal to the value of C(S‘,X;T):

S, — X = c(S‘,X;T) + A2(S/S·)°2 [3.19]

The hedge ratio at t·1 for stock prices below the critical stock price is obtained

by differentiating equation 3.16 with respect to the stock price:

ÖC/öS [6.20]

For stock prices above the critical stock price the hedge ratio is, of course, equal to

1.
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lIl.C. Data

III.C.1. Value Line Options

Weekly issues of Va/ue Line Options over the period 1983-1985 are the source of

the call option purchase recommendations. Va/ue Line Options is published on the

first four Mondays of each month and each issue consists of two parts · The Option

Strategist and the Option Evaluation Section. Both sections employ an option and

stock ranking system. Options and stocks are ranked from 1 to 5, where 1 is the

highest ranking and indicates that the security or option is under-valued and 5 is the

lowest ranking and indicates that the security or option is over-valued.

The Option Strategist recommends selected options for naked call buying, naked

call writing, naked put buying, naked put writing and covered call writing. The

options listed in the Option Strategist represent a subset of the universe of options

monitored by Va/ue Line Options and are considered to be the most attractive to the

investor. The naked call buying recommendations consist of calls ranked 1 written

on stocks ranked 1, 2 or 3. Naked call writing recommendations are made if the call

is ranked 5 and the underlying stock is ranked 3, 4 or 5. For puts, naked buying rec-

ommendations consist of puts ranked 1 written on stocks ranked 3, 4 or 5. Naked put

writing is recommended if the put is ranked 5 and the underlying stock is ranked 1,

2 or 3. Calls recommended for covered call writing are ranked 3, 4 or 5 and are

written on stocks that are ranked 1, 2 or 3.

This study is concerned with the naked call buying recommendations made by

Value Line and these recommendations are taken from the Options Strategist. This
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section of the publication provides information on the recommended call option and

the stock on which the call is written. The stock information consists of the stock’s

timeliness ranking, its ticker symbol, the estimated relative volatility ofthe stock} and

seven stock prices cenfered around the ’recent stock price.’ The recent stock price

is usually the closing stock price on the Tuesday preceding the Monday issue date.

Below this header record are call options recommended for purchase. The option

expiration month, strike price, suffix code‘ and relative volatility are followed by

seven limit prices correspondlng to the stock prices in the header record. The recent

call price is the price for the last trade on the Tuesday preceding the issue date. If the

option did not trade, the price is a Value Line estimate of what the closing price would

have been based on the closing price of the stock and the previous trading history

of the option vis-a-vis the stock.

The call/stock price combinations contained in the Options Strategist describe a

quasi-equilibrium call pricing frontier. lf a call option is transactable ata price below

this frontier, then its purchase is recommended by Value Line. The procedure for

determining the ellgibility of call options for purchase will be described in detail in

section lIl.D.1.

Value Line suggests that the subscriber identify call options for purchase that are

listed in the Option Strategist. The subscriber is told to assure that the transaction

price of the call option is below the price specified in the option price-stock price

combination and to consider the relative volatility of the option in light of the inves-

tor’s risk preferences. Once call options have been purchased, the subscriber is told

¢* Relative volatility is a measure of Value Line’s assessment of the total risk of the common stock
compared to the risk of the average stock and is equal to the estimated standard deviation of the
return on the stock divided by the estimated standard deviation of the return on an average common
stock. Relative volatility ranges are the basis for The Va/ue Line Investment Survey safety rankings.

‘
Suffix codes consist of two characters that uniquely identify the option type and expiration month (first
character) and exercise price (second character).
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to monitor the rank of the call options by referring to the Option Evaluation Section

contained in subsequent editions of Va/ue Line Options. When the rank of the option

falls to 3 or below, the subscriber is advised to sell the option.

The Option Evaluation Section ranks all options in the Value Line universe on the

basis of expected performance for the option buyer and the covered option writer.

This companion section to the Option Strategist contains information that is useful not

only for monitoring the rank of options but also for the calculation of model prices and

hedge ratios. Information on the underlying stock provided in the Evaluation section

consists of percentage dividend yield, which is based on the last dividend paid and

the price of the stock as of the close of trading on the previous Tuesday, the last or

next ex-dividend date and amount of the dividend, the exchange on which the options

on the stock trade, the recent stock price, the timeliness ranking of the stock and the

relative volatility of the stock. Following this header information is information on all

options written on the stock. Options are grouped by expiration month and for each

option the following information is provided: strike price, option suffix code, recent

market price for the option, the estimated ’normal’ price for the option, the change in

the option price per one point change in the stock price (the option’s delta), the per-

formance rank of the option, the relative volatility of the option, and the expected

percentage change in the price of the option for bothia ten percent increase and de-

crease in the price of the underlying stock. Additional information, not of concern

here, is provided concerning characteristics of the option from the perspective of the

option writer.

Of particular interest is the ’normal’ price of the option. The normal price is Value

Line's opinion of the equilibrium price of the call assuming a stock price equal to the

’recent stock price' and time to expiration measured from the Monday publication

date.
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III.C.2. The Berkeley Options Data Base

The data base used for the study is the resorted format of the Berkeley Options

Data Base, which provides a time stamped record of virtually every option trade and

bid-ask quote for options traded on the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) over

the three years 1983-1985. Each record in the original data base contains the follow-

ing information: (1) transaction or quote date to the nearest second; (2) underlying

stock symbol; (3) option expiration month; (4) strike price to the nearest cent; (5) trade

price (for transactions); (6) bid and ask price (for market quotes); (7) volume of

options traded (for transactions); (8) simultaneous stock price; (9) the type of record

(trade or quote). The records in the original data base are ordered according to day,

underlying stock and option series. The resorted format reorders the records ac-

cording to day, underlying stock and then time of day.

III.D. Procedure

This section provides a detailed description of the application of the decompos-

ition methodology to the returns on call options recommended in Value Line

Options. The procedures for screening options and establishing the transaction
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prices for the long call and short stock positions are described first. Following this,

the procedures for constructing and adjusting the hedge are defined.

III.D.1. Call Option Selection and Transaction Prices

Beginning with week 1 (issue date January 3, 1983), portfolios are assembled by

first selecting call options recommended for purchase in the Option Strategist section

of Va/ue Line Options. The options are then screened in two ways. First, because the

Berkeley Data Base consists only of CBOE options, only those options that trade on

the CBOE may be selected. Second, it must be possible to purchase the option at a

price less than or equal to the option price implied by the call pricing frontier pro-

vided in the Options Strategist section of Va/ue Line Options.

As described earlier, Value Line’s long call recommendations are contingent

upon the ability to purchase the option at a price below that specified for the corre-

sponding market stock price. Since this condition is similar to a limit order, this price

will be referred to as the limit price. The second screening criterion is intended to

assure that the guidellnes for long call purchase are adhered to. Failure to restrict

the call option purchases in this way would invalidate the tests of Value Line’s ability

to identlfy call options with subsequent superior performance.

The call recommendations on CBOE options contained in the Options Strategist

are screened for purchase using data from the Berkeley Options Data Base. The

procedure lnvolves the initial calculation of limit prices. For any given stock price

falling between the highest and lowest price listed in the Options Strategist, a call

limit price can be calculated through linear interpolation using the series of
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option/stock price combinations provided for each option. The call is designated as

transactable if an available call price from the Berkeley Data Base is less than the

limit price. Simple linear interpolation between option/stock price combinations is

employed in order to remain faithful to the instructions Value Line provides to its

subscribers. ln theory of course, the option/stock price combinations describe a

smooth and continuous convex function and linear interpolation results in an over-

statement of the
’true’

limit price. This results in a higher number of qualifying option

transactions. Because the discrepancy between the interpolated limit price and the

theoretical limit price is Ilkely to be very small relative to a 1/8 trading price incre-

ment, this is not believed to be a significant bias.

Transactions are permitted to take place through Friday of the issue week with

no adjustment to the limit price for time decay. This procedure conforms to the in-

structions Value Line offers for use of the recommendations. ln order to mitigate the

problem of non-synchronous stock and options prices, only prices recorded between

10 AM and 3 PM Central Standard Time are used for the establishment of positions.

Delaying until 10 AM, at which time the New York Stock Exchange has been open for

two hours, virtually assures that the recorded stock price reflects a same-day trans-

action and not one from the previous trading day. The 3 PM Central Standard Time

cut-off coincides with the end of trading on the New York Stock Exchange.

The limit price is a guide to Value Line’s opinion of the equilibrium value of the

option.° While Value Line publishes the variables and general methodology used in

establishing this price, it does not disclose details ofthe pricing model. An interest-

ing and testable hypothesis is whether Value Line’s limit prices are systematically

5 The limit price is technically a transactions-cost-adjusted measure of the equilibrium value of the
option. Information provided by Value Line suggests that, on average, transactions costs of 5 percent
are reflected in the limit price. The actual estimate of the equilibrium value of the option is referred
to as the normal price and is provided in the Evaluation section.
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biased. Specifically, the incentive may exist for Value Line to understate the limit

price in order to protect its reputation. This paradigm would be similar to that pro-

posed in the literature on underwritten security underpricing and reputational capital

(see Booth and Smith (1986)). The inability to execute a substantial number of the

Value Line call purchase recommendations would offer support for the hypothesis of

systematic understatement of call option values.

For purposes of screening the options and determining transaction prices, we

need to use option prices and simultaneous stock prices that are available to the

trader at the time the hedge position is considered. Because the hedge involves a

long position in the call option and a short position in the underlying stock, we need

a simultaneous ask price for the option and bid price for the underlying stock.

While the Berkeley Options data base provides a simultaneous stock price for

each option trade and quote, it is not known whether this is a bid or ask price. For

option trade records it is not known whether the transaction was inltiated by a buy

order or a sell order. In the consolidated format, the option trade and quote records

are ordered according to constant stock price intervals and it is common to observe

multiple option trade prices within each interval.

Phillips and Smith (1980) have shown that using recorded transaction prices in

conjunction with ex-post trading rules will result in the systematic selection of call

options for purchase whose indicated transaction prices are bid prices. The use of

transaction prices that are on the ’wrong side of the bid-ask spread' (p. 186) will im-

part an upward bias to the returns from the trading rule on the order of the entire

bid-ask spread. When the position is closed, the recorded price will lie, on average,

at the middle of the bid-ask spread. Because the recorded price for closing the long

call position should be a bid price, there is an average bias on closing that is half the
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bid-ask spread. To overcome these problems, Phillips and Smith suggest using an

ex-ante trading rule or bid-ask quotes.

In this study the criterion for selecting call options for purchase is that the price

is below the limit price specified in Va/ue Line Options. This study does not directly

screen options for purchase by calculating an option model price but indirectly uses

the Value Line model price as the criterion for selection. By selecting those call op-

tion purchase recommendations for which the transaction price is below the limit

price, we would be introducing the same selection bias identifled by Phillips and

Smith.

To avoid problems of selection bias associated with using option transaction

prices, this study employs call bid and ask quotes that are provided in the resorted

format of the Berkeley Data Base. Unfortunately, the Berkeley Data Base does not

provide bid and ask quotes for underlying common stocks. Two previous studies

provide methods for inferring stock bid and ask prices.

Bhattacharya (1983) notes that inferences concerning identification of stock bid

and ask prices can be made by observing the time series pattern of stock prices. A

reverting sequence of stock prices is assumed to indicate alternating bid and ask

stock prices where the up—tick indicates an ask price and the down—tick indicates a

bid price. Bhattacharya removes constant stock price interval continuatlons from the

data used in his tests and imputes stock bid and ask prices using the remaining time

series of reverting constant stock price intervals.

Each record in the consolidated format of the data base indicates the lowest and

highest option price occuring within each constant stock price interval where these

prices may reflect either quotes or transactions. In order to avoid selecting prices

from the wrong side of the bid-ask spread, Bhattacharya uses the lowest option price
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occuring during the constant stock price interval as the bid price and the highest op—

tion price occuring during the interval as the ask price.

Consistent with Bhattacharya (1983), Rubenstein (1985) restricts his sample to

reverting stock price changes and requires that, for a given constant stock price in-

terval, the recorded stock price for adjacent constant stock price intervals is 1/8

above or below. He then adjusts the stock price upward by three cents if the sur-

rounding constant stock prices are higher and downward by three cents if the sur-

rounding constant stock prices are lower. This correction is intended to adjust for the

uncertainty of the variation in the ’true’ stock price across the bid-ask spread.

Rubenstein uses a weighted average of the transaction prices of options traded

during an interval as the true ’equilibrium’ price of the option. The weights on the

transaction prices are the respective trading volumes expressed as a percent of total

volume during the interval.

In the present study, the time series pattern of stock prices from the resorted

format of the Berkeley Data Base could be used to infer whether a given stock price

is a bid or an ask price. lf a stock price is above the preceding and subsequent dif-

ferent stock prices, the stock price would be assumed to be an ask price. lfthe stock

price is below the stock price for the preceding and subsequent different stock prices,

the stock price would be assumed to be a bid price. Records associated with stock

price continuations would not be used.

Using the time series pattern of stock prices to infer whether the indicated stock

price is a bid or an ask price could very llkely generate a bias against the finding of

economic profits from the use of Value Line’s recommendations. By systematically

restricting the selection process to records for which the stock price is below adja-

cent stock prices we would be eliminating potentially transactable and favorable

option/stock price combinations. Given the choice of a bias for or against the finding
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of abnormal returns from the use of Value Line’s recommendations, it is believed to

be preferable to accept the former bias and qualify any conclusions concerning the

availability of economic profits accordingly. Consequently, this study uses stock

prices from the option quote record without regard to the pattern of adjacent stock

prices. lf the excess hedge returns under this regime are shown to be non-positive,

we may conclude without reservation that Value Line is unable to identify underval-

ued options. lf excess return performance is indicated, we may affect an ex·post

adjustment to the hedge returns by imputing an estimate of the bid~ask spread on the

stock position.

For purposes of screening the options for purchase and recording the transaction

prices for the call option and stock, the first quote record in the re-sorted data base

time-stamped between 10 AM and 3 PM for which the limit price is above the ask

price is used. The long call transaction price is recorded as the ask price and the

short stock transaction price is taken as the corresponding stock price from the quote

record. Value Line advises its subscribers that the recommendations and limit prices

are valid for one week. Therefore, we allow establishment of a hedge subject to the

limit price from 10 AM until 3 PM on any day of the recommendatlon week.

IlI.D.2. Hedge Procedure

Hedge portfolios are formed by combining each long call position with a short

position in the option’s underlying stock. The short position in the stock is deter-

mined in accordance with the hedge ratio from the Barone-Adesi-Whaley model. The

model requires the following inputs: (1) time to explration for the option; (2) option
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exercise price; (3) continuously compounded risk-free rate; (4) instantaneous vari-

ance of the stock return (5) dividend yield, and (6) stock price.

The time to expiration of the option and the option exercise price can be obtained

with perfect accuracy from the option trade and quote records. The risk-free rate is

taken as the continuously compounded equivalent to the yield to maturity on the T-bill

with a maturity date closest to the expiration date of the option. This information is

obtained from the Wall Street Journal and is updated weekly.

For each of the sample options it is necessary to estimate the variance of the re-

turn on the underlying stock, model prices and hedge ratios so that hedge returns

and naked call return components can be determined. Because this study is funda-

mentally a test of Value Line’s option pricing model and opinion concerning stock

price volatilities, these estimates must be consistent with the Value Line model.

Value Line provides the information necessary for deriving these estimates in the

Evaluation section of each weekly issue.

Previous studies have used two general methods to obtain estimates of the vari-

ance rate (or standard deviation) of the stock returns for use in option pricing models.

The first method uses historical stock price data to calculate variance. Since a fun-

damental element of the ranking and recommendation process is Value Line’s de-

velopment of an independent (and presumably superior) estimate of stock return

variance, use of volatility estimates based on historical stock price data would violate

the requirement for consistency with the Value Line model.

The second method, which was originally proposed by Latane and Rendleman

(1976), uses the option pricing model and observed market prices for the option to

infer the standard deviation of the stock price. This estimate is referred to as the

implied standard deviation. Latane and Rendleman as well as a number of other

authors propose and test various weighting schemes using all options written on a
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particular stock to arrive at a weighted implied standard deviation. These studies find

that estimates of stock price variance implied by the Black-Scholes model are rea-

sonably accurate in predicting future stock price variance. Beckers (1981) concludes

that stock price standard deviations implied by at~the-money options are more accu-

rate predictors of the actual time series standard deviations of stock prices than

weighted implied standard deviations.

The approach used here is to employ the Barone-Adesi-Whaley model to solve for

the implied standard deviation. By using the ’recent stock price' and the associated

’normal' price of the option from the Option Evaluation section, an estimate of the

standard deviation is obtained that is consistent with the Value Line model. The time

to expiration input into the model is measured from the Monday issue date. This is

consistent with information provided by Allan S. Lyons, the publisher of Value Line

Options. He indicated that the estimated normal price of the call option is based on

the assumption that the price of the stock is equal to the ’recent stock price' on the

Monday issue date. The continuously compounded dividend yield input to the model

is also obtained from the Evaluation section of Value Line Options.

The estimated normal price of the call is equated with the Barone-Adesi-Whaley

model and an implied standard deviation is calculated through application of MuIler’s

(1956) method of finding the real zeros of a function. Solving for the implied standard

deviation is complicated by the fact that the Barone-Adesi-Whaley model also re-

quires solution for the critical stock price above which the call option should be ex-

ercised immediately and the standard deviation is a required input into the solution

for a critical stock price. The technique used to solve for the critical stock price ap-

plies an algorithm that is a combination of linear interpolation, inverse quadratic in-

terpolation and bisection and is described in Brent (1971). A seed value of sigma is

initially specified to determine a critical stock price and this price is supplied to
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Muller’s algorithm to determine an implied standard deviation based on the normal

price of the stock and the 'recent stock price.’ This implied standard deviation is then

supplied to the critical stock price algorithm to develop a second estimate. The

process continues until internally consistent values of sigma and the critical stock

price yield a model call price that is within one percent of the estimated normal call

price. The one percent tolerance level was specified in order to balance the need for

accuracy of the estimate with a high frequency of algorithm convergence.

An estimate of the standard deviation of the underlying stock is obtained through

the process outlined above for each issue date during the holding period of the op-

tion. ln order to adjust the hedge daily, the Barone-Adesi-Whaley model is used in

conjunction with this standard deviation estimate to calculate a model call price and

hedge ratio for each day during the week. On the next issue date of Value Line

Options, the information provided in the Evaluation section is used to update the

standard deviation estimate and this estimate is, in turn, used to calculate model call

prices and hedge ratlos for that week. Because Va/ue Line Options ls published on

the first four Mondays of each month, there are 4 weeks in each year for which an

issue is not published. For these weeks, the stock return standard deviation estimate

from the previous week is used.

lt is important to dlstlnguish between the limit price and the model price. The

limit price is obtained from the Option Strategist section and this price provides the

signal for the long position in the call option. Once it is determined that the available

transaction price is below the limit price, the call option is classified as eligible for

purchase and the limit price is no longer used. lt is the model price, and not the limit

price, that is used in calculating measures of hedge performance. Once a call option

has been identified as transactable it is assumed to be held until its ranking falls be-

low 2 or it is no longer ranked by Value Line. For each trading day during the holding
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period, hedge returns and the components of the return on the naked call contract

are calculated.

For each option in the sample, trading day excess hedge returns R,,„‘ , are calcu-

lated. Averages of the excess hedge returns are then examined to determine

whether Value Line rankings are useful in predicting the future performance of re-

commended call options and whether abnormal profits may be earned by following

Value Line’s prescribed strategy. In addition, the trading day components of return

are examined to gain additional insight into the performance of Value Line’s rec-

ommendations.

The primary emphasis ofthe decomposition analysis will be on the call selectivity

component, Rct, the residual return component associated with failure to continuously

adjust the hedge, 11, , and the stock selectivity component.

As noted by Galai (1983b), the ’stock selectivity’ return component can be ana-

lyzed in the manner suggested by Fama (1972). Fama decomposes common stock

returns using a security market line framework. In this study, the parameters of the

market model will be estimated over a period following the period in which the call

is held in a hedge portfolio for the purpose of estimating a benchmark return. A

residual or excess return will then be calculated by subtracting the benchmark return

from the actual return associated with the change in the value of the underlying stock.

ln developing timeliness rankings for common stocks, Value Line considers re-

cent relative stock price performance. Stocks that perform unusually positively rela-

tive to the overall market are assigned higher rankings, ceteris parabus, than stocks

that underperform the market. Thus, for highly ranked stocks, beta estimation during

the period over which the stock exhibited positive relative price performance would

lead to an upward bias in the calculated beta. Using this beta estimate during the test

period to determine if there is an association between positive excess return per-
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formance and stock ranking results in an overstatement ofthe benchmark return and

a bias against the finding of positive abnormal performance. For low ranked stocks

the reverse is true. The benchmark return is understated and there is a bias against

the finding of negative abnormal return performance. The use of a future period for

the calculation of benchmark returns overcomes this problem.

The next section presents results on the performance of the Value Line option

ranking system.
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Chapter IV

Empirical Results

IV.A. Sample Characteristics

Va/ue Line Options is published on the first four Mondays of each month. This

study covers the three year period 1983-1985 and, therefore, considers call purchase

recommendations contained in 144 issues. Over the 144 weeks, there were a total of

12,699 selected recommendations for naked call buying. The number of recommen-

dations contained in weekly issues of Va/ue Line Options ranged from a low of 47 for

December 23, 1985, the last week in the study period, to a high of 120 for the weeks

of October 22 and November 5, 1984. On average, there were approximately 88 rec-

ommendations per issue. All of these call options were rated 1 at the time of the

recommendation and they represented a subset of the 27,019 active call options

ranked 1 for the buyer over the three year period.
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This study is restricted to call options traded on the Chicago Board Options Ex-

change (CBOE). Of the 12,699 listed recommendations, 6,360 or very nearly 50 per-

cent, were on call options traded on the CBOE. The number of weekly CBOE option

recommendations ranged from 21 to 77 and averaged approximately 44. The 6,360

recommendations of CBOE options were composed of 155 underlying stocks. Over

half of the recommendations, however, involved call options written on a group of 14

underlying stocks. The three most heavily represented underlying stocks were IBM

(430), General Dynamics (417) and Merrill Lynch (410). These three stocks alone ac-

counted for nearly one-fifth of all CBOE recommendations. ‘

Table 4.1 provides a profile of the 6,360 CBOE recommendations in terms of

moneyness and time to expiration. ' The average time to expiration for the set of

CBOE options was 132 days and the average moneyness was 1.06. The recommen-

dations spanned a wide range of maturities and moneyness. The shortest and long-

est lived options had 11 days and 270 days to expiration, respectively. The deepest

in- and out-of-the-money options had moneyness values of .34 and 3.80, respectively.

Over forty percent of the recommended options had times to expiration between 3

and 6 months and over thirty percent were in-the-money by at least 10 percent. Re-

commended options with both these characteristics represented 9.48 percent of the

entire sample.

There does not appear to be any systematic relationship between the frequency

of recommendation and either moneyness or time to expiration. lt is interesting to

note, however, that there is a statistically significant dependency between the

moneyness and time to expiration classification variables. The data in Table 4.1 were

analyzed as a contingency table, with the null hypothesis being that the two

°
Moneyness, M, is defined as $6***/Ee"". For an out-of-the-money call, M < .95; for an at-the-money

call, .95 5 M 5 1.05; and for an in-the-money call, M > 1.05
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Table 4.1: Composltion of CBOE option recommendatlons according to moneyness and time
to explratlon.

In-the-Money
0-1 Mon 1-2 Mos 2-3 Mos 3-6 Mos 6-9 Mos Total

Actual(A) 371.00 588.00 443.00 841.00 446.00 2689
Expected(E) 206.70 362.80 312.00 1114.50 693.00
A-E 164.30 225.20 131.00 -273.50 -247.00
Percent 5.83 9.25 6.97 13.22 7.01 42.28
Row Pct 13.80 21.87 16.47 31.28 16.59
Col Pct 75.87 68.53 60.03 31.90 27.21

At·the Money
0-1 Mon 1-2 Mos 2-3 Mos 3-6 Mos 6-9 Mos Total

Actual(A) 68.00 39.00 51.00 881.00 734.00 1773
Expected(E) 136.30 239.20 205.70 734.80 456.90
A-E -68.30 -200.20 -154.70 146.20 277.10
Percent 1.07 0.61 0.80 13.85 11.54 27.88
Row Pct 3.84 2.20 2.88 49.69 41.40
Col Pct 13.91 4.55 6.91 33.42 44.78

Out-of-the-Money
0-1 Mon 1-2 Mos 2-3 Mos 3-6 Mos 6-9 Mos Total

Actual(A) 50.00 231.00 244.00 914.00 459.00 1898
Expected(E) 145.90 256.10 220.20 786.70 489.10
A-E -95.90 -25.10 23.80 127.30 -30.10
Percent 0.79 3.63 3.84 14.37 7.22 29.84
Row Pct 2.63 12.17 12.86 48.16 24.18
Col Pct 10.22 26.92 33.06 34.67 28.00

Total 489 858 738 2636 1639 6360
Percent 7.69 13.49 11.60 41.45 25.77 100.00

47 = 1.06
t = 132 days

’

xz = 1086.27

Notes: t = time to expiration and M = moneyness. Actual(A,,) is the observed frequency for

the cell having moneyness i and time to expirafion j. Expected(E,,) is the expected cell fre-

quency under the hypothesis that the moneyness and expiration classification variables are

independent; E,,= A,A,/N , where A, = 2A,, , A,= ZA,,, and N = ZZAÜ. Percent = A,,/N, Row
1 1 1 1

Pct = A,/N, and Col Pct = A,/N. The chi-square test statistic is defined as:

X2 = E(Aij " E1j)z/E11
I I
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classification variables, moneyness and time to expiration, are independent. The

Pearson chi-square statistic was calculated for the data in Table 4.1 and a value of

1086.27 was obtained.’ This indicates strong rejection of the null hypothesis.' ln ad-

dition, actual and expected cell frequencies were calculated in order to isolate pat-

terns in the recommendations. For recommendations on out-of-the-money options

there is a greater-than-expected tendency for times to expiration in the range of 2-6

months. For recommendations on in-the-money options there is a greater-than- ex-

pected tendency for times to expiration in the range 0 to 3 months. For near·the-

money option recommendations there is evidence of a greater-than-expected

tendency for longer times to expiration (3-9 months).

Of the 6,360 call recommendations on CBOE traded options, 3,849 or 60.6 percent

had an ask quote below the limit price by Friday of the issue week. The procedure

followed was to use the first such ask price during the week to establish the position.

Of the 3,849 transactable options, 2,220 could be transacted on the Monday issue

date. Table 4.2 provides the frequency distribution of executions by day. The table

also provides the average percentage premium of the limit price above the ask price,

referred to as the mean model premium.° For all transactions, the average percent

premium was 5.72 percent. lt is interesting to note that the premium declines

monotonically from Monday through Friday. If the ability to transact after Monday

were driven exclusively by time value decay in ask prices we might expect to see

increasing premiums through the week. This expectation follows from the compar-

ative statics of option pricing which posit accelerating time value decay.

7 Degrees of freedom for the test are (rows-1)(columns—1)
-

8.

il The p-value is effectively equal to zero.

°
The mean model premium is defined as (ask price ~ limit price) / ask price.
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Table 4.2: Frequency of Transaction and Mean Model Premium by Day of the Week.

Mean
Cumulative Model Standard

Weekday Freguency Freguency Premium Deviation

Monday 2220 57.6% 0.06428289 0.17429277

Tuesday 785 78.1 0.05319032 0.11384112

Wednesday 399 88.4 0.04342211 0.10458554

Thursday 253 95.0 0.04239618 0.10678679

Friday 192 100.0 0.04026103 0.09185404

Notes: Mean Model Premium = (Ask Price - Limit Price) / Ask Price.
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The average time to expiration of the transactable options was 130 days and the

average moneyness was 1.037. Table 4.3 provides a breakdown of the transactable

options along these two dimensions. As in the case of all CBOE recommendations,

the classification variables are not independent. A chi-square goodness of fit test

was performed on the data in Table 4.3 using the data in Table 4.1 for expected fre-

quencies under the null hypothesis. The Chi-square test statistic was 241.6, which

indicated rejection of the null hypothesis.
‘°

Further comparison of the transactable

options with the complete set of CBOE recommendations reveals that in-the-money

options are under·represented among the former group given the distribution of the

population of CBOE options. This is not a surprising result because as an option gets

deeper in-the-money its market value approaches its intrinsic value and the effect of

the stock’s volatility decreases. Since a major component of the Value Line recom-

mendation process is the development of estimates of the underlying stock’s

volatility, we might expect that there would be less discrepancy between limit prices

and available prices for options whose price is less dependent on the volatility esti-

mate.

Earlier it was hypothesized that Value Line may have the incentive to systemat-

ically understate the limit price in order to protect its reputation. There is, of course,

no critical percentage of transactable recommendations that could be identified in

order to test this hypothesis. lt seems reasonable to conclude, however, that the

ability to transact over 60 percent of the recommendations does not provide strong

support for the understatement hypothesis. The observed percentage of transactable

recommendations would seem to indicate that Value Line is providing good faith es-

timates of option values. Indeed, if the percentage were substantially much higher,

lll p-value for the test was effectively equal to zero.
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Table 4.3: Composltlon of Transactable Optlon Recommendatlons Accordlng to Moneyness
and Tlme to Expiratlon.

ln-the-Money
0-1 Mon 1-2 Mos 2-3 Mos 3-6 Mos 6-9 Mos Total

Actual(A) 235.00 286.00 217.00 469.00 255.00 1462
' Expect(E’) 224.40 356.03 268.28 508.84 269.81

A-E 10.60 -70.03 -51.28 -39.84 -14.81
Percent 6.11 7.43 5.64 12.18 6.63 37.98
Row Pct 16.07 19.56 14.84 32.08 17.44
Col Pct 71.87 57.43 49.21 29.09 26.26

At-the-Money
0-1 Mon 1-2 Mos 2-3 Mos 3-6 Mos 6-9 Mos Total

ActuaI(A) 64.00 59.00 50.00 558.00 439.00 1170
Expect(E") 41.18 23.48 30.79 533.09 444.17 .
A-E 22.82 35.52 19.21 24.91 -5.17
Percent 1.66 1.53 1.30 14.50 11.41 30.40
Row Pct 5.47 5.04 4.27 47.69 37.52
Col Pct 19.57 11.85 11.34 34.62 45.21

Out-of-the-Money
0-1 Mon 1-2 Mos 2-3 Mos 3-6 Mos 6-9 Mos Total

Actual(A) 28.00 153.00 174.00 585.00 277.00 1217
Expect(E") 30.41 139.72 147.80 553.10 277.90
A-E -2.41 13.28 26.20 31.90 -0.90
Percent 0.73 3.98 4.52 15.20 7.20 31.62
Row Pct 2.30 12.57 14.30 48.07 22.76
Col Pct 8.56 30.72 39.46 36.29 28.53

Total 327 498 441 1612 971 3849
Percent 8.50 12.94 11.46 41.88 25.23 100.00

@7 = 1.037
t = 130 days
X2 = 241.6

Notes: t = time to expiration and M = moneyness. ActuaI(A,j) is the observed frequency for

the cell having moneyness i and time to expiration j. Expected(Eß) is the expected cell fre-

quency under the hypothesis that the joint distribution ofthe moneyness and expiration clas-

sification variables is identical to the distribution for the population of CBOE recommendations

given in Table 4.1. E; = (Cell percent from Table 4.1) X N, where N = 3,849 is the total number

oftransactable recommendations. The chi-square test statistic is: X2 = E Z(A,] — Ejj)2/E;}.
1 1
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the integrity ofthe Value Line model as a screening mechanism might be called into

question.

Of the 3,849 options that were transactable, there were 1,152 unique call option

recommendations. The remaining 2,697 recommendations involved options that had

been recommended in previous weeks. Thus, on average, each transactable option

was recommended and capable of transaction between 3 and 4 times during the pe-

riod under study. From the group of 1,152 unique call purchase recommendations,

the cell percentages in Table 4.3 were used to select a stratified random sample of

500 options for detailed performance analysis. The underlying stocks are given ln

Appendix A.

Although the sample was selected on the dimensions of time to expiration and

moneyness, the mean model premium for the sample was essentially identical to that

for the population of transactable options. The average moneyness of the sample

was 1.04 and the average time to expiration was 144 days. The slight difference in

time to expiration between the sample and the population of transactable options is

due to the use of the earliest transactable recommendation for each option series.

IV.B. Performance of Recommendations

This section reports the performance of the recommended call option contracts.

The focus will be on the excess dollar returns to theoretically riskless hedges, R,„„!,

and the call selectivity component of return on a naked call option, RG'. The notation

used in Chapter Ill will be used here to refer to excess returns and the components
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of return on call contracts, not individual call options." The analysis will proceed

along a number of dimensions. First the overall performance of the hedges will be

reported and examined. This is followed by a discussion of the impact of discrete

hedge adjustments on the performance measures and a review of the potential

problems in performing statistical tests of significance. Following this, an analysis is

conducted of the differential performance of the hedges according to 1.) the ranking

of the call option, 2.) the ranking combination of the call option and the underlying

stock, 3.) the moneyness of the call option, 4.) the time to expiration of the call option,

and 5.) the standard deviation of the underlying stock. The effect on the results of

removing sample outliers is then examined. Following this, consideration is given to

floor trading and clearing costs. The section concludes with an analysis of the excess

return performance of the stocks underlying the call options in the sample.

lV.B.1. Overall Performance of Recommendations

The hypothesis that we wish to test is whether a strategy of purchasing call

options recommended by Va/ue Line Options yields returns that over-compensate the

investor for the amount of risk of the investment. Hedging concepts allow for the

identification of excess returns and their application in the present study should be

viewed as a device for the identification of abnormal returns and not as an actual in-

vestment strategy.

The methods described in Chapter Ill were employed to examine the returns on

hedges held from the time of purchase through the date on which the option no

ll For simpliücation purposes, the hedge ratio calculated at time t-1, 6Cß,/S,_, , will be denoted as h.
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longer had a ranking of 1 or 2. For overall performance, two different assumptions

were made concerning trading costs associated with the bid-ask spread. ln the initial

set of tests, the call was assumed to be purchased and sold at the midpoint of the

bid-ask spread. ln the second set of tests the call is assumed to be purchased at the

ask and sold at the bid. Comparison ofthe results under the different methods allows

for estimation of the magnitude of the error arising from failure to account for this

important trading cost. Stock prices used in the analysis are obtained from the

Berkeley Data Base and it is unknown whether these prices were generated by an

order to buy or an order to sell. The problems associated with employing a trading

rule in conjunction with stock and option price data that are not classified according

to bid and ask are fully documented by Phillips and Smith (1980) and were discussed

in an earlier part of this study. The resorted format of the Berkeley Data Base pro-

vides complete identification of bid and ask prices for options but not for stocks. ln

the present study, an option is assumed to be purchased if its stock·dependent limit

price is greater than a quoted ask price. There will be a tendency for this inequality

to hold with greater frequency when the stock price is an ask price. The riskless

hedge paradigm used here assumes the short sale of the stock and, consequently, a

bid price is the appropriate price for the stock. The effect of this selection bias is to

understate the investment in the hedge (i.e. the net investment is assumed to be

more negative). This, in turn, will impart an upward bias to the excess returns on the

hedge. While we may affect an ex-post adjustment to the hedge returns in response

to this bias, this problem will continue to plague empirical research until intra-day bid

and ask stock price data are available.
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Table 4.4 presents summary statistics on the trading day return components.‘2

Panel A of Table 4.4 presents statistics on dollar hedge returns and call return com-

ponents assuming that the call is purchased and sold at the midpoint of the bid-ask

spread. The excess hedge return is $0.94 per call contract per trading day and is

highly significant with a t-statistic of 4.21. The average actual return on a naked call

contract is $1.07 per trading day while the average model call return is -$.04 per

trading day. These returns yield an average call selectivity return, ät , of $1.11 per

trading day.

Panel B provides summary statistics on the trading day return components with

adjustment for the bid-ask spread. The mean excess hedge return is $.49 per con-

tract, representing a reduction of 48 percent compared to the unadjusted excess

hedge return. The significance of the mean excess hedge return is substantially re-

duced but remains statistically greater than zero. The average return on a naked call

contract is reduced to $.62 and the average call selectivity component per contract is

reduced by 41 percent to $.65. It is interesting to note that, as is the case in Panel

A, the mean call selectivity return exceeds the mean return on a naked call contract.

This indicates that mean call values implied by the Value Line model were actually

declining over the period (Rgt= —$.04) while market call values were increasing on

average.

The results reported in Table 4.4 indicate that with consideration of bid-ask

transactions costs on the opening and closing of the option position, a strategy of

buying call options recommended in Value Line Options and holding them until they

are no longer ranked 1 or 2 provides excess returns to the investor. An underlying

assumption in the analysis is that the trader has full use of proceeds from the short

*2 For purposes of generality, this table and subsequent tables report two-tailed p-values, Pr|t|.
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Table 4.4: Mean Excess Hedge Returns Per Contract Per Trading Day and Mean
Components of the Return on a Naked Call Contract Per Trading Day

Panel A: Mldpoint of the Bid-Ask Spread

Mean N Std Error [ Pr> |t|

RM! 0.94208405 29391 0.22354117 4.21 0.0001
RG! 1.06971522 29391 0.53276347 2.01 0.0447
RG, 1.10635829 29391 0.22442331 4.93 0.0001
11, -0.17549041 29391 0.06013483 -2.92 0.0035

hRGt 1.29377679 29391 0.52123258 2.48 0.0131
lQ,{e'^‘ — 1} -1.15492945
l{‘_,{e’^' -1} -1.16614561
RQ -0.03664307
l;*_, -3516.41462338
Moneyness 1.05833804

Panel B: Adjustment for the Bid·Ask Spread

Mean N Std Error [ Pr> |t|

R,„„t 0.48889814 29391 0.22305548 2.19 0.0284

RG! 0.61660245 29391 0.53238893 1.16 0.2468
RG! 0.65196962 29391 0.22362916 2.92 0.0036
11, -0.1742145O 29391 0.06012990 -2.90 0.0038

hRGt 1.29377679 29391 0.52123258 2.48 0.0131
/Q,{e’^‘ — 1} -1.15492945
/;‘_,{e'^‘ - 1} —1.16607248
RQ -0.03664307
l;‘_,

-3516.41462338
Moneyness 1.05833804

Notes: ln this and subsequent tables, t-statistics are calculated only for those vari-
ables for which a test of difference from zero is of interest.
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sale of the stock. For advantageously positioned traders this is a reasonable as-

sumption. lt is worthwhile to report, however, the effective returns for the individual

investor who does not have use of proceeds and who, in fact, may have a positive

net investment in the position. Hedge returns assuming that the trader does not have

use of proceeds and is not paid interest on his net position can be obtained by elim-

inating the return imputed at the risk-free rate on the net investment,/;‘_,{e'^* — 1}, from

the mean excess hedge return." From Table 4.4, hedge returns fall to -$.22 and -$.68

under the bid—ask scenarios incorporated in Panels A and B, respectively. ln the case

where the investor is required to make a non-interest bearing margin deposit on his

position, the hedge return is obviously even more negative. lt bears reiteration,

however, that the hedging paradigm employed in this study ls a theoretical construct

providing insight into the ability of Value Line to identify under-valued call options for

naked purchase. Incorporating alternative assumptions concerning transactions costs

in the context of a long call/short stock hedge provides information on the robustness

ofthe results to institutional requirements and does not necessarily provide the basis

for concluding that naked call positions are not profitable on average.

While the results above suggest that following Value Line’s prescribed investment

strategy may yield profits before explicit transactions costs, they do not directly test

the Value Line option ranking system. The next section evaluates some

methodological issues. After this, direct tests of the ranking system are performed.

*3 The long call/short stock hedge is a net short position and therefore entails a negative net invest-
ment. The statistics in Table 4.4 for the return at the risk-free rate on the net investment are negative
to reflect a negative cost of the position.
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IV.B.2. Methodological Issues

IV.B.2.a. Failure to Continuously Adjust the Hedge

The hedging methodology employed in this study is designed to provide implicit

risk adjustment so that excess returns can be identified. Because it is impossible to

continuously adjust the option and stock positions, however, actual returns will differ

from theoretical returns. ln this section the residual return arising from discrete

hedging is analyzed and alternative measures of excess option returns are com-

pared.

Rearranglng equation 3.9, we see that the return component associated with fail-

ure to continuously adjust the hedge is the difference between the model hedge re-

turn and the dollar return earned at the risk free rate on the model investment:

„, 1}. [aaa]

If hedge adjustments are continuous, then ry, is equal to zero. From equation 3.9a

we see that rp, will be positive if discrete adjustments lead to returns on the model

hedge in excess of the risk free rate and negative if the return is below the risk free

rate. ln addition, if the hedge portfolio does not have zero systematic risk because

of errors in estimating the standard deviation of the stock's return then we would

expect a positive mean value of rg, . ln the present study hedge adjustments are

made once per trading day which leads to non-zero values of ry, and the results re-

ported in both panels of Table 4.4 indicate that the mean values are significantly

negative.
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Discrete movements in the price of the stock and time until expiration are the

factors that influence the value of :1,. Failure to adjust the hedge for stock price

movements will cause a return on the model hedge position in excess of the risk free

rate and lead to positive values of :1,, ceteris parabus. Upward movements in the

stock price result in a loss on the short stock position that is exceeded in absolute

terms by the gain on the call. Downward movements in the stock price result in

losses on the call position that are exceeded in absolute terms by gains on the short

stock position. This follows from the convex relationship between call and stock

prices.

Because the increasing rate of time decay on the call position is not offset by the

implicit interest on the net short position, failure to adjust the hedge for changes in

time to expiration will result in a loss on the hedge position, ceteris parabus. This

may be seen by first expressing :1, in terms of the model call price at time t:

A:1, = [(cf”' — cx,) — h(S, — s,_,)] — (cf, — ::s,_,){6·'
’—

1} [4.1]

Combining terms yields the following expression:

:1, = cf" — ::s,—1ß,6’^‘ [4.2]

Differentiation of equation 4.2 with respect to the time to expiration of the call at time

t, denoted T, yields:"

6*71 öcy—- = —- 4.3ÖT är >
°

[ 1

“
Note that h, the hedge ratio calculated at t-1 and lß,, the model investment at t-1, are not functions
of the time remaining to expiration at time t.
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Thus, failure to adjust the hedge for decreases in time to expiration will have a neg-

ative impact on 21,.

While the net impact of the failure to adjust the hedge is impossible to determine

in general, we may conclude from the results reported in Table 4.4 that the time ele-

ment may have dominated the stock price effect.

Table 4.4 reports two measures of excess performance, R,,„t and RG', and the dif-

ference between these two measures is largely associated with ry,. Reproducing

equation 3.4, the excess hedge return is:

11..,., = R2, rw

Noting that the first two terms on the right hand side of the equation are the actual

return on the hedge, and using the expression for RQ! from equation 3.10 we have:

1} +„,+RG_—/;,{e’^’— 1}. [4.4]

Rearranging equation 4.4 provides the following expression:

RX}., = RG, + (CK. — <:£.}<e’^‘ - 1} + 1.. rw}

We see from this equation that R,,„t will differ from Rct by the amount of interest

earned on the difference between the model and actual call prices at t-1 and by the

residual return associated with discrete hedge adjustment, 11, . The interest earned

on the call price differential is likely to be small in most cases, with the dominant

cause of differences in the performance measures represented by 1;,. This may be

easily verified with reference to Table 4.4.

Relative to the excess hedge return, the call selectivity component, R-Gt, ls a more

robust measure of performance. Because this component represents the change in
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the deviation between market and model prices it is relatively insensitive to system-

atic biases in actual or model call prices. A potential problem with this measure is

that if the call option is held until expiration, the actual and model call prices must

converge and result in a positive value of ät. ln the present study, however, none

of the options are held until expiration. Value Line decreases the rankings of options

recommended for naked long positions if the actual and model call prices fail to

converge and the rank reduction will trigger the termination of the option holding

period. The measured value of Rst will be non-positive in such cases and accurately

reflect the failure of the Value Line model. lf the actual and model prices do con-

verge, Value Line will lower the option rank to reflect the correct market valuation of

the option and a positive value of ät will be measured.

IV.B.2.b. Statistical Tests of Performance

The tests performed in this study require the assumptions of normality, inde-

pendence and identical distributions. As with a large portion of the empirical re-

search in finance, these assumptions are not fully met in the present study. This

section reports the results of investigations into the statistical properties of the sam-

ple.

The empirical distribution of excess hedge returns was found to be very nearly

symmetric but moderately leptokurtic. Kolomogorov-Smlrnoff statistics were calcu-

Iated and indicated that excess hedge returns were not normally distributed. Boyle

and Emanuel (1980) examine the characteristics of the distribution of discretely ad-

justed hedge returns and show that, under circumstances in which the hedges are

established at model prices, excess hedge returns will be positively skewed,
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Ieptokurtic and mean zero. The critical differences between the context of the Boyle

and Emanuel analysis and the empirical analysis performed in this study are that this

study establishes hedges at market prices and the hedges are established on/y if

there is a divergence between model prices and market prices. Blomeyer and

Klemkosky (1983) note that if market prices are used, the distributional properties of

excess hedge returns will not necessarily be as described by Boyle and Emanuel

because the convergence of the actual and model prices may dominate the excess

hedge return.

Galai (1983b) found that the mean of the return associated with discrete adjust-

ment of the hedge i, was close to zero and that the distribution of 1) determined to a

large degree the distribution of model hedge returns. Inspection of the sample dis-

tribution of 17, indicates that, as with the distribution of mean excess holding period

returns, the distribution is symmetric and leptokurtic. This suggests that the term ry

may also be influential in determining the distribution of excess hedge returns.

This study reports mean excess holding period returns across multiple options.

Some of these options are written on the same common stock and have holding pe-

riods that are temporally coincident. ln addition, the calculation of mean holding pe-

riod returns involves averaging returns on a single option that occur serially through

time. This design presents the potential for violations of the independence assump-

tion in the t-tests that are performed.

First order autocorrelations were calculated to assess the degree of dependence

in the time series of excess hedge returns. The first order autocorrelation coefficient

for the overall sample was -.31 and was statistically significant.15 This suggests a

15 For subsets of the sample according to call rank and call/stock rank combination the first order
autocorrelation coefticients were of similar magnitude.
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reverting pattern in excess hedge returns and a violation of the independence as-

sumption.

Cross-sectional correlation coefficients were calculated for options on the same

stock and these correlations were generally between .2 and .4 with about one-third

of the correlations significant at the 5 percent level. While this also represents a vio-

lation of the independence assumption, the proportion of the total number of excess

hedge return observations that are affected is small and, consequently, it is not be-

lieved that this results in a significant loss of degrees of freedom.

The general procedure followed in this study is similar to that followed in other

studies. Galai (1977) calculates the average of the time-series dollar hedge return

on 202 option classes and the grand mean hedge return for all option classes and

reports t-statistics. Blomeyer and Klemkosky (1983) calculate mean percentage ex-

cess returns across all hedges involving a particular stock in their sample and the

grand mean percentage excess return. They also report t-statistics. Neither of these

studies investigate the potential violation of t—test assumptions due to cross·sectional

and time series dependence in excess hedge returns.

The lack of normality in the excess hedge returns is not considered to be a

problem because the large number of observations allows appeal to the Central Limit

Theorem. Lack of independence, both serially for a particular option and cross-

sectionally for options written on the same underlying stock, is of more concern.

Productlve areas for future research are the construction of sample designs that

eliminate the problem of serial and cross·sectional dependency and the evaluation

of the effects of violation of the independence assumption on tests of signiflcance.
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IV.B.3 Performance According to Call Ranking

While all options considered in this study are ranked 1 at the beginning of the

holding period, their rankings may deteriorate to 2 over the course of the holding

period. Ultimately, the holding period terminates when the ranking falls below 2 or

the option is no longer ranked. Thus, in the analysis performed on the overall holding

period returns, the last trading day return for each individual option hedge involves

an option having a ranking of 3, 4 or 5 or an option that is unranked. This section

analyzes trading day hedge returns by call ranking for the sample and, consequently,

provides a direct test of the ranking system.*° The results are presented in Table

4.5.*7 For calls ranked 1, the mean excess hedge return was $.99 per contract per

trading day and was highly significant. The average trading day return on a naked

call contract was $1.63 and was significant at the five percent level. The call selec-

tivity component for contracts on calls ranked 1 was $1.22 and was also highly sig-

nificant. Comparing the magnitude of the average trading day return on a naked call

contract with the call selectivity component suggests that a large portion of the naked

call return is associated with the convergence ofthe Value Line model price and the

market price of the call.

Additional evidence of Value Line's ability to identify undervalued call options is

seen through comparison of the results cited above with the excess hedge returns for

call options ranked 2. For these call options, the mean excess hedge return per

trading day was $.15 per contract, which is insignificantly different from zero. The

i' For this analysis and all subsequent analyses, returns are based on buying the call at the ask price
and selling at the bid price.

*7 Because there were relatively few observations for call options ranked 4 and 5, they have not been
included in Table 4.5. None of the mean excess hedge returns for these options were significantly
different from zero.
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Table 4.5: Perfonnance Accordlng to Call Rank

Q Std Error t Pr> |t|

Call Rank = 1

RM 0.98575076 18682 0.28102405 3.51 0.0005
Rc! 1.62701732 18682 0.65556752 2.48 0.0131
RG! 1.21733586 18682 0.28386288 4.29 0.0001
ry, -0.24437162 18682 0.06868397 -3.56 0.0004
hRst 1.74043589 18682 0.64236563 2.71 0.0067
ll,{e'^* — 1} -1.08638282

-1} -1.09916933
Rg; 0.40968146
IL, -3349.07310349 _

Moneyness 1.06536115

Call Rank = 2

RM, 0.15219121 10353 0.36054066 0.42 0.6729

Rct -0.69341012 10353 0.91627939 -0.76 0.4492
Rgt 0.08633502 10353 0.35582953 0.24 0.8083
rg, 0.05742129 10353 0.11213148 0.51 0.6086
hR$t 0.39398430 10353 0.90088214 0.44 0.6619

-1} -1.23115074
l;‘_,{e'^* — 1} -1.23958564

RQ -0.77974515
IQ, ·3812.36097474
Moneyness 1.04561738

Call Rank = 3

RM! -19.23023464 111 3.61927754 -5.31 0.0001

Rc! -25.18130631 111 7.50845376 -3.35 0.0011
RG! -16.68552072 111 3.80337055 -4.39 0.0001
71, -2.54819649 111 2.23226534 -1.14 0.2561
hR,‘ -3.69782432 111 6.74911296 •0.55 0.5849
l£,{e'^* — 1} -2.24976477

1} —2.25324734

RQ -8.49578559
IL, -3286.36889302
Moneyness 1.08108068
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mean trading day return on naked call contracts ranked 2 was -$.69 and was insig-

nificantly different from zero. The call selectivity component was a correspondingly

small $.09 per contract and was also inslgnificantly different from zero.

For calls ranked 3, the mean excess hedge return per contract per trading day

was -$19.23, which is significantly negative. All observations in the sample for calls

ranked 3 were for the last day of an option holding period and represent a weekend

return. These calls received a downward revision in their ranking on the date that the

return is measured. On average, the prices of these calls fell $.25 from Friday to

Monday, a decline well in excess of the drop in the average model call price of $.085.

Consequently, the mean call selectivity return is -$.1669 per call or ·$16.69 per call

contract. lt is interesting to note that the rankings published by Value Line on Mon-

day are determined by Tuesday of the previous week. If the downward revision in the

option ranking reflected general market sentiment, then price adjustments would be

expected well in advance of the Monday publication date. This suggests the possi-

bility that the market may be reacting to Value Line’s option rankings.

The evidence presented in Table 4.5 suggests that Value Line’s call option

rankings are an accurate indicator of subsequent call option performance. Assuming

that the parameters used in estimating Value Line model prices are reasonably ac-

curate and that non-synchronicity between call option quote prices and associated

stock prices is not introducing a bias that is related to the ranking of the call, there

is persuasive evidence of the efficacy of the Value Line call pricing model. While the

analysis to this point has not considered brokerage commissions, inclusion of these

costs should not alter the relative performance of call options ranked 1, 2 and 3.**

*° As can be seen in table 4.5, the average net investment in the hedge did not differ significantly or
systematically according to option ranking. In addition, the Spearman correlation coefücient between
actual net investment and excess hedge return was very low at .03. We may safely conclude,
therefore, that the difference in the magnitude of excess hedge returns is not due to differences in
the dollar scale of the investment in the hedge.
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IV.B.4 Performance According to Option and Stock Rank Combination

As described in an earlier part of this study, an integral component of the option

ranking process is the ranking ofthe underlying stock. The sample of options in this

study were on stocks with rankings from 1 to 4, although none of the underlying

stocks had a ranking of 4 at the time of the initial recommendation. Ceteris parabus,

the ranking of a call option is positively related to the ranking of the underlying stock.

This suggests that call options that carry a high ranking despite a relatively low stock

ranking are adjudged by Value Line to be significantly undervalued in the market. ln

turn, this suggests the hypothesis that the mean excess performance of hedges in-

volving highly ranked calls on relatively lowly ranked stocks exceeds the perform-

ance of hedges involving highly ranked calls on highly ranked stocks. We would also

expect to observe a higher mean call selectivity component, läßt , for highly ranked

calls on relatively low ranked stocks than for identically ranked calls on relatively

high ranked stocks. The presumption, of course, is that determination ofthe 1 ranking

for calls in the former case is associated with factors other than expectations of sig-

nificant stock price performance and that the cardinal factor among these is the

under-valuation of the call option.

In order to investigate the performance of the recommended calls according to

the ranking of the underlying stock, the sample was segmented according to the

combined call and stock ranking. The results are presented in Table 4.6. The hy-

pothesls in support of the Value Line model is that excess hedge return performance
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Table 4.6: Performance Accordlng to Optlon and Stock Rank Comblnation

Panel A: Call Rank = 1

Mean Q Std Error t Pr> lt}

Stock Rank =1

R,„.,! 0.82029755 10245 0.41331056 1.98 0.0472
Rc! 1.99213031 10245 0.92449682 2.15 0.0312
RG‘ 0.89232162 10245 0.41628068 2.14 0.0321
q, -0.08170821 10245 0.08500179 -0.96 0.3364
hRS! 2.28296157 10245 0.90188118 2.53 0.0114
lß,{e'^' -1} -1.10144467
l;“_,{e’^‘—— 1} -1.11112881
RQ 1.09980869
IQ, -3358.29345406
Moneyness 1.10944921

Stock Rank =2

R,„,t 1.04284985 7490 0.39288953 2.65 0.0080

RC! 1.11753171 7490 1.00226781 1.12 0.2649
RG! 1.34995027 7490 0.39911297 3.38 0.0007
rg, -0.32246036 7490 0.11653200 -2.77 0.0057
hR$¢ 1.15445302 7490 0.98759941 1.17 0.2425

1} -1.06441122
/;‘_,{e'^' — 1} -1.07977116
Rg; -0.23241856
/;‘_, -3280.56291205
Moneyness 1.01773119

Stock Rank = 3

R„,t 2.50697003 923 1.01821730 2.46 0.0140

Rc, 1.10102925 923 2.10850737 0.52 0.6017
RGt 3.88952979 923 1.02885372 3.78 0.0002
py, -1.40751004 923 0.38211535 -3.68 0.0002
hR,* -0.28432806 923 2.11994180 -0.13 0.8933
/£,{e'^‘ — 1} -109666244

1} -1.12161272

RQ -2.78850054
IL, -3785.70548486
Moneyness 0.96311945
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Table 4.6, continued: Performance Accordlng to Optlon and Stock Rank Comblnatlon

Panel B: Call Rank = 2

Mean ß Std Error t Pr> |t|

Stock Rank = 1

RM! -0.02173999 2231 0.77039869 -0.03 0.9775
Rct 0.79675594 2231 2.31247346 0.34 0.7305
RG! -0.73278122 2231 0.69248848 -1.06 0.2901
rg, 0.70763671 2231 0.36198904 1.95 0.0507

hR$! 2.21483613 2231 2.19103273 1.01 0.3122
1} -1.39293568

lL,{e'^' — 1} -1.39634020
RQ 1.52953716
li, -4225.39656971
Moneyness 1.09500612

Stock Rank = 2

RM! 0.08089358 5598 0.49958313 0.16 0.8714

RC! -0.87601599 5598 1.17230769 -0.75 0.4549
RG: 0.02249525 5598 0.50261541 0.04 0.9643
rg, 0.04985090 5598 0.10795021 0.46 0.6442
hRs' 0.22992842 5598 1.17253807 0.20 0.8445

-1} -1.17829056
/;‘_,{e’^’ — 1} -1.18683799
Rg -0.89851124
I;‘_,

-3594.88134212
Moneyness 1.05321466

Stock Rank = 3

RM: 0.47966279 2491 0.70106772 0.68 0.4939

Rc: -1.72746889 2491 1.80080766 -0.96 0.3375
RG! 0.94638619 2491 0.71300563 1.33 0.1845
11, -0.47909148 2491 0.22943295 -2.09 0.0369

hRst -0.98873214 2491 1.78880773 -0.55 0.5805
-1} -1.20603146
-1} —1.21839954

RQ -2.67385508
IL, -3931.09054536
Moneyness 0.98436252
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and call selectivity returns increase for a given call ranking as the ranking of the

underlying stock declines. The results reported in Table 4.6 for calls ranked 1 (Panel

A) and calls ranked 2 (Panel B) are clearly in support of the hypothesis. For call

options ranked 1, there is a monotonic increase in both the mean excess hedge re-

turn and the mean call selectivity return as the stock ranking declines from 1 to 3."

The mean excess hedge returns for calls ranked 1 rise from $.82 to $1.04 to $2.51 as

the stock ranking falls from 1 to 3. All of these returns are significantly positive.

Further support for the Value Line model is obtained through examination of the

mean call selectivity component, RG'. The mean value of Rst rises from $.89 to $1.35

to $3.89 as the stock rank falls from 1 to 3, and these returns are also significantly

positive.

Further inspection of Table 4.6 reveals another interesting result. The mean stock

return component, IE', is perfectly ordered according to the stock ranking. For

stocks ranked 1, the mean stock return component is positive and statistically signif-

icant at $2.28 per contract. The value of this component falls to $1.15 (t = 1.17) and

-$.28 (t = -.13) for stock ranks of 2 and 3, respectively. Because the stock returns are

not risk adjusted, care should be taken in lnterpreting this result. The pattern of

mean stock return components does offer support, however, for the relatively greater

importance of stock performance for highly ranked calls written on stocks that are

highly ranked and the relatively greater importance of call selectivity for highly

ranked calls written on stocks that are relatively lowly ranked.

The patterns observed in the mean stock return components are reflected in the

mean model call returns, R7;} Recall that the model call return is the trading day re-

turn indicated by the Whaley-Barone-Adesi model serving as a proxy for the Value

19 For calls ranked 1 on stocks ranked 4 the mean excess hedge return was negative and insignificantly
different from zero. This call/stock ranking combination only provided 24 observations and is not
considered meaningful.
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Line model. For calls ranked 1 written on stocks ranked 1, the mean model call re-

turn is a positive $1.10, reflecting the positive average return performance of the

underlying stocks. The actual mean call return for this call/stock rank combination

is $1.99 which, in conjunction with the model call return, results in a mean call se-

lectivity return of $.89.*** Thus, while both the actual and model call prices were in-

creasing on average, actual call prices were increasing to reflect not only increases

in stock prices but also to correct for under-valuat-ion relative to the stock prices. Had

there been no correctlon for under-valuation, the actual mean call return would have

been equal to the model mean call return and the average call selectivity return

would have equalled zero.

In contrast to the mean model return for calls ranked 1 written on stocks ranked

1, the average model return for calls ranked 1 written on stocks ranked 3 is negative.

This reflects both the negative average performance of the underlying stocks and

time decay. At the same time, however, the actual mean call return for this call/stock

rank combination is positive, though insignificantly different from zero (t = .52). ln

this case, the positive mean call selectivity return is generated because declines in

model call prices are not accompanied by parallel declines in actual call prices. In

effect, the option holder has obtained a degree of insurance against price declines

associated with stock price decreases and time decay by purchasing an undervalued

option.

The evidence for calls ranked 2 on stocks ranked 1, 2 and 3 is weaker yet still

supportive of the efficacy of the Value Line model. The mean excess hedge returns

and call selectivity returns are monotonically increasing going from a stock ranking

2° From equation 3.11, the call selectivity return equals the actual call return minus the model call re-
turn, Rct = Rg! — Rg:.
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of 1 to a ranking of 3 and are lower in each case than the corresponding returns for

calls ranked 1.

The ordering of mean excess hedge returns in the manner predicted by the Value

Line rankings is consistent with previous studies of The Va/ue Line Investment Sur-

vey’s timeliness rankings for stocks. As noted in Chapter Il of this study, Black (1973)

and Copeland and Mayers (1982) found that the abnormal return performance of stock

portfolios formed on the basis of Value Line timeliness rankings was consistent with

the rankings.

Table 4.7 presents the results of a series of t tests of the the difference in true

mean excess hedge returns for various option classifications. Panel A reports the

results of a one·tailed test ofthe hypothesis that mean excess hedge returns for calls

ranked 1 are significantly greater than mean excess hedge returns for calls ranked

2. Panel B contains the results of one-tailed tests of the hypothesis that, for a given

call option rank, mean excess hedge returns are greater the lower is the stock rank-

ing. For each of the t tests, a test of the assumption that the variances of the excess

hedge returns are equal was performed using the folded form of the F statistic, F',

where:“

F' = (larger of si, sg)/(smaller of sf, sg),

and where the subscript in the expression above identifies either a call ranking or a

call/stock rank combination. The results of these tests indicated that the variances

were sufficiently unequal to warrant the use of an approximate t, defined as:

t = (ÄXH,1 “ §xH,2)/«/ (siu,1/"1 + $51+,2/ (I2)

2* See Steele, R.G.D. and J.H. Torrie. Princigles and Procedures of Statistics. (1980) Second Edition,
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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Table 4.7: Tests for Dlfferences ln Mean Excess Hedge Returns Across Call Ranklngs
(Panel A) and Call(C)/Stock(S) Ranking Combinatlons (Panel B).

Panel A

Call _
Rank Q &,h Std Error [ Q Q-value

1 18682 0.985752 0.281024 1.8235 22209.0 0.0341

2 10353 0.152191 0.360541

Panel B

Q Q Std Error [ Q Q-value

1/2 7490 1.042850 0.392890 0.3903 17535.9 0.3482

1/1 10245 0.820298 0.413311

1/3 923 2.506970 1.018217 1.5349 1247.8 0.0626

1/1 10245 0.820298 0.413311

1/3 923 2.506970 1.01821730 1.3415 1213.7 0.0900

1/2 7490 1.042850 0.392890

2/2 5598 0.080894 0.499583 0.1 1 18 4203.7 0.4555

2/1 2231 -0.021740 0.770399

2/3 2491 0.479663 0.701068 0.4814 4617.0 0.3152

2/1 2231 -0.021740 0.770399

2/3 2491 0.479663 0.701068 0.4632 5078.4 0.3216

2/2 5598 0.080894 0.499583

Notes: Satterwaite’s degrees of freedom and adjusted t statistic are used here. The
p-value is one-tailed.
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Satterwaite’s (1946) approximation for the degrees of freedom is:

df: (8;++,1/(71
1) 1)

The results in Panel A indicate that, at a test level above .0341, the mean excess

return per trading day for hedges involving calls ranked 1 is significantly greater than

the return on hedges involving calls ranked 2. The results in Panel B are somewhat

less conclusive. The null hypothesis of equal performance is rejected at one-tailed

test levels above .06255 for the difference between l$„„_,,, and l$„„_,,,. None of the other

calculated differences in mean excess hedge returns are slgniflcant enough to war-

rant rejection at one-tailed test levels below .09.

lV.B.5 Performance According to Moneyness

The call options in the sample were classified according to moneyness and ex-

cess hedge returns and return components were calculated. The purpose of this

analysis is to determine whether there is differential performance of the Value Line

model across degrees of moneyness. The results are presented in Table 4.8.

For at-the~money calls, mean excess hedge returns are negative and insignif-

icantly different from zero in a two-tailed test at the 5 percent level. The mean call

selectivity return is positive but insignificantly different from zero. The mean excess

hedge return for in-the-money calls is $.90 per contract per trading day, which is

significantly greater than zero at test levels above .022. The mean call selectivity

return, however, is insignificantly different from zero (t = 1.45). Note that for
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'|’•bl•
4.0: P•r1o•·m•r•o• Aooordlng to Mor••yn•••

Q Std Error t Pr> |t|

At-th•·Mor••y

RM! -0.48017494 9436 0.29571136 -1.62 0.1045

Rc' 4.99934427 9436 0.64887204 -7.70 0.(XI)1
RQ 0.28909564 9436 0.30119458 0.96 0.3372
py, -078598573 9436 0.11459322 -6.86 0.(XI)1

hR,· ·3.45770727 9436 0.67254894 -5.14 OIXI)1
Iß,{0"' — 1} -1.04474692
IL,{c'^' — 1} ·1.06146206
RQ: -5.28976462
IL, -3184.44814703 ·

Moneynass 0.99954053

In-th•·Mon•y

RM! 0.90152932 12268 0.44867911 2.01 0.0445

Rc, 8.86262533 12268 1.14860390 7.72 OIXI)1
R6, 0.65(1)8290 12268 0.44794218 1.45 0.1467
py, 0.24467834 12268 0.08931211 2.74 0.(X)62

hR,' 9.60761164 12268 1.10489416 8.70 0.(XX!1
IL,{e'^' — 1} ·1.63974754
IL,{¢'^' - 1} —1.64651563
Rg 8.21050461
IL, -5038113198859
Moneyness 1.20735503 L

Out-ol-th•-Money

R,,„' 1.01992641 7687 0.28749102 3.55 011114

Rc. -5.64983901 7687 0.35328746 -15.99 0.(II)1

RG, 1.1(D41830 7687 0.28865825 3.81 0.(XD1
py, -0.09177716 7687 0.11251206 -0.82 0.4147

hR,| -6.14203984 7687 0.39473882 -15.56 0.lIIJ1
IL,{e'“ — 1} -0.51644032

lL,{e'^' — 1} ·0.52772559

Rg -6.75025732
IL, -1495.54846941

Moneyness 0.89269122
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in-the-money calls, the mean actual call return ls relatlvely large at $8.86 per contract

per trading day. For out-of-the-money calls, both the mean excess hedge return and

the call selectivity return are positive and significantly greater than zero.

From Table 4.8 we see that positive abnormal returns are evident for calls that are

either in- or out-of-the-money, while there is no evidence of abnormal performance

for at—the·money calls. A possible explanation for this has to do with volume·based

differentlal pricing efficiency. Because trading volume is generally highest for at-

the-money options, these options may be less subject to mispricing than in- and

out-of·the-money options for which trading volume is lower. ln order to further in-

vestigate performance according to option moneyness, returns by call ranking and

call and stock rank combinations were computed according to the moneyness clas-

sificatlon.

Table 4.9 reports the performance of the calls along the dimensions of moneyness

and call ranking. Within each moneyness classification, both mean excess hedge

returns and call selectivity returns are ordered in accordance with the call rankings. ~

For at-the-money calls, neither of these performance measures is significantly

greater than zero for any of the call rankings. Both the mean excess hedge returns

and mean call selectivity returns are significantly greater than zero for in- and out-

of—the-money calls ranked 1. '

Table 4.10 reports the performance of the calls according to moneyness and

call/stock rank combination. For calls ranked 1 in each moneyness classification,

mean excess hedge returns and call selectivity returns are lnversely related to stock

ranking. This is consistent with the hypothesis stated earlier that for highly ranked

calls, excess performance is greater as the stock ranking declines. In addition,

holding the stock ranking constant within each moneyness classification we observe

that
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Tabla 4.9a: P•r|onnano• ol At-tI••-Ilonay Calls Aooordlng to Call Ranklng

Q Std Error t Pr> |t|

Call Rank • 1

R,,„· 0.04913778 5596 0.39994863 0.12 OMJ22
Rg -3.60972123 5596 0.78144103 -4.62 0.(XD1
R6! 0.66551376 5596 0.40611797 1.64 0.1013
vg, -0.63461268 5596 0.13587628 -4.67 0.@1

hR,' -2.67038285 5596 0.79939350 -3.34 OIIIJ8
I£,{a'•' - 1} ·0.97023946
IL,{e"' — 1} ·-0.98847616
Rg 4.27523499
I{'_, -3(X]1.73979262
Moneyness 0.99859044

Call Rank = 2

R„,' -0.87812812 3757 0.43890501 -21]) 0.0455

Rg -6.61483564 3757 1.13304881 ·5.84 0.UIJ1
Rg ·0.22982127 3757 0.44788785 -0.51 0.6079
vg, -0.66279504 3757 0.18780683 -3.53 0.(XIJ4

hR,‘ 4.59166047 3757 1.19305737_ -3.85 0.(ID1
1} -1.13055887

·· 1} -1.14504705
Rg -6.38501437
IL, -3457.44059645

Moneyness 1111186131

Call Rank = 3

R,,„' -17.23655744 32 2.91491361 -5.91 0.(XI)1

Rg -26.75781250 32 6.36848610 4.20 0.(XIJ2
Rg -6.9184375O 32 6.88334835 -1.01 0.3226
vg, -10.32885417 32 6.36181687 -1.62 0.1146

hR,' -7.631875CX) 32 5.68872909 -1.34 0.1895
Iß,{e'^' — 1} -187864583
lL,{e'^' — 1} -1.88938(D6
Rg -19.839375ü)
IL, -2560.74351562

Moneyness 1.w423105
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Tabla 4.l:: Padonnanoa 01 In-1h•-Monay Calls Acoonllng to Call Ranklng

ggg § Std Error g Pr> |1|

Call Rank ¤= 1

RM' 1.50297776 7968 0.56087502 2.68 0.w74

Rct 9.62659231 7968 1.40796495 6.84 0.IIß1
RG, 1.42737042 7968 0.56485314 2.53 0.0115
vg, 0.06687082 7968 0.08298066 0.81 0.4203

hR,t 9.65652626 7968 1.35622199 7.12 0.(Iß1

- 1} ·1.52417519

I;,{e'^* — 1} -1.53291171
Ra 8.19922189
IL, -4750.16750502
Moneyness 1.22268594 ·
Call Rank = 2

RM, 0.83823828 4126 0.76290578 1.10 0.2719

Rc: 8.54617063 4126 2.01435759 4.24 0.GI)1

R6, 0.29167608 4126 0.74862602 0.39 0.6968

q, 0.54328509 4126 0.20923214 2.60 0.(X)94

hR,' 9.47898605 4126 1.93128308 4.91 0.KD1
Iß,{a'^' - 1} -1.7677766O

1} -1.7710537O

Ra 8.25449455
IL, -5564.34187732

Moneyness 1.17778287

Call Rank = 3

RM, -21.07266905 57 6.69453233 -3.15 011326

Rc: -29.42105263 57 14.07151327 -2.09 0.0411

RG, -22.24178596 57 5.98556335 -3.72 01'XX)5
py. 1.16735231 57 1.69777864 0.69 0.4946

hR,' -5.26094298 57 12.67214971 -0.42 0.6796

lß,{e'^*- 1) -3.08567S99

l;,{e'^' — 1} -3.0874406O

Rg -7.17926667
IL, ·-4611.79337SCD
Moneyness 1.21038730
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Tabla 4.9::: Parlorrnanca 01 Out-01-1h•-Monay Calls Accordlng b Call Ranklng

Qigg Q Std Error g Pr> |1|

Call Rank = 1

R„,' 1 .20459045 5118 0.31366015 3.84 0.(Xl)1
Rc, -5.10135795 5118 0.39719802 -12.84 0.(1ß1

R6. 1.49370184 5118 0.32114967 4.65 0.(XI)1

rp, -0.30224398 5118 0.15504946 -1.95 0.0513

hR,' _ -5.76102296 5118 0.49207863 -11.71 0.(IX)1
Iß,[0"' — 1} -0.53179285
lL,{c"' — 1} -0.54492544

RQ: _ -6.59505979
IL, -1 547.54067211
Moneyness 0.89343561

Call Rank = 2

R„,' 0.57335703 2470 0.46185870 1.24 0.2146

Rc! -7.1208249O 2470 0.60307947 -11.81 OJID1

RQ 0.22421437 2470 0.44357057 0.51 0.6133

rg, 0.34129930 2470 0.12908201 2.64 0.w82

hR,· -7.19858649 2470 0.68218698 -10.55 0.ü1)1
I:,{e"' — 1} -0.48775209

IL,{s'·*' — 1} ·0.49559544

Rg ·7.34503927
IL, -1425.62520840
Moneyness 0.89291849

Call Rank = 3

R„,I -17.35654869 22 4.176592CX) -4.16 0.ü'X)5

Rct -11.90340909 22 4.90291936 -2.43 0.0243

RG' -16.49640909 22 4.75618129 -3.47 0.(D23

rg, -0.85752537 22 4.34093374 -0.20 0.8453

hR,' 6.07432955 22 4.35234275 1.40 0.1774
I:,{e'^' — 1} -0.62380417

l;,{e'^' — 1} -0.62118994

RQ: 4.593CIXIIJ
IL, -907.76964773 .

Moneyness 0.85784024
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Table 4.1h: Pertonnance 01 At-the-Money Calls Aeeordlng te Call and Stock Rank Camblna-
tlens

Call Rank ¤ 1

Mean Q Std Emor g Pr> |t|

Stock Rank ¤ 1

R„,' -0.43®7823 2498 0.60659715 -0.71 0.4778
Rc' -634257406 2498 1.21327431 -5.23 0.(IX)1
Rat 0.01522618 2498 0.60685685 0.03 0.98lI)
rp, -0.45®4939 2498 0.14152813 -3.24 0.®12

hR,‘ n 4.92545862 2498 1.19487675 4.12 0.(XI]1
IL,{c'^' - 1} -0.97329223
IL,{¢"' — 1} -0.98643722

”

Ra -6.3578®24
IL, •2940.25967774
Moneyness 0.99860283

Stock Rank = 2

R,,„‘ 0.43904245 2743 0.53123973 0.83 0.4086

RQ -1.45483959 2743 1.03308298 -1.41 0.1592
RG! 0.87457346 2743 0.54917836 1.59 0.1114
q, ·0.45540929 2743 0.22022801 -2.07 0.0387

hR,' ·0.96(D7724 2743 1.11550720 -0.86 0.3895
lL,{e'^' — 1} -0.91392652
IL,{e'·*' — 1} -0.9338048O
R3: -2.32941305
IL, ·2811.12116888

Moneyness 0.99834506

Stock Rank = 3
I

R,,„t 1.16518896 341 2.17424(X)1 0.54 0.5924

Rc, -0.92558651 341 3.98811633 -0.23 0.8166

RG! 4.42239{1)3 341 21818(X)19 2.03 0.0434
q, ·3.29766412 341 0.85862177 -3.84 0.(¤)1

hR,' -0.65287368 341 3.82671018 -0.17 0.8646
IL,{e’°' — 1} -1.39743874
IL,{e'^* - 1} -1.43790179
Ra ·5.34797654
IL, 496817036151
Moneyness 1111137400
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‘l’ahI•
4.1h, nontlnuadz Padonnanca ol At-tna-Monay Calla Accadlng ka call and Stock Rank

Comblnatbna

Call Rank ¤ 2

Q Std Error [ Pr> |1|

Stock Rank ¤ 1

RM, -0.94652114 830 0.87971804 -1.08 0.2823

Rc, -13.03320783 830 3.21315244 -4.% 0.%

RG, -0.86731265 830 . 0.86938839 -0.77 0.4430

1;, -0.28913816 830 0.55121945 -0.52 06(XIJ

hR,‘ -10.8%75407 830 3.45420898 -3.13 0.%18

IL,{s'“ — 1} -1.276%296

IL,{e"' — 1} -1.28593263

Ra ·12.36589518
IL, -3771.63450979
Moneyness 1111784090

Stock Rank = 2

R,,,,· -1.08026502 1947 0.60608845 -1.78 0.0748

Rc, -5.33834104 1947 1.25454905 -4.26 0(XX)1

RG! -0.5901489S 1947 0.6%98504 -0.98 0.3262

1;, -0.50423046 1947 0.211191% -2.39 0.0171

hR,' -3.2488341O 1947 1.30998553 -2.48 0.0132

IL,{e'°' — 1} -099512753

IL,{e'^' — 1} -1.%924192

Ra -474819209
IL, -2982.08969183
Moneyness 1.0w83968

Stock Rank = 3
-

_

RM! -0.56823027 972 0.8828t]I)3 -0.64 0.5199

Rc, -3.95769033 972 2.28677812 -1.73 0.0838

RG! 0.69724794 972 0.96858543 0.72 0.4718

1;, -1.28417323 972 0.35406330 -3.63 0(D03

hR,' -209333205 972 2.36734094 -0.88 0.3768
IL,{e’“ — 1} -1.27743299

IL,{e'^' - 1} -1.29612801

RQ: -4.65493827
IL, -4144.46945473

Moneyness 0.99491336
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TabI• 4.10: P••1annan¤• al In·th•-k1on•y Calts Aeeordlng
•¤

Call and Stuck Rank Combina-

tion:

Catl Rank ¤ 1

Mean E Std Error g Pr > |t|

Stock Rank • 1

RM, 1.39436689 5184 0.74036860 1.88 0.0597 _

Rc' 9.81897425 5184 1.70561590 5.76 0.III)1

R6. 1.18478057 5184 0.743951IX] 1.59 0.1113

rp, 0.20227680 5184 0.11085095 1.82 0.®81
hR_,‘ 9.88197133 5184 1.65041588 5.99 QH1

I,‘1,{s’^‘ — 1} •1.45®5446

IL,{s’^' — 1} -1.45736397
Rg 8.63419367

‘

IL, -4488.51577257
Moneyness 1.27380325 ·

Stock Rank ¤= 2

RM' 1.40376106 2641 0.84816390 1.66 0.0980

Rc, 8.57156380 2641 2.56837958 3.34 0.(XD9

RG! 1.58801590 2641- 0.85969711 1 .85 0.0648

ng, 0.19516419 2641 0.12010295 -1.62 0.1043

hR,' 8.81938825 2641 2.45203374 3.60 0.GX]3
IL,{e’“

-1} -1.64067617

IL,{e'^'
— 1} ·1.65158551

RQ: 6.98354790
IL, ·5124.97843951

Moneyness 1.12980446

Stock Rank = 3

RM! 6.78356136 133 3.14362309 2.16 0.0327

Rc' 18.91447368 133 9.42236623 2.01 0.0467

RQ 6.89740602 133 3.16253201 2.18 0.0310

pg, 0.13047846 133 0.57686247 -0.23 0.8214

hR_,‘ 14.27104323 133 9.48729864 1.50 0.1349

IL,{e"' -1} -2.1234971O

IL,{e’^' — 1} ·2.14013091

Rg 12.01706767
IL, -7501.29092105
Moneyness 1.08392567
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Tabla 4.108, oondnuadz Parlonnanoa ot In•th•-Monay Calls Acoordlng to Call and Stock Rank
Comblnaüona

Call Rank ¤ 2

Mggg Q Std Error g Pr> |t|

Stock Rank = 1

R,„,' 0.82130340 1026 1.47865657 0.56 0.5787

Rc! 15.15728558 1026 4.22587156 3.59 0.GD4

RG, -0.7592694O 1026 1.28810933 -0.59 0.5557

q, 1.58216869 1026 0.64(IJ2574 2.47 0.0136

hR,' 16.14528109 1026 3.76332849 4.29 OHX)1

I;,{c'“ — 1} ·1.81089481
1} •1.80929892

R3: 15.91655497
IL, ·5614.33445189
Moneyness 1.24217709

Stock Rank = 2

R,„,' 0.59096693 2527 0.97204895 0.61 0.5433

Rc, 5.37475267 2527 2.37969026 2.26 0.0240

RG, 0.29441270 2527 0.98364764 0.30 0.7647
py, 0.29192084 2527 0.15422814 1.89 0.0585

hR,' 6.42329662 2527 2.34808361 2.74 0.®63
Iß,{e'^' - 1} ·1.63487749
lL,{e’^' - 1} ·1.63951088

R3: 5.08033997
IL, -5077.36331497
Moneyness 1.16671566

Stock Rank = 3

R,„' 2.33978980 557 2.21976110 1.05 0.2923

Rc, 1088981149 557 6.70777706 1.62 0.1051

RGI 2.45266607 557 2.24515758 1.09 0.2751

q, -0.11813867 557 0.71747275 -0.16 0.8693

hR,' 10.85036804 557 6.53068660 1.66 0.0972

lß,{e'^' - 1} -2.29508395

lL,{e'^' — 1} ·2.3(D34635

Rg 8.43714542
I{‘_, ·7670.54153276

Moneyness 1.11002213
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'|’ab|• 4.10::: Podormanoa ot Out-ol-tt••-Monay Calls Aocordlng to Call and Stock Rank Combl-
nationa

Call Rank ¤ 1

Mg}; Q Std Error t Pr> |t|

Stock Rank ¤ 1

R,„,| 0.87841773 2563 0.37%9153 2.37 0.0177

Rc, -5.71534822 2563 0.51037967 -11.20 OIID1
RG, 1.15563695 2563 0.39339718 2.94 0.%33
sg, ·0.28833328 2563 0.21456740 -1.34 0.1791

hR,' -6.%141338 2563 0.63708353 -9.51 0.(II)1

If_,{0’^'
— 1} -0.52123851

1} -0.53235258
RZ: -6.87098517
Iß, -1479.70425161
Moneyness 0.88505707

Stock Rank = 2

R,,„' 1.37669469 21% 0.58529621 2.35 0.0188

Rc, 4.87965931 21% 0.686%189 -7.11 0.(11)1

R6, 1.67057099 21% 0.58413246 2.86 0.%43
sg, -0.30893248 21% 0.25851702 -1.20 0.2322

hR,' -5.70354196 21% 0.84482199 -6.75 0.(ID1
l§,{e'^' — 1} ·0.53775585
I;,{e'^' — 1} -0.55281203
Rg -6.55023029
IL, -1579.03266204
Moneyness 0.90243712

Stock Rank = 3

R,,„' 2.25922103 449 0.88526114 2.55 0.0110

Rc: -2.6364142S 449 1.2825%82 -2.06 0.0404

RG, 2.59386637 449 0.92276%4 2.81 0.%52
sg, -0.35027766 449 0.39259323 -0.89 0.3728

hR,I 4.31593235 449 1.59391992 -2.71 0.%70
Iß,{e'“

- 1} -0.56407062
I;,{e'^' - 1} -0.57970293

Ra -5.23028062
IL, -1787.05651837

Moneyness 0.89904143
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Table 4.10:, eonllnuedz Performance ol 0ut·¤l·tl••-Monsy calls Aeoordlng to call and Stock
Rank comhlnatlons

call Rank • 2

Mean Q Std Error g Pr> |t|

Stock Rank = 1

RM, ·0.28145777 375 0.92304210 -0.30 0.76lß

Rc, -7.88333333 375 1.51487255 -5.20 0.GX]1
RQ -0.80521333 375 0.92798143 -0.87 0.3861

vg, 0.52111228 375 0.27287864 1.91 0.0569

hR_,· ·7.09102167 375 1.70488765 -4.16 0.GD1

IL,{e'^' — 1} -0.50821061
IL,{c"' — 1} -0.51085389

‘

Ra -7.07812GD
IL, -1429.58921667
Moneyness 0.88527204

Stock Rank == 2

_RM' 0.94550251 1124 0.55774134 1.70 0.0903

Rc! ·7.19945507 1124 0.77922591 ~9.24 0.üD1

Rat 0.47239101 1124 0.54096987 0.87 0.3827

vg, 0.46540755 1124 0.18533548 2.51 0.0122

—7.66819506 1124 0971111(I) -7.90 0(XI)1
IL,{¢’^' — 1} -046905857

IL,{e'^' — 1} -0.47676252

Ra -7.67184609
IL, ·1323.41639346
Moneyness 0.88876364

Stock Rank = 3

RM! 0.46143130 962 0.92092085 0.50 0.6164

Rc, •6.77949584 962 1.10385465 -6.14 0(IX]1

R6, 0.32597505 962 0.87328885 0.37 0.7090

1;, 0.12536667 962 0.22717405 0.55 0.5812

hR_,t -6.72751351 962 1.15747904 -5.81 0.GX)1

lL,{e'^‘ — 1} -0.50332405

IL,{e'^'— 1} -0.51341363
Rg ·7.10547089
IL, -1550.34366398 _

Moneyness 0.90094484
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both the mean excess hedge return and call selectivity return are higher for calls

ranked 1 than for calls ranked 2.

The evidence presented in Tables 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 indicates that the performance

of recommended calls is relatively superior when the calls are in- or out-of-the-

money. These results also indicate that within each moneyness classification, per-

formance is ordered in a manner that is consistent with Value Line’s call and stock

rankings.

IV.B.6 Performance According to Time Remaining Until Expiration

The results of stratification of the sample according to time remaining until expi-

ration are presented in Table 4.11. There is no trend that is readily apparent. The

only statistically significant mean excess hedge return is for call options with be-

tween 3 and 6 months to expiration. The mean call selectivity returns for expirations

of 1 to 3 months and 6 to 9 months are significantly positive at the 5 percent level in

one-tailed tests.

Note that the mean residual return from failure to continuously adjust the hedge,

i,, is significantly negative for short times to expiration. This is consistent with the

analysis conducted in lV.B.2.a., in which it was shown that failure to adjust the hedge

for changes in time to expiration will effect rl, negatively, ceteris parabus. We would

expect the negative effect on rp, to be greatest for calls close to expiration due to the

increasing rate of time decay of call options.
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T•bI• 4.11: P•r1o•·rn•no• Accordlng to
1'l•n•

Untll Explraüon

Mär; § Std Error g Pr> |t|

Explrltloh ¤ 0-1 Month

R,„,' -0.55741286 3502 0.65259808 -0.85 0.3931
Rc. 4.47446102 3502 2.18970273 -2.04 0.0411
RG, 0.52591839 3502 0.65284806 0.81 0.4205
rp, -1.0883972O 3502 0.12763656 -8.53 OJXIJ1

hR,‘ -2.43572494 3502 2.10988402 -1.15 0.2484
IL,{•"'

- 1} -1.47825527
IL,{c"‘ — 1} -1.48132322
RQ: -5.01108558
IL, 4801.42308127
Moneyness 1.11578496

Explrstlon = 1-3 Months

R„,' 0.44089488 9340 0.39352837 1.12 0.2628

Rc, 0.37817104 9340 0.98872621 0.38 0.7038
Rat 0.78573878 9340 0.39435097 1.99 0.0483
rp, -0.35619053 9340 0.08296879 4.29 OIII)1
hR_,t 1.22721648 9340 0.97728298 1.26 0.2092
IL,{e'^' — 1} -1.28059187
IL,{e'^' -— 1} -1.29174(X)8
Rg -0.40958574
IL, -3917.79299023
Moneyness 1.08936882

Explratlon = 3-8 Months

R„,t 0.72582283 12426 0.34175528 2.12 0.0337

Rc, 1.24139405 12426 0.71743793 1.73 0.0838
RG, 0.42729888 12426 0.33920632 1.28 0.2078
ny, 0.28580887 12426 0.10832881 2.84 0.(D83
hR,' 1.56242057 12428 0.70864233 2.21 0.0271
lL,{e'^‘ — 1} ~1.03413185
IL,{e'^' — 1} -104884915
RQ: 0.81409739
IL, ·3128.98998101
Moneyness 1.03289666
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T•bl• 4.11, e•ntlnu•d: P••·1onn•nc• Acconllng to ‘l'lm• Untll Explratlon

Mean § Std Error t Pr> |t|

Explratlon = 6-9 Months

R"' 0.77276378 4123 0.60448777 1.28 0.2012
Rc, 3.60250424 4123 1.11622932 3.23 0.®13
R6. 1.13313364 4123 0.62515446 1.81 0.07CD
q, -0.37191621 4123 0.17240242 -2.16 0.0310

hR,, 3.80268312 4123 1.07452676 3.54 0.H4

I§[,{6'^' — 1} -0.96139631
I;,{e'“ — 1} -0.97294266
Ra 2.46937060
IQ •2853.19974109
Moneyness 1.01592428
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|V.B.7 Performance According to implied Standard Deviation

Table 4.12 presents the results of grouping returns according to the implied

standard deviation of the underlying stock. Just as in the case of grouping according

to time to expiration, there is no apparent trend in the results. This suggests two

possible conclusions: 1) the volatility of the underlying stock is not a dimension along

which the Value Line model exhibits differential performance and/or, 2) the degree

of market efficiency is not dependent on the volatility of the underlying stock.

IV.B.8 Effect of Sample Outliers on Mean Excess Hedge Retums

An examination of the sample data reveals the presence of both positive and

negative outliers. ln order to determine whether the results reported above are

wholly or partly due to the influence of large positive and negative observations in the

data, the tests were repeated excluding the top and bottom five percent of observa-

tions of mean excess hedge returns per trading day.

For the overall sample, the mean excess hedge return fell from $.49 per contract

per trading day to -$.075 per contract per trading day. The mean call selectivity

component, ät, remains positive and significantly different from zero, however, at

$.31 per contract per trading day.

The mean excess hedge return per contract per trading day for calls ranked 1 fell

from $.99 to $.14 (t = 1.05) while the mean call selectivity component fell by 52 per-

cent from $1.22 to $.58. The mean call selectivity component was still highly signif-

icantly positive, however, with a p-value of .0001 in a one-talled test. For calls ranked
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T|b|• 4.12: Poflormtllcl Acowlllng to Impllod Standard Dovlaüon 01 Und•rIy|ng Stock

Mg; § Std Error 1 Pr> |t|

6 < .10

R„,' 1.88824874 133 3.36661481 0.56 0.5758

Rg -10.59680451 133 1144465955 -0.93 0.3562

RG, 2.85462406 133 3.62709953 0.79 0.4327

1;, -0.95710245 133 1.54(D8828 -0.62 0.5354

hR,· -9.94222744 133 11.37609253 -0.87 0.3837

IL,{c"' — 1} -2.55209868
IL,{¢'“ — 1} -2.54282581

Rg •13.45142857
IL, -7989.82531955

”

Moneyncss 1.27484079

.10 s 3 < .15

RM, 1.14894142 189 3.50731908 0.33 0.7436

Rg -11.73941799 189 14.78726316 -0.79 0.4283

Rg 3.59634921 189 3.78994209 0.95 0.3439

1;, -2.44043386 189 1.46201370 -1.67 0.0967

hR,, -9.74987765 189 15.30577982 -0.64 0.5249

IL,{c'^'
— 1} -3.14545569

IL,{e'^' — 1} -3.13848176

Rg -15.33576720
IL, -9538.17912037
Moneyness 1.30102875

.15 s 9 < .20
R,„,' 2.71028398 1176 1.11019077 2.44 0.0148

Rg 0.71481718 1176 3.32933238 0.21 0.83w

Rg 2.53632228 1176 1.12059865 2.26 0.0238

1;, 0.17084405 1176 0.19509679 0.88 0.3814

hR_,' -0.50727034 1 176 3.30901723 -0.15 0.8782

IL,{e'^' - 1} -1.48507881
IL,{e'^‘ — 1} -1.48819646

Rg -1.8215051O
IL, -4541.21062832

Moneyness 1.07658217
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4.12, contlnual: P•r1orm•n¤• Aocordlng 10 ImpII•d Standard D•v1•tion 01

E Std Error g Pr>|1|

.20 s 3 < .25
RM, 0.86207142 5320 0.53822633 1.60 0.1093
Rc! 0.46757519 5320 1.17422066 0.40 0.8®5
R6, 0.97874248 5320 0.54671928 1.79 0.0735

vg, -0.12615132 5320 0.11192654 -1.13 0.2598

hR,· 1.01855345 5320 1.13208570 0.N 0.3683
I:,(e'^' — 1} ·1.40356942
IL,{¢’^' — 1} —1.41304968
Ra -0.51116729
IL, -4336.03930310
Moneyness 1.04592402

.25 5 3 < .20
RM! 0.45913592 8553 0.384®353 1.20 0.2319

Rc' -0.83523325 8553 0.96552668 -0.87 0.3870
Rat 0.60412428 8553 0.38771689 1.56 0.1 192
vg, -0.15769369 8553 0.10747704 -1.47 0.1423
hR_,' -0.02778294 8553 0.94403147 -0.03 0.9765
lß,{e'“ — 1} -1.25388091

1} -1.26658623
RQ; ·1.43935754
IL, —3770.95533029
Moncyness 1.01946381

.30 s G < .35
RM! 0.08686246 6194 0.34512601 0.25 0.8013

Rc! -0.40412092 6194 0.79892439 -0.51 0.6130

RG! 0.39262351 6194 0.34752230 1.13 0.2586
vg, -0.31888248 6194 0.10455033 -3.05 0.0323

hR_,· 0.45392626 6194 0.81036740 0.56 0.5754
l§f,{e'^' -1} -0.93178821

1} -0.94490964
Ra -0.79876251
IQ, ·2837.91525573

Moneyness 1.(D454547
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T•b|• 4.12, ¢ontInu•d: P•r1orm•no• Aooordlng 10 ImpII•d Standard D•v|•tIon ot Unehrtylng
Stock

Mean Q Std Error g Pr> |t|

.35 s 2 < .40

R"'
0.49803116 3846 0.62340453 0.80 0.4244

Rc. -0.59140991 3846 1.46511164 -0.40 0.6665
RQ 0.44114896 3846 0.59855397 0.74 0.4612

vg, 0.04563761 3846 0.24912139 0.18 0.8547

hR,' -0.2228065S 3846 1.41976133 -0.16 0.8753
Ig,{e'•' — 1} ·0.85538992

1} ·0.86663451
RQ: ·1.03255867
IL, -2634.35596217
Moneyness 1.04101586

9 z .40
R"' ·0.(ß357762 3960 0.64582665 -0.08 0.9401

Rc! 7.62412060 3980 1.67618746 4.ß 0.GX)1
RQ 0.15512440 3960 0.84580932 0.18 0.8545
rg, -0.2294471O 3960 0.16187575 •1.42 0.1564

hR,' 8.70633277 3980 1.81575268 4.79 0.GX)1
lß,{c’“ — 1} ·1.(IJ768946
lL,{¢’^' — 1} ·1.01863454
Ra 7.46271480
IL, -3043.87580872

Moneyness 1.23477715
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2, the mean excess hedge return was negative and insignificantly different from zero

and the mean call selectivity component was very small at $.10 per contract per

trading day and insignificantly different from zero. These findings suggest that the

differential call selectivity for calls ranked 1 versus calls ranked 2 reported earlier is

not due to the presence of outliers in the data.

The ordering of mean excess hedge returns per contract per trading day accord-

ing to the call/stock ranking combination is not changed after eliminating the top and

bottom five percent of the sample distribution. For calls with a ranking of 1 written

on stocks with rankings of 1 and 2, the mean excess hedge returns are -$.25 and $.47,

respectively, with the latter return being significantly positive (t = 2.16). The mean

excess hedge return for calls ranked 1 written on stocks ranked 3 remained signif-

icantly positive at $1.75 per contract per trading day (t = 3.02). The call selectivity

component for calls ranked 1 written on stocks ranked 3 was positive at $2.92 in the

truncated tests, which represented a reduction of 25 percent, yet this component re-

mained significantly positive (t = 4.54).

The fact that the ordering of mean excess hedge returns according to call ranking

and call/stock rank combinations is not affected by the elimination of the top and

bottom 5 percent of the excess returns distribution indicates the robustness of the

reported results with respect to outliers potentially caused by errors in the data. In-

deed, the persistence of patterns in the mean excess hedge returns and call selec-

tivity returns consistent with Value Line call and stock rankings buttresses the results

reported earlier.
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IV.B.9 Adjustment for Floor Trading and Clearing Costs

The excess dollar hedge returns reported in this study have not been adjusted for

expliclt trading costs? Phillips and Smith (1980) estimate the expliclt transactions

costs incurred by arbitrageurs, option·market makers, and individual traders.

Floor trading and clearing costs are estimated to be $1.50 to $1.70 per option

contract and $1.00 to $4.00 per round lot of stock for the arbitrageur? Based on these

estimates, Blomeyer and Klemkosky (1983) assume mean trading and clearing costs

of $1.60 per option contract and $2.50 per round lot of stock. This implies round trip

floor trading and clearing costs of $8.20. In the present study, daily hedge adjust-

ments are assumed to be made through the stock position; one option contract ls

held throughout the holding period. Therefore, the appropriate adjustment for expliclt

transactions costs is $4.10 for the first and last days of each holding period, and $2.50

for each intermediate day during the holding period. Applying these costs to the

hedge returns reported earlier is sufficient to eliminate even the largest mean excess

hedge return per contract per trading day.

M Explicit trading costs are defined here as all trading costs other than the bid-ask spread and the op-
portunity costs of the exchange seat and the trader's time.

M An arbitrageur is defined here as an employee of a special trading division of a large retail brokerage
firm that has seats on both the options exchange and the stock exchange.
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lV.B.10 Performance of the Underlying Stocks

From equation 3.14, the naked call return component associated with changes in

the price of the underlying stock is hR$t , where h is the hedge ratio. ln order to de-

termine whether the holder of a call option obtains excess returns due to the recom-

mendation of options written on stocks that exhibit abnormally positive performance,

it is necessary to affect a risk adjustment to the stock returns. This section reports

the risk-adjusted return performance of the stocks underlying the recommended

calls.

There is ample documentation of Value Line’s ability to predict stock price per-

formance (see Black (1973), Holloway (1981), Perritt (1981), and Copeland and Mayers

(1982)) and of the market’s reaction to Value Line’s stock timeliness rankings (Stickel

(1985) and Peterson (1987)). The stocks underlying the call options examined in the

current study have timeliness rankings ranging from 1 to 4 over the course of the

holding periods. A testable hypothesis is that stocks ranked 1 for timeliness exhibit

positive abnormal performance, and that abnormal stock returns are directly related

to the ranking of calls written on the stock. The assumption is that, for a given stock

ranking, option rankings provide additional information about the expected return

performance of the underlying stock. This follows from the fact that an important

factor in the determination of an option’s ranking is the expected performance of the

underlying stock. For example, if stocks A and B both have a Value Line rank of 1 for

timeliness, but call options on stock A are ranked 1 and those on stock B are ranked

3 then the possiblity exists that the difference in the option rankings is caused, in

part, by the opinion that stock A is more undervalued than stock B.2‘

2* lt is, of course, more likely that the difference in the option rankings reflects the opinion that options
on stock A are under—vaIued and options on stock B are correctly valued. Whether differences in
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To examine this issue, abnormal percentage stock returns were calculated using

data from the CRSP daily returns tape.” For each call option, C, in the sample, the

A
market model parameters äcs, and ßcs, were estimated for the underlying stock, S,

over the 250 trading days following the end of the holding period for the option." Ab-

normal stock returns for day t were then computed as:

A A 4
ARcs, = Vs, " [°lcs + ßcsVM,]» [4-6]

where rg! and r„t are the actual day t percentage returns on stock S and on the CRSP

value-weighted portfolio of NYSE and AMEX stocks, respectively. Note that there may

be multiple options on a given day t that are written on the same stock and, unless

the holding periods of these options terminate on the same day, the market model

parameters used in calculating expected returns will be estimated over different pe-

riods. lt is, therefore, necessary to determine an average abnormal return for each

stock for each day t. The average percentage abnormal return for stock S on day t

is defined as:

A1
·— 1ARS, = 7,- 2[ARcS,]- [4-7]

C=‘l

option rankings provide additional information concerning stock rankings can only be determined
empirically, which is one of the purposes of this section.

Z5 Because call and stock prices occuring between 10 AM and 3 PM on the Berkeley Tapes are used in
calculating trading day returns, and CRSP daily returns are based on closing prices, it is not possible
to calculate synchronous trading day dollar abnormal returns on the underlying stocks. Thus, the
trading day percentage stock returns reported in this section are not calculated over preclsely the
same interval as the trading day returns reported in previous sections of this study.

2* A future benchmark period is used in order to avoid biases associated with the use of a past
benchmark period. See the last several paragraphs in section lll.D.2 for a rationale for the use of this
procedure.
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where N is the number of call options in the sample written on stock S on day t. We

wish to test the abnormal return performance of stocks along two dimensions; 1) ac-

cording to the rank of the stock and, 2) according to the call/stock rank combination.

ln order to develop an average daily abnormal return for stocks of a given rank K, the

arithmetic average of KR}! across all trading days and stocks having rank K is calcu-

Iated and is denoted E-XK The average daily abnormal return for stocks having rank

K and on which there are options having rank L is calculated in a similar fashion and

is denoted EKL.

Table 4.13 presents abnormal stock returns for stocks ranked 1, 2, 3 and 4.
"

There is no evidence of statistically significant excess stock price performance for

any of the rankings. lt is interesting to note that the computed mean excess stock

return for the rank 1 group is actually negative, while for the rank 4 group the mean

is positive. The mean ?3’s are decreasing from rank 1 to rank 3, suggesting that Value

Line may have expected a bull market during the study period.

We may conclude from the foregoing analysis of excess stock returns by stock

ranking that the Value Line stock ranking system does not provide any information

about future excess return performance. This is in contrast to the studies cited pre-

viously that found a correlation between Value Line rankings and excess stock re-

turns. A possible explanation is that the market has grown efficient with respect to

the timeliness rankings of common stocks contained in the Value Line Investment

Survey.

Table 4.14 contains data on mean excess stock returns for the call/stock rank

combinations. Panel A presents data for stocks with a ranking of 1 during the study

period. The pattern of excess stock returns across call rankings for stocks ranked 1

W There were no instances of a stock’s being ranked 5 during the option holding periods.
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Table 4.13: Excess Percentage Returns of Underlying Stocks Accordlng to Stock
Ranklng.

Mean Q Std Error I PR> |T|

Stock Rank = 1

ARst -0.00004191 4375 0.00023708 -0.18 0.8597
A
ß 1.41400272 4375
fs, 0.00046096 4375
rm 0.00066321 4375

Stock Rank = 2

ARst 0.00002776 6980 0.00016639 0.17 0.8675

ß 1.21748343 6980
rss 0.00081196 6980
r„! 0.00071205 6980

Stock Rank = 3

ARs' —0.00008206 2567 0.00028529 -0.29 0.7737

ß 0.94542165 2567
fst 0.00069523 2567
r,„t 0.00072269 2567

Stock Rank = 4

ARs' 0.00029465 75 0.00151642 0.19 0.8465

ß 1.26527004 75
rst 0.00228997 75
r,„t 0.00123289 75
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Table 4.14: Excess Percentage Returns Accordlng to Call/Stock Rank Comblnatlon.

Panel A: Stock Rank = 1

Mean E Std Error I Pr> |T|

Call Rank = 1
ARst -0.00007978 3924 0.00025223 -0.32 0.7518
rst 0.00046000
Q -0.00042667
A
ß 1.41944322

Call Rank = 2

ARs' -0.00004235 1357 0.00037468 -0.11 0.9100
rst 0.00017840
Q -000026426
8 1.4124301 1

Panel B: Stock Rank = 2

Mean _N_ Std Error I Pr> |T|

Call Rank = 1

ARst 0.00005099 4473 0.0002011 1 0.25 0.7999
fs, 0.00093001
Q -0.00004461
fz 1.17311413

Call Rank = 2

ARs' 0.00017057 3967 0.00022168 0.77 0.4417
rst 0.00085582
Q -0.00012076
,8 1.26176525
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runs counter to that which would be expected ifthe option ranking provides additional

information about the future performance of the underlying stock. The results indicate

that stocks ranked 1 on which there are calls ranked 1 actually exhibit negative ex-

cess return performance, although this return and all the excess returns in Table 4.14

are insignificantly different from zero.

Panel B reports mean excess returns for stocks with a ranking of 2 according to

option ranking. These results are also unsupportive of the ’additional information'

hypothesis. None of the mean excess stock returns are significantly different from

zero and the mean excess return for the 2/2 call/stock rank combination exceedslthat

for the 1/2 rank combination. Z'

2* Reskuläsgor stocks ranked 3 are not reported but are essentially identical to those reported for stocks
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Chapter V

Summary and Conclusions

This study has examined the call purchase recommendations contained in Va/ue

Line Options over the period 1983-1985. The study has been motivated Iargely by the

findings of other researchers that stock rankings contained in The Va/ue Line Invest-

ment Survey are correlated with subsequent abnormal stock price performance. The

results reported here are consistent with these findings. The excess return per-

formance of options ranked by Value Line are ordered in accordance with the

rankings. ln addition, the strategy prescribed by Value Line in using its rankings and

recommendations was found to yield abnormal profits after consideration of the bid-

ask spread on call option transactions.

The sample of call options analyzed in this study was taken from the naked call

purchase recommendations contained in weekly issues of Va/ue Line Options Of the

6,360 CBOE call options recommended over the three year period, approximately 60

percent were considered transactable using ask quotes from the Berkeley Options

Data Base in conjunction with Value Line’s limit prices. Because well over half of the
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recommendations could be transacted, the hypothesis that Value Line may be sys-

tematically understating their true opinion concerning option prices was rejected.

From the group of transactable options, a sample of 500 was selected for detailed

performance evaluation.

For each of the sample options, trading day excess hedge returns and naked call

option returns were calculated over the period ending when the call option was no

longer ranked 1 or 2. ln order to gain more detailed insight into performance, the re-

turns were decomposed into several components. Specific attention was given to the

call selectivity return, Rat, the stock selectivity return, and the residual return

associated with discrete hedge adjustment, rp,.

The initial tests were designed to evaluate Value Line’s suggested strategy of

purchasing call options listed in The Options Strategist, monitoring their ranking in

subsequent issues, and selling them when they were no longer ranked 1 or 2. Two

separate scenarios were considered. The first assumed that the call was purchased

and sold at the midpoint of the bid-ask spread. The second assumed the call to be

purchased at the ask price and sold at the bid price. In both cases the daily hedge

adjustment was done at the midpoint of the bid-ask spread.

Significantly positive mean excess hedge returns and call selectivity returns were

obtained assuming call transaction prices at the midpoint of the bid-ask spread. ln

the second scenario, these returns were reduced in magnitude and significance, yet

they remained significantly positive. The residual return associated with discrete

hedge adjustment was significantly negative in both cases. It was suggested that the

negative return may indicate that the effect of failure to adjust the hedge for increas-

ing time decay dominates the effect of failure to adjust for changes in stock prices.

Because of the relative insensitivity of the call selectivity component to systematic
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biases and errors associated with discrete hedge adjustments, Rct may be the pref-

erable measure of abnormal performance.

The statistical properties of the sample of excess returns were investigated. lt

was found that the distribution of excess hedge returns is very nearly symmetric but

leptokurtic. Analysis of the data indicated the potential for violations of the inde-

pendence assumptions in the t~tests that were performed. Because the proportion

of the total number of excess hedge return observations that are affected is small,

however, violation of the independence assumption is not believed to significantly

bias the reported results.
U

ln order to directly test Value Line’s ranking system, trading day returns were

calculated according to call ranking and call and stock rank combinations. lt was

found that mean trading day actual call returns, excess hedge returns and call se-

Iectivity returns were ordered in a manner consistent with the call rankings. For calls

ranked 1, these returns were significantly positive. The decomposition analysis re-

vealed that a large portion of the actual return on naked calls having a rank of 1 was

associated with the convergence of the Value Line model price and the market price

of the call. Calls ranked 2 exhibited abnormal performance statistically indistin-

guishable from zero. Calls ranked 3 exhibited significantly negative abnormal per-

formance. These results suggest that Value Line’s call option rankings are an

accurate indicator of subsequent call option performance. Assuming the accuracy

of parameter estimation and the absence of option pricing model bias that is sys-

tematically related to option rankings, these results suggest the possibility of market

inefficiency with respect to Value Line option rankings. While the returns calculated

according to call ranking do not consider explicit transactions costs, inclusion of

these costs are not likely to alter the relative performance of call options ranked 1, 2

and 3.
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ln ranking call options, Value Line jointly considers the under- or over-valuation

of the call itself and the underlying stock. This suggests that highly ranked calls

written on relatively low ranked stocks are considered to be more under-valued than

highly ranked calls on highly ranked stocks. This Ieads to the hypothesis that for a

given call rank, the mean excess hedge returns and call selectivity returns will be

inversely related to the ranking of the underlying stock. As a corollary to this hy-

pothesis, we would expect that the stock return component of return is directly re-

lated to the stock ranking. To test these hypotheses, the sample was segmented

according to call and stock rank combinations. The results provided substantial

support for the hypotheses. For call options ranked 1 and 2, there is a monotonic

increase in both the mean excess hedge return and the mean call selectivity return

as the stock ranking declines from 1 to 3. As expected, for a given stock ranking

between 1 and 3, both these performance measures are larger for call options ranked

1 than for call options ranked 2. In addition, for call options ranked 1 and 2, the mean

stock component of return is directly related to the stock ranking.

The conformance of call and stock returns to predictions based on call and stock

rankings is consistent with previous studies of The Va/ue Line Investment Survey’s

stock timeliness rankings. lf Value Line bases its recommendations exclusively on

publicly available information, the results reported in this study conflict with the

semi-strong form of the efficient markets hypothesis.

A series of t-tests ofthe differences in true mean excess hedge returns for various

call ranking and call/stock ranking combinations were performed. Mean excess

hedge returns for calls ranked 1 were significantly greater than returns for calls

ranked 2. The evidence for differences in mean excess performance according to call

and stock rank combinations is somewhat weaker. Average excess hedge returns for

call options characterized by a call/stock rank combination of 1/3 were significantly
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greater than returns for calls having a 1/1 ranking combination at one-tailed test lev-

els above .06.

Additional tests were performed to determine whether there is differential per-

formance of the Value Line model according to the moneyness, time to expiration and

implied standard deviation of the sample options. The results indicated that mean

excess hedge returns and call selectivity returns for at-the-money options are insig-

nificantly different from zero while call selectivity is evident for in- and out-of-the-

money calls. A possible explanation for this is that market interest and trading

volume are relatively high for at-the-money options causing these options to be more

efficiently priced than in- and out·of·the-money options. Performance according to

moneyness was further explored by segmenting the sample within each moneyness

classification by call ranking and call/stock rank combination. Within each

moneyness classification, both mean excess hedge returns and call selectivity re-

turns were ordered in accordance with the call rankings. Both of these performance

measures were slgnificantly greater than zero for in- and out-of-the-money calls hav-

ing a ranking of 1. ln addition, mean excess hedge returns and call selectivity returns

were inversely ordered with respect to stock ranking for calls ranked 1 within each

moneyness classification. These results indicate that call return performance ac-

cording to call ranking and call/stock rank combination is generally robust for in- and

out·of-the-money calls. The finding of differential performance according to

moneyness is not surprising given differences in trading volume.

Stratification of the sample according to time until expiration and implied standard

deviation did not reveal any significant patterns in excess returns or the components

of return. Therefore, it is concluded that the Value Line model performs consistently

across values of these two parameters and/or the degree of market efficiency is not

dependent on these two parameters.
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ln order to determine whether the results of the study were being driven by the

influence of outliers in the data, the tests were repeated excluding the top and bottom

five percent of observations of mean excess hedge returns per trading day. While the

magnitude and significance levels of the returns were decreased, the orderlng of

mean excess hedge returns and call selectivity returns was not affected. The per-

sistence of return patterns consistent with Value Line call and stock rankings in-

creases the level of confidence in the conclusion that Value Line is able to identify

under-valued call options.

Market model parameters were estimated for each of the underlying stocks in the

sample using a future benchmark technique. The hypothesis that abnormal returns

are increasing for a given stock rank as the call rank increases was tested and re-

jected. Abnormal returns were insignificantly different from zero for each stock

ranking and call/stock ranking combination. This suggests that the market has grown

efficient with respect to the timeliness rankings of common stocks contained in The

Va/ue Line Investment Survey.

This study has presented evidence in support of Value Line’s option pricing

model. Excess hedge returns and call selectivity returns were generally ordered in

accordance with Value Line’s call and stock ranks. Significant abnormal performance

was detected for call options ranked 1 over the period 1983-1985. This performance

was particularly evident for calls ranked 1 on stocks ranked 3. These findings are

consistent with ex-ante expectations assuming the validity of the Value Line ranking

system. The magnitude of abnormal performance, however, does not suggest gross

market inefficiency. After consideration of floor trading and clearing costs, the strat-

egy of forming riskless hedge portfolios and rebalancing on a daily basis does not

generate excess returns. The evidence does suggest, however, that an investor
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taking naked call posltions can improve the risk—return performance ofthe investment

by following Value Line’s call and stock rankings.
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Appendux A
Stocks Underlying Sample Options

AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER
AMERICAN EXPRESS
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY
AMERICAN INTL GROUP
AMERICAN TEL & TELEG
AMOCO
AMP INC
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD
BAXTER TRAVENOL
BOEING
BRISTOL MYERS
BRUNSWICK CORP
BURLINGTON NORTHERN
BURROUGHS CORP
CAPITAL CITIES COMMUNICATION
CBS
CELANESE CORP
CHRYSLER
CIGNA CORP
CITICORP
COASTAL CORPORATION
COCA—COLA
COMMONWEALTH EDISON
CULLINET SOFTWARE
DELTA AIRLINES
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
DISNEY
ECKERD JACK CORP
ESMARK INC
EXXON
FEDERAL EXPRESS
FORD
GENERAL DYNAMICS
GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL FOODS
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GENERAL MOTORS
GREAT WESTERN FINL
HEWLETT PACKARD
HOLIDAY INNS
HUMANA
IBM
INTERNATIONAL PAPER
ITT CORP
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON
KERR MCGEE CORP
KMART
LIFEMARK CORP
LIMITED
LIZ CLAIBORNE
LOEWS CORP
LORAL CORP
MARY KAY

4

MCDONALDS
MEDTRONIC
MERCK & CO
MERRILL LYNCH
MIDDLE SOUTH UTILITIES
MINN MINING & MFG
NCR CORP
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORP
NORTHROP CORP
NORTHWEST INDUSTRIES
NWA INC
PAINE WEBBER
PENNZOIL
PEPSI
RAYTHEON CORP
RCA CORP
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
ROLM CORP
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO
SOUTHERN CO
SPERRY CORP
SOUIBB
STANDARD OIL
SYNTEX CORP
S&P 100 INDEX
TANDY CORPORATION
TELEDYNE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TOYS R US
UNITED AIRLINES
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
UPJOHN
VIACOM INTERNATIONAL
WALMART
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WALTER JIM CORP
WARNER COMMUNICATIONS
WILLIAMS COMPANIES
WINNEBAGO
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